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This issue of the yearbook c ntains twenty papers that
were presented and discussed a the eighth annual meeting
of the Conference. The Executiv Committee, in 'plahning for
the annual meeting and the pu lication of the yearbook, felt

'that a need existed for continua ce of repokting effective work
in reading programs conduct in colleges and universities
in different parts of the Unite States, for further evaluation
of various types of programs for exploring areas of possible
improvement and for comp ling reports on research. The
Committee was it's° of the pinion that a greater emphasis
should be put on problems, chniques and procedures in start-
ing college reading progr s. Comments by representatives,
particularly those from 8 aller collegea, indicated that more
information was needed hat related to the task of starting
an effective program.

*Dr. William Eller accepted the task of planning the work
and directing the rogram for the first day of the eighth
annual meeting of e Conference, which was given to starting
programs. The pa ers presented and included in Part One
relate to the vari us problems involved, including the dmin-
istration of the r ading program, selection and motiv tion of
students, objecti es, selection of materials to be used develop-
ment of readi g skills, and evaluation of instru ents an
testing. These rticles were written by persons wh have h
several years xperience in conducting and evaluating readi .g
programs, an were edited for Part One by Dr./Eller.

One of the main purptoses of the Conference is to enco rage
research in reading and to provide channela'through hich
it may be reported and published. Evaluation of ethods,
techniques, procedures and outeemes is also one of e func-
tions. The dynamic nature of the work of the Co erence is
reflected in rise of controversial issues and further evaluation
of the bases of such differences.

Effectiveness of tests and testing 'is given considerable
space; in Pait Twoone article by Dr. J. B. troud and a
detailed report of research done by r. Earl ankin, Jr. on
the validity and utility of the doze Technique.

4 5 /.
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The value ,of this yearbook and the success of the National
Reading Conference mot be credited to the workers in 'the
field of reading improvbment who have generously given:their
time and shared their talents in the preparation and presen-
tation of the material to be found on the pages that follow.

April 1959. OSCAR S. CAUSEY.

ti
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PART ONE
STARTING PROGRAMS

Starting College Reading Program

IIYWILLIAM ELLER .

State University of Iowa --

An examination of recent yearbooks of the National Read-
ing Conference would reveal very few articles on the basic-
elements of a college reading program. In 1952 and 1953, the
first meetings of the Southwest Reading Conference (the'
parent of the present Conference), included extensive ex-
change of ideas on administrative procedures, student selec-.
tion processes, usage of.xnechanical equipMeht and assorted
other fundamental problems. Quite .understandably, as the
Conference has grown both in maturity and in geographical
scope, the meetings have given decreasing emphasis to such
rudiments as the pedagogy of the tachistoscope and have de-
voted the bulk of the program time to moreerhistiCated

reading research,of college readingrespar, evaluati and 'inter-
actions with other acaddmic disciplines, for example.

During the past, two or three - years, when the Conference
has not dealt with the practical day-to-day aspects of college
reading, there have been in attendance at the meetings a
number of newly appointed directors or instructors of read-
ing courses. turally,. these beginning workers were some -
times disappm ted when the meetings did not include much
of the bogie administrative and pedagogic information which
they felt they needed, and sometimes they complained to' the,
older members of the Conference that they were not receiv-
ing the help "they needed. As a result, the Executive Commit-
tee decided to allot the opening day of the December, 1958;
Conference and the first two-fifths of the Yearbook to the
problems of beginning reading programs.

It Auld seem that the first problem encountered, by a
new -coil e which is considering a reading program Is the
questi of whether to proceed. When this decision

it
made

acuity committee or an administrative group, it is often
ssary to educate elements of the staff, or at least certain

ividual professors, as to the value and role of a college
re ding program. Some plans for handling these introduc-

9 8
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tory problems are explained by Albert Kingston in the article
which immediately follows this introduction.

.
There is, of course, the -possibility that the committee or

administrative agency will decide not to add a !riding pro-
gram to the college curriculum, in which case the pro-reading
group may have to begin another campaign. Lyle Miller, in
the final article in this section, points out that a number of
schools have even abandoned their reading programs during
the past three or four years. This hardly seems like the sort
of information which should be mentioned in a consideration
of the subject of starting a reading. program, but it is appro-
priate at this points for a good reason. Quite often when a
reading program is abandoned, this action is taken because
thQ instruction and class routine has not been worthy of con-
tinuation; in some instances, the program has been a down-
right failure. Of coarse, there are other very good reasons,
Such as serious shortage of funds, for the abandonment of
reading programs, and when a college administration abol-
ishes the reading improvement course it usually offers some
reason other than the failure' of the program. However, fail-
ures are not as uncommon nor impossible as might be hoped.
When a reading course is a failure, the problem is usually
that the classroom procedures and materials were not clearly
planned in advance by an instructor who knew what he Was
doing. It is really not difficult to conduct a reading program
in most situations so that it will be an overwhelming success;
it is also easy to produce a failure that will not be included .
in the college curriculum for a second year. The difference
is mostly a matter of getting started properly, which is an-
other reason for this special section of the Yearbook. The
differences between successful and unsuccessful progranis are
mostly matters of (1) smoothness and efficiency of class-
room procedures, (2) conditions under which mechanical aids
(if any) are used, (3) suitability of instructional materials,
and (4) overall effectiveness of teaching.

It may be worth while to consider each of these four fac-
tors. separately so that illustrations of good and bad practice
can be offered. Smoothness of classroom procedure is a ma-
jor concern because reading. coupes commonly have numer-
ous materials in the students' 'hands, and these items are
shuffled about as the instructional emphasis changes several
times during a class period. Each student may have, one or
more catnprehension tests, one or more progress graphs, some

10 ".9
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scoring keys, a source of printe&reading selections, and some
answer sheets in hislpossession. If the class is not given some
procedures for acquiring and relinquishing these materials
easily there will be' an embarrassing Amount of confusion as
items are paSsed back and forth. It is quite possible for stu-
dents to feetthough they may not verbilize their feeling
that the.class period is so'"fnessy" that it isn't doing much,
good. On.the other hand, if\they'are _given simple instructions
for picking lab daily 'materials, most of this disturbing ele-
ment can be eliminated. It is= rather common for reading in-
structors to lay Out certain materials near the entrance to
the classroom so that students' can pick up their equibment
for the day as they enter the room. Harry W. Johnson, in
his article on read* pacers, in this Yearbook, describes one
such arrangement. Some reading.inStructors are blessed with
such fine physical facilities that they haVe room to lay out
all needed materials in front of the seats before the students
enter the room.

w ' .

Condition under which mechanical aids are used may
prove to be a handicap to the\ total readink program if the
.projection rOnment is not of good quality when reading
films or .tachistoscopes are used,-for exorable. It.is not tin-

.: common for a school to become enthusiastic about a reading
program and proceed 'with the actual instruction without pro-
viding'a suitable room for the Projected devices being used.
Last, year, for instance; the writer observed the first day^of
a reading course' in which reading films were being shown
on such a poor screen and in such an inadequately darkened
room that he could not read the film himself, even though
he had probably seen thatrfilni at least a hundred times pre-
viously. Can students be expected to respond favorably to
instruction under such conditions? (The situation was mark-
edly improved the very next day, incidentally.) If mechanical
devices are to be used in a reading course, it is imperative
that the conditions essential to their' optimal use bOrovided.
Usually a considerable sum has been invested in the equip-

. ment, and it is c9rtainly a false economy to destroy the effec-
tiveness of these machines by compromising on the audio-
visual facilities which enhance their use. This principle may
seem so obvious that one would expect it to be ignored only
rarely; it is included here, however, because experienCe hag
shown it to be a common source of difficulty".

10
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No one would doubt that the. suitability of the instruc-
tional materials could be a major cause of the "success or
failure of a reading program, but an illustration may' still.
be useful. Consider 'som e of the comprehension questions
which follow certain of the rather good reading, selections in
the Better" Reading Books published by Science Research Afi-'
sociates. You will find that a feW of the questionk deal with
rather _trivial details in the stories, A student who encount-
ers questions of this sort 'several days in a row soon learns
to look for the minor,deeltils as he reads, but this is not what
the reading instructor wants him to do, because he is devel-
oping a style of reading that will itot lead to high speed and
comprehension scores in .a long, run. Comprehension questions.
Which are based on the more important story elethents would
ihdUce much better reading habits into student .readers.

The overall effectiveness of the teaching includes a lot of
possibilities which help or hinder the reading instruction.. In
general, if an instructor utilizes what he knows about learn-
ing, the reading process, and adapting to individual differ-
ences he will be teaching effectively.. But if he, rigidly, follows
rescribed procedutes, some students will likely fall by the
ayside. h.. D. Gilmore; in his description of tachioscope

jusage illustrates this' point when he first attributes part of
the unpopularity of that instrument to the unimaginative use
which it occasionally gets, and then goes on to suggest peda-.
gogic variations in tachistoscope use.

Because of time limitations during the 19 8 Conference
and space limitations in this Yearbook, this section. on the
beginning college reading program is concerned mainly with
the typical Short-term reading course which emptlaiizes im
provement in basic rate and comprehension, for the great
'heterogeneous bulk of students. In that most college reading
programs take this direction, is specializatiori of the Year-
book is justified. However, it is uit possible that 'a reader
might draw one or tlgo unfortuna conclusions., Since there
is so much consideration of the more-or-less mechanical as-
pects of adult reading, it is conceivable that someone might
infer that the other types of reading instruction are not im-
portant, or that they are considered unimportant by the plan-
ners 'of the. Conference. The more serious, elements of com-
prehensioncritical reading, predicting outcomes, etc.are,
if anything, even more important than the .basic speed and
comprehension training. Further, the philosophy 'of some n-

.
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stitutions requires that the poorest readers be 'given instruc-
tion which is essentially remedial. These components of a
mature reading program are- not included in this ',yearbook
since they are not so 'Welk to be included in a first-yearr read-
ing course, but any reading specialist who is an educator and
not just a technician will begin to think about the other kinds. .

of reading, once his program is under way. -

Inasmuchas-there are three articles on mechanica
in this yearbook, it is also possible to come to the erroneous
conclusion that it is impeasi 41- to have a good reading pro-_
gram without some such dev . This as most unfortunate
because mechanital aids requir a sizable. investment, and
some institutions might assume that two or three thousand
dollars worth of equipment is necessary, and thus might con-
elude that they can't afford a reading program. It is dis-
tinctly possible to have a high-grade reading course with no
more than two 'hundred dollars invested in workbooks, other .

printed reading materials, and a few tests and student-record
materials. It is but fair to add however, that an economy pro-
gram of this sort puts a lot -of extra strain on the instructor.
The mechanical aids° make the teacher's load more tolerable
in that they help adapt to individual differences, increase op-
portunities for students to work independently, and appear
to be qujte motivating.

A few introductory remarks about the specific. articles
. which follow may be in order. Because so many administr-t;,

tive matters have to be arranged before 'the reading program
can begin, these have been considered first by. Albert King-
ston. 'He was asked to treat the administrative problems be-
cause lie had 'very successfully done so at an earlier confer-
'ence, find also because he has had administrative experience
on the reading programs of two state universities and a large
metropolitan school system. Several years ago, when Ernest
Jones directed the reading courses at Northeastern State Col-
lege, Tahlequah, Oklahoma, he worked out some good prat -t'
ticesaor setting. .goals with ,students, so he was 'asked to
develop the segment on selection and, motivation.

The remainder of the articles concerned with the begin-
ning rending program deals with methods and materials.
When the11958 Conference was being planned, Harry John-
son of Omaha University was completing his manual for the
resding.pacer,,so he seemed a logical Prppect to preSent that
topic.° Inasmuch as the retling courses at Southern Method-

12



it University include work with several kinde of reading
films, Hazel Carroll was qualified to provide a pedagogy for
their use. When D. Gilmore was a graduate student at
Oklahoma UniVers: he developed a number of special ma-%
terials for the tachi toscope, some of which he still uses: they
are described in his account of that instrument. The article

by Cora Fischer was It presented at the 1958 Conference
'but was added to the Y rbook because the general area of
tcomprehension see e slighted in the other discussions, .
and some treatment 7- 'e() 'prehension was considered neces-
sary. Finally, Lyle' Miller's consideration of current ,practice
provides a good summary of procedures and materials being
used by established programs. This should be of considerable
value to the builders of a new reading program as they en-
deavor to make the Important decision about their prospec-
tive instruction in college reading.

S
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Pr Oblems of Initiating a New College Reading Program

ALBERT KINGSTON, JR.

University of Georoio r"
Institutions of higher learning tend to be consbrvative in

nature, as those who have ever served on ,committees, to re-
view the various curricula of their colleges readily metes-
tify. Suggestions regarding,the addition of new degree pro-
grams or additional majors, usually meet resistance- from a
portion of the faculty and administration', It is probably even
more chine& tO eliminate certain phases of a ctirriculonu.
When viewed from a, philosophical framework, it seems likely
that a'reluctance to constantly alter offerings or adjust cur-
riculti to current predsures is beneficial to highqr, educntion
in,the long run. Oh the other hand, such attitudes and ten.
dencies create real probleMs for those who are trying to initi-
ate comparatively recently developed services such as rending
impreyement programs.

Individuals who foster plans to establish reading programs
at-the college level can expect to have their proposals greeted
with mixed reactions. In. all likelihdod the whole gamut of
emotions from overt hostility through indifference to enthusi-
astic support will be precipitated. At this stage many of the,
less hardy or more thin-skinnid may abandon the entire Plan.
The more zealous or tougher-hided proponent may try to "bull
his way throughallike a fullback charging through the cen-
ter of the line."

ome general points of strategy may be helpful to those
who p not experienced this situation. In general, the pro-
ponent should think throtigh his propfisal carefully before he
presents it te..the fticulty. By so doing he can anticipate some
objections before theyarise and should be able to present a
clear-out, 'definitive program rather than a- mere outline of
one. Secondly, before,making,the formal proposal a great deal
of spade work should be done ,t-.() "plant seeds, to fektiliie and
to water them." He who is proposing the program should
know where he will gain support and where his suggestions
are likely to meet the greatest opposition. Although these fac-
tors will be discussed in more detail later, they Pre mentioned
here to point out another difficulty. Almost any proposal to
inaugurate a college reading program will undergo modifica-
tion or revision when presented to tpe faculty and adminis-

15
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tration. Often a leading program is limited in its future de-
vg/Opment by the naturq of the compromises or modifications
Made at the time it first is initiated. A word of caution hi in
order.regarding the acceptance of a makeshift or compromise
program which may preclude subsequent development or ex-
pansion in desirable directions. The futures of some reading
programs are jeopardized or severely handicapped because
they became well established and accepted in their first fo'rm,
and subsequent modification became nearly impossible.

In 1662 the writer discussed varidus problems related to
administering the college reading program.° Many of the
points discussed then are pertinent today. In addition, how-
ever, the additional experiences of those responsible for ad-
ministering reading programs as well as the certain criticisms
of higher education have added new problems.

In my opinion, it probably was easier to "sell" a reading
prograin to' college administrators and faculty in the late
1940's and early 1950's than it is today. Recent criticisms
and attacks on all levels of education have put many educa-
tors on the defensive. The unfavorable comparisons of Ameri-
can colleges with those of Europe have made some university
administrators cautious. It seems reasonable to assume that
the average college president today would look askance at any
new program which might smack of aiding the weak or inept
scholar or, at least, tend to view it more, cautiously. In many
institutions, particularly those which received part or all of
their support from public funds, such caution, undoubtedly
is wise. In some instances the public press would have us
believe that a student who is not majoring in physical science -
and/or mathematics is wasting the taxpayers' dollars. Few
would deny that current interest in, and criticism of, our
Schools has caused educators to re-examine, justify, and ex-
plain certain policies, curricula, and institutional practices.
In addition to the caution which may result from such criti-
cism, another factor may serve to defeat attempts to estah-
lish university reading programs. In less than two years, in
1960, the first wave of the "war baby crop" will apply for
admission to our colleges and universities. It is predicted that
more students in all parts of our nation will apply for ad-
mission t institutions of higher learning. Almost all' insti-
tutions, t us, will'face a need for providing for increased en-
rollment Coupled with the need to provide expanded facili-
ties to h die larger student bodiel, is the likelihood that the

16 15



purchasing value of the 411ar ,will continue to decrease. If
inflation continues many privately enddwed institutions will

face added problems in 'order to finance their programs. Tax-
supported institutions will also find, difficult times altrad as
there seems to be increasing competition 'for the tax dollar.
It is likely that such conrpetition will not be decreased in the
next few years. -

To summarize, certain real barriers may prevent the fu-
ture establishment of college, reading. programs, particularly
in the larger and older universities. Whether these same bar-
ritrs are encountered among smaller colleges and junior col-
leges remains to/be seen. The purpose and philosophy of these
institutions largely will determine their receptiveness to read-
ing programs. As more students seek admission to uhiver-
sities it seems reasonable to assume that 'standards for ad-
missien and retention will be raised. It also may be likely
that many reading programs which operated in the post World
War II era and in the, early ,1950's, will be curtailed or even
eliminated. It seems reasonable to assume that proposals to
initiate programs will encounter greater indifference or re-
sistance.

Persons who plan to establish, or who hope to inaugurate
reading programs in the nearVuture, would be wise to study
the changing role of the college reading program during the
peat ten yars. Shortly after World War II many colleges
and universities established programs which were more or
less modeled after those eniployed by the Armed Forces. In
many programs emphasis was placed upon increasing read./
ing rate. Tachistoscopes, reading pacers, and other mechawi
ical aids were used in . profusion. Descriptions of various
types of programs seemed to imply that the use of mechanical
devices in conjunction with specially designed workbobki
would result in gains in rate and comprehension Which could
automatically be transferred to other reading tasks. It is
interesting to note that many college reading programs devel-
oped as something quite, apart and separate from the tradiT
tional methods of reading instruction, employed in the ele-
mentary school.

College reading programs established shortly after World
War II were grated with enthusiasm and many extravagant
claims were made concerning their_ value. In some cases, the
college reading program was regarded as a panacea for almost

17 16



all of the difficulties ancountereVeby students. In 1952;1311es-
mer noted an impressive number of 'reports devoted merely
to describing various types of progrpms.1 In 1958 the same
writer observed that "gains in reading abilities or skiffs were
claimed by practically all who reported, or referred to actual
programs; but bases for evaluatirig gains were. considerably
varied and were often' not clearly identified ana tests of sig..
nificance wore 'significantly' lackings"30 Blidsmer also noted
that there waa "I tendency to over-generalize and .to accept'
positive results uncritically.

During. the years 1056-86 there 'was a decrease in the
number of descriptions of programs found in the literattlie.
Increasing emphasis' was given to the typo of instructional
materials empjoyed, and greater stress given to develoiiing
flexible reading' attitudes and habits. The role of mechanical
aids was examined more critically and .the materials devel-
oped gave evidence of recognizing the.need for wider variety
in content and readability. Comprehension skills also received
more attention. More concern was shown for the interpreta-
tion of materials, critical reading skills', and the development
of generalized concepts. Such developmentehave- tended to
broadenlhe objectives of the college reading program and to
put it, more in line with the purposes of upper elementary
and high school reading instruction.

Ari iiiteresting commentary on the development of college
reading programs may be found in the development of this
conference. Since the second conference, representatives of
industrial training programs have participated.. Such, partici-
pation has been beneficial and welcomed: It is likeji, how-
ever, that in the light of our past experiences with both college .
and adult reading programs, clearer distinctions should be
made between the objectives and methods of the college pro:
gram and obje9tiyea and methods otthe industrial proVam.---,
Certainly we can agree that the Objectives of the university '
program must be broader, be geared to the needs of the 17.&
or 18-year-old youth, and should be dedigned to help him study
and master a wider variety of materials. In the develOpment
of reading skills the college program should foliew the high
school program as closely as the high school aogram,should
follow the elementary school program. Ras' imperative that
thop who plan to develop college- programs organize their
offerings so as to help the student develop attitudes, skills,
and habits which will help big; to master his atadetfiic Studies.

18 17



It is also likely that th typical adult reading program has
m re limited objectives

For those 'who are t completely discouraged or confused
b now, the following suggested procedures might be helpful.

assisting in the esta lishment of a reading program. The
ocedures, of course, should- be modified to suit the exigen-
es of the local situa on. ,

First, a survey she Id he made to determine the need for
college reading pro.) am. It is often advisable to have an

nter-departmental co mittee appointed to examine the local
ituation. Such a stud probably will reveal that certain cam-
us groups already art. trying to Assist students with reading
robletrus. The tounse ing center, the departments of educa-
ion or English; facul y advisers or other student personnel

workers' are most like y to be already making efforts In this
direction. The serve may reveal that the present services
dre fhirly adequate a d perhaps only need further expansioA.
On the other hand it ay reveal that present services fail to
accomplish the. desire r goals and that a newly organized unit
might best be able to serve student needs.

Secondly, a caref
students. Is a readi
college study, or sho
developed first? A c
tion in isolation. 'To
soling units, guidance
ices as well as from f
A basic question mus
a program -designed

The third step gr
investigations reveal
tent than existing fac
question involves the

. 'oped. At this point it
atives-from all facult
likely to be concerned
esting aspects of the d

study should be made of the needs of
clinic needed to help them adjust to

Id other student personpel services be
liege reading, program Should not func-
supcessful it needs support from coun-

centers or other student personnel serv-
may groups and administrative offices.
be answered. 'Do students really need

o improve their reading skills?
s out of the first two steps. If these

hat students need help to a greater ex-
lities or practices can supply, the next
ype of program which should be devel-
ecomes necessary to involve represent-
and administrative groups which are
ith the problem. One of the most inter-
velopment of college reading programs

has been the variation in bacicground of those responsible for
the administration of the services, In some institutions- the
reading program is supervised by the psychology department;
in 'others, the English department. Some institutions have
joint sponsorship, such as-Education- sychology or Education-
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English. In other (Universities the reading program is admin-
istered by the counseling service or the- psycho-educational
clinic. A few programs are supervised by administrative of

of the institution: The determination of who should be
responsible for the reading program is extremely important
because it probably will determine the nature of the program
and also the support it will gain: If the university boasts a
counseling center which already is staffed with specialists and
is serving the entire student body, or if the college of educe-.
tion..has a reading clinic designed to train its students to. deal 4
with the reading problems of elementary school 'pupils, an
extension of these services to include the college reading pro,
gram seems logical. Such expansion may be justified not only..
in terms of improving graduate training opportunities but
also from the viewpoint of best achieving the desired outcomes.

Those who hive been responsible for conducting college
reading programs have noted that reading improvement is
usually merely one of the needs of their clients. Too often
students are poor readers because of weak scholastic aptitude.
Other students have not developed positive attitudes toward
reading and college study. Many lack study habits and skills.
Other students find it difficult to concentrate, either because
they have failed to develop positive attitudes toward academic
study or because emotional problems intervene. Too often the
teacher of a reading course fails to recognize the student's
basic difficulties and treats his symptoms rather than the
underlying causes of his problem. Where the reading pro-
gram is operated in conjunction with a group which is organ-
ized to examine personality dynamics;these fundamental fac-
tors are,more likely to be taken into account. '

In smaller institutions which lack specialized services,
reading programs must 'follow a different type of develop-
ment. As all college students are faced with reading tasks
regardless of their major course. of study, all departments of
the college are more or less concerned with the reading achieve- .
ment of their students. Even though on institution lacks a
wiill,defined counseling center or educational clinic, it still may

'need some type of reading improvement program. Reading
courses have been developed to fill the need. If an institution,.
decides that ti reading course is feasible and desirable, the im-
mediate question to be answered is: who sb,oulge responsible.
The literature on college reading points .out that successful'
programs have 'been developed under the Control of such aca-
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. demic departments as English, education, and psychology. In
determining where the course should be taught, several fac-
tors should be considered. The first question to be answered
should be: Who cim best do the job? Interest in the program,
willingness to give it whole-hearted support, and the profes-
sional competency of the teaching staff must be considered.
In addition, the selected department should be able to secure
the active support of other faculty groups, if .the program is
to be successful. .

If the decision has been to develop a "reading course," ad-
' ditional problems are raised. Sq a fourth general step might'

be to answer these questions: First, should the course carry
academic credit or not? Many factors bear on e Answer to
this question. It should be recognized that man college teach-
ers feel that reading is something that studen s should have
mastered prior to entering college. They pbint out that if
credit is given for reading improvement, it should also be
given for remedial arithmetic, or handwriting; or for coun-
seling. Proposals to grant credit for reading improvement
often meet passive resistance or overt hostility from the fac-
'ulty group which prides, itself on academic standards. As a
results- the reading courseand sometimes the department
sponsoring the coursefinds itself in low repute for "spoon-
feeding." On the other hand, most college htudents have been

-cbeditioricd to view education as the accumulation of credits.
Granting credit probably keeps down attrition, and attendance
is likely to be more-regular and proMpt. Many students with
reading weaknesses need the reinforcement or motivation
given by course credit. A second problem'evolves if the de-
cision is made to offer credit.. Hoc much credit should be
given? The first clue to answering 'this thorny question in-
volves looking at the relationship of the reading course to
othey courses in the school catalogue: If the freshman Eng-

Aish Course carries three semester hours, it may be unwise to
give comparable weight to the reading course. It probably

will 'be easier for a student to earn honor points in the read:
ing course than in the English course. Failure to consider such
factors sometimes have caused reading courses to beconie

It "shoppers' specials."
A third difficulty in offering credit for the reading course

grows out of the natural tendency of administrative officers
to view the reading program by the same standards employed
in viewing academic courses. The same student-teacher ratio
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often is taken for granted, the _number of class meetings per
credit hour per semester is assumed, and the same anticipated
instructional cost is expected. Such considerations may pre-
vent the administrator of the reading program from devel-
oping the course as he would like. A fourth difficulty arises
out of grading schemes. How should one grade participants
in a reading course? Should one establish standardEi as meas-
ured by standardized or informal tests, grade on the basis of
thd number of exercises read, or by gains in reading rate,
comprehension, vocabulary, etc., from the beginning to the
-end of the course.

There can be no pat'answers tathe problems just discussed.
In general, I feel that minimum credit is helpful and I believe
that the reading course should not be allowed to substitute
for an academic course. Some schools allow honor points at-
tained in the reading course to count as elective. credit. The
one responsible for the reading program should be allowed to
limit class enrollment. Large enrollments preclude careful
diagnosis and adequate counseling while encouraging "stiot-

'gun" and mechanical techniques of instruction. Most courses
should not enroll more than 20 -30 sudents depending upon
the overall teaching load of the instructor.

A fifth factor that must be considered involves the length'
of time a student is to be .enrolled in the reading programk
Ideally, the student should spend sufficient time to master the

- required skills and to modify. his attitudes and habits. He
also should be provided with opportunities at a later time to
obtain additional help as needed. If. the reading improvement
program is set up as la course, these factors must be modified
to conform to the quarter or semester standard of the insti-
tution.

Another important consideration to he who would estab-
lish a reading program involves his selection of his students.
Most college programs draw the major portion of their en-
rollment from the freshman 'class. If the institution has a
well-defined freshman testing program, information about the
reading tachievements of entering students is fairly accessible.
At some institutions, students who score below a certain Point_
are advised to enroll but not required ; others compel enroll-
ment. In my opinion, requited enrollment is less desirable
than voluntary participation.)'
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Another important c nsideration involvei methods of in-
struction. A reading. con' L 0 proach usually implies group
work as contrasted with th niWe individualized clinic method.
Often there is less diagnosW.ati less individualization of in-
struction. Most reading courses;' mpt to present a variety
of skills to the enrolled gro4. ideally, all reading courses
should provide some diagnosis, \ *Scheduled conference time
to help students to recognize the needs 'and to encourage and
assist them throughout the pro an . Careful evaluation of
student progress is imperative ani efficient variety of in-
structionalimaterials must be ava k bi Ao meet the needs of

. all students. One of the cheapest, 4 d', uickest ways to ac-
cumulate a wide variety of instructiiial aterials is to secure
copies of all available workbooks, clalfY\ the exercises they
contains tear them out of the books an fi them by various
categories. 'In this way they are readily,avai; able for use with
students who need practice in developing ose particular
skills. This technique recently has beenUse a publisher
who now provides a specially packaged kit o rials:

Another consideration for those who Will o ganize a col-.
lege reading program involves the cost off, sti h' a service.
Local factors in the long run should determine total expendi-
tures for this purpose. So many factors enter in the total'
cost that average figures are meaningless. Iteavi mechan-

ized programs which include reading pacers, oup and indi-
vidual- tachistoscopes, reading films, and othe autio-visual
equipment naturally are more expensive. Progr hieh go

in for elaborate' testing and diagnostic procedures so are
expensive: In general, the expense of a'reading course lean be

.
t

expected to fall somewhere between the cost of yi nglish,

or mathematics course and an individualized labors. ryursec

similar to biology or chemistry. An individualized C inic1Pro-
1

gram will be more expensive. ,,.

A final consideration should be anticipated eve bef'Ore

the reading program is inaugurated. It was mentioned teat
the progress of each student should be eviiltiated constants.
Similarly, the reading program itself must be 'evaluated con,
stantly. Too often we have been prone to accept the resultS,

of our efforts uncritically. Evaluation not only allows 4 to`',

know our successes, but provides a basis for further imprOVe-

ment and subSequent development.
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If after all of these factors have been considered one still
desires to, o? feels that he can organize and inaugurate a col-
lege reading program, I am sure that the chances for success
outweigh the chances of failure.

'Blliesmer, Emery P. "Recent Research In Reading on The College
Level". Second Yearbook, Southwest Reading Conference, 1952.

'Bliesmer, Emery P.."Recen,t Research In Reading on The College Level,"
Third Yearbook, Southi,vest Reading Conference, 1953.

'Kingston, Albert J. "Problems In the Administration of A College Read-
ing Program," Find Yearbook, Southwest Reading Program, 1952.
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Selection and Motivation of Students

BY,ERNEST .1014p'

Central State Co gage kr

The selection of students for college and university read-
ing programs should be entirely hintary basis. At this
level, students will, be successful only hey want to be and
not because they are forced. It is proble :tical whether they
should remain in college if they do n voluntarily wish to
acquire tools necessary to make satisfl tory progress.

Generally, a good plan is to make students aware of their
placement or entrance examination- results aid suggest the
availability of remedial or developmental reading courses. The

--student then decides whether he will enroll. This information
soul very well come through a guidance ...counsefor or a fac-
ulty adviser during an orientation conference, either individ- -Ltt
uall or in groups. \

ome ,of, the problems of -motivation are solved through
volu tary enrollthent: Much, however, remains to be done.
The first step is a complete re ing diagnosis at the begin-
ning of he course.. Standard ding, vocabulary,, and spell-
ing ,,sta, combined with an inv ntory of attitudes and an
opth lmog ph, may be used. When filo are complete, there
shothd be a thorough .explanatitiMterpretation of the
data) in clask followed by individual conferences where neces-
sary Particu arly valuable for moti ation is the utililation
of o thalmogra hic data. Each student,has his own eye-move-
men film attac ed to a sheet-with recorded data. This seems
to ake the 'da more personal. With this before him, the
student hsten chalk talk. Explanation is made that 'if
all other factors c Id be held constant, the reduction of the
duration of fixation 'm .20 (about average for beginning
college freshmen) to .01 or less would increase the speed- of
comprehension by twenty times. Thus a speed of 200 words
per minute at 80 per cent comprehension corrected through
training to .01 duration of fixation, comprehension held-con-
stant, would produce 4,000 -words per minute. If the span of
recognition could be increased from one to three words, still
holding other factors constant, 12;000 words per minute would
result. With the data and the filth record before him, the
students gets an idea of what might be done. The writer has



found this a very effective motivating derfcg,fo ix years,
although he acknowledges the- "catch" in the phrase "holding
:other factors constant."

Emphasizing the grade placement and age placement in
reading, vocabulary and spelling seems to be effeCtive as a
motivating device as well. To tell an interested college stu.i
dent that on the diagnoitic tests he performed about as *ell
as the average person in the sixth month' of the seventh grade
is a very pointed but challenging thine

To, tell students "this is the. war you perfOrmed," then'.
explain and demonstrate how one can change to perform as
a college student should is quite motivating.

A demonstration of duration of fixation and span of rec-
ognition. with a tachistoscope set at the exposure for 1/100
of a second also proves effective. Use digit% First three, then
four and five. Stop at five. The student realizes he can see

, five digits in 1/100 of a second and thathiCan repeat therm
Then use phrases beginning with simple two-word phrases,
and 'proceed to longer ones. The main purpose is toshow each .
student that he can do it. .

A controlled reading exercise With.film or accelerator will
show the student that he* can actually comprehend, using span
reading with a short fixation time in the more normal read-

- ing situation. Actually; the moti tion consistsof proving to
the student there is a more effici ay of reading than he
has been using, and that even h can 'it.

Some people feel they can't read fast and comprehend.
Use a very simple selection, third grade level if necessary,
project On-a controlled reader at two or three hundred words
faster than the diagnosed speed .`and give a comprehension
test. One or two 'of these films usually proves to the student
he can go faster and still comprehend. The poirit is then
made that if one really wants to improve, providing .himself
with a higher level vocabulary at quick recognition, as fast
as he reaognized these simple words, may help, Using a twice
weekly speed comprehension test with running graph of 'speed'
and comprehension keeps the student motivated as he sees
himself fluctuating up and down, or noted steady improve-,ment. The goal is always to ,beat the last score. .

Other factors must be included. The job of independently
increasing vocabulary through more effective spelling. and
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study of must be demonstrated. One way is to take
some word ested by the students from their own' texts.
gave them pick an unfamiliar word. The Dinstructor may
write the word on the chalk board and ,clemOnstiate. how to
attack it through roots, prefixes and suffixes, deriyation, syn-
Onyms- and antonyms. It might be well to demonstrate ssyl-
fable division and syllabic pronunciation. ,

i
. .. .

Some alleges offer credit for reading courses. Wheg this
is done, grades may become a strqng motivating device.. ,As
soon,as diagnostic data have been explained and discussion
completed, the instruct* may explaoin what level of function-,
ing on post-testing is required for each letter grade. 'n is
the writer's experience that volunteer Students are more in-
terested, however in progress from diagnosed to nod-test
level, without regards to grades. p .

In au ry, present the 'personal facts abouteach stu-

dent's read g habits, prove through :simple' demonstrations
that he hi, elf cane change, present,the challenge and Means
of doing.sO and place total responsibility on him. '.

The writer recently made studilo determine what col-
leges and universities were doing aboLit seleattin and moti-
vation of students. The purpose was to ccieterniin6 kurrent
practices in connection with testing used, bases for selection
of students, to participate in college reading programs, and
methods of setting goals with Students on the first day of
instruction and the first few-weeks' of instruction. To obtain
information upon Which it is based, an appropriate question-
naire was used. During the ,month of November, 1958e one
hundred- fourteen institutions offering reading serlices were
contacted in thirty-six states.

Bases for Selector..

All reading programs' use testing' as bases for selection
of students -to participate, except those whose courses are
entirely voluntary: The latter, however, use testing after du-

i The tests used, in order f frequency mentioned are: Co

operative English (mentioned 32 times),. American Council
on ducation Psychological' Imentionec 14 times), itagnos-

ti Reading Tests (mentioned eight times), Nelson.Denny
- Reading Test' (mentioned seven times), Iowa Silett Reading

clents are enrolled.
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Tests (mentioned five times), and a number of tests men-
tioned less than five times each.

Complet4ly voluntary enrollment

Under this policy, students, are made aware of the avail,
ability of reading services and are invited to participate. Stu-
dents place signatures on vy aiting lists; are recommended by
friends, teachtrs, or student guidance services.; enroll on rec-
ommendation of people who have taken the course, and on
recommendation of counselors, No tests are given before ,en-
rollment. Generally,- anybstudent who makes application, re-
gatdless of classification or ability, is permitted to enroll..
Some clinics tvith limited capacity take first applicants until
all space is gone. Sixteen institutions reported this° policy.

. They bre in the large total enrollment university class (10,000
to 26,000 enrollment category) with three exceptions: 1600,
2400, and 3300 total enrollment. Typical statements of polio,
follow: "Those, who ask for helpon a first-come basis.
"The basic program consists of voluntary, noncredit courses '
which are listed in the schedule of classe ch semester. Stu-
dents enroll for these sections just as ey do for regular
classes." "Self-referral; students who are interested in im-
proving their reading refer themselves to the Reading Im-
provemeni Program." "Participation is entirely voluntary. '!
Services are available at no charge to all students regularly
enrolled at the university and to faculty members. No at-
tempt is made to coerce students to -utilize the service on the
basis oflack of reading skill.. The.services are used by excel-
lent readers to increase reading efficiency as well as by poor
readers who desire remedial help. Participation in the read-
ing program is the result of the student's desire to improve
reading skill."

Tests and Volunteer
. Thirty-eight institutions indicated that selection of Btu=

dents was based on testing followed by notification of stu-
dents of. their test results and suggeitions that they investi-
gate the services. In these cases, no further counseling is
done unless students seek further information. Institutions
in this category range in total enrollment from 350 to 10,000, 10
with most in the 1,000 to 5,600 rant. Examples of institu-
tions that have .adopted this policy follows: At Yale Univer-
sity all freshmen are tested on arrival. The Yale Freshman

0,
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°Year Reading Coinprehensiem test is used. Those in the low
quartile are informed of their performance and are invited
to attend an eigkt-week study skills course. In the fall the
course is limited to freshmen. In the spring, sections are
open to all undergraduates. At Southern Methodist Univer-
sity the Cooperative linglish Test is given tvill frehnien.
Those falling,below the 50th percentile are notified. At Car-
dinal Stritch College a freshman battery of tests, including
the ACE Psychological, Cooperative Eiglish and Cooperative
Achievement Tests, is given. Selection is based on a study of
the Q And L score difference on the ACE and the results of
the Cooperative Reading Tests. The student is contacted and
told of the program. "Students wishing to folloff through,
contact the reading instructorwho checks mecjimics with
the Wide Range Achievement and, outlines the course. The
student makes the final decision. At Case Institute of Tech-
nology all entering freshmen take the Diagnostic Reading
Test. The results are reported to the students- in terms of
local norms. The scores are interpreted by the director of
-the reading laboratory at a meeting at which the laboratory
is described. After this meeting, the students are free to
volunteer for the program.

Tests ai Counseling
Thirty-two institutions reported using tests and counsel-

ing as the basis for selection of students. These institutions
ranged in size from 950 to 22,000, with a preponderance in
the 2,000 to 7,000 class. Here the' general policy is to select
an arbitraiy score on the test used and require students-fall-
ing below it to report to a counselor. The counselor explains
the course and then interprets scores and either suggests or
strongly urgesbut never requiresthe student to enroll.
Texas Christian University follows this plan. There, the Di-
agnostic Reading Tests are administered. Freshmen in the
lower 35 per cent are recommended to department counselors
for registration in the reading course. At the University of
Pennsylvania all entering freshmen whose scores on the Co-
operative English Reading Comprehension Test fall at the
25th percentile or lower, on any part, are °asked to come in
for 'conferences concerning their reading and study habits.
All students are informed of their scores, told of the course
and that they may enroll. At Smith College all freshmen take
the, Harvard Tests. These are analyzed by the Director of
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the Reading Clinic, and those which are notably low in com-
prehension or speed are taken out for further scrutiny. From
among these, about 150 names are sent to the Freshman
Dean, who notifies each student that it might be wise to take
the course in study skills. Individual counseling, is done by.
the director of the reading' clinic Or the professional coun-
seler the Wass dean, or the house Mother. The course. is not
requited.

0"
,,Tests and required enrollment

'
wenty-one of the institutionN reporting require students

to take reading courses as a result of test scores. 'They fall
in the 150 to 2,000 total enrollment class with one exception.
Two factors determine who Shall be on the list: capacity of
the courses and an arbitrarily selected score. Often the latter
depends on the forther. All whb' fall below 'the selected score `",

must enroll in\the reading course. Typical of poAcies in this
category are those of- Mt. Angel College in Oregon. All stu-
dents .falling below the 30th, percentile on the AcE Psycho,
logical are automatically incli ded. in the reading pregram. At
East Central State College in Oklahoma all students scoring
below I,0th grade leVel are automatically enrolled in the course tsi
titled ReadineEffitiency. At Oswego State Teachers College
th'obe below the third decile in total reading on the, Coopera-
tive Reading Teat must take the course.

General amifinent ,` ,t

In many instances schools that liinit their reading courses
to freshnfen dirine the first Iperied,,fit :the .411,-,open they
courses to npperclassmen at all other times. In seine, the
courses are elective at 4)1 times for upperclassmen, or are
opera to upperclassmen °fill). $f there it room after freshmen
are Aervecl. East Tenitessee State collegt reports a study
which caused, them-to decide that those students who ,make

fbetterseoressshould be taken before those who fall quite low..
The study'showed.thaf the better' students continued, to im-
prove, while thpse at the lower leVel on the ACE tend to stand
still or regress" after leaving the class.

Setting Goals With Students!

J

Some repcting programs set no tgoals other than improve-1
ment. The philosophy seems to

2
e thit students who volun,

9
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tarily take the work want to improve, and this is all that is
necessary.

Except in schools where credit is given and/or courses
are required, goals are set by students. The most usual prO-
cedure is that of interpreting" test data, discussing ability in
relation to individual scores and explaining the facets of ef-
fective reading. A part of this orientation usually is a de-
tailed explanation of the relationship between speed and com-
prehension, flexibility of rate in relation to kinds of reading,
and ways and means to obtain comprehension.

Individual counseling was often mentioned as a means of
identifying deficiencies and setting goals to eliminate them.
Most programs include periodic speed and comprehension
tests, with graphs kept to show.progress week by week. Often, ,

data is cited showing the improvement made by 'previous .

classes.. AAccompanying class discussion may include a review
of tool-skills essential for college work, and an explanation':
of attainment in relation to ability. Pacing films are often
used to show how rate will increase with practice.

A-few progtams set specific goals. The most often men-
tioned follow:

At least double speed, and hold comprehension at the 80 '3

per cent level; each student is urged to come qp to the 13th
grade level and some to go beyond; a goal of five grades.of-
improvement i7set with a general, objective of two to three
hundred per cent increase in speed with no loss in compre.;
hension ; doubling of present rate with 90 per cent or better
comprehension ; scoring at the 50th percentile on future testa.

*Often goals set are very general. H_ ere the consensus'onsensus seems
to be that all students want to read faster and comprehend
better; hence this becomes a general goal. Others mentioned
are: "Inoreased vocabulary is a frequent goal," "better study
skills are considered as possible goals," "instructors help stu-
dents set realistic goals in rate and compfehension," "goals.
are set in individual conferences according to the purpose for
coining to reading service as expressed by the student," "chug-
fication of lifetime objectives and their relation to good read-
ing," "explanation of test results and standing when com-
pared to- successful students (successful in general college ;
work) ," and "students are merely told- what the course in-
volves and are urged to think in ternts of realistic interme-
diate goals."
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Those programs that give credit and/or require students
to. enroll use. letter-grades as goals. Such grades are often
based on 'amount of progress made as shown by pre- and post-
testing. This is done in one of two ways. A set amount of
progress is required to obtain each grade, or a specific amount
of outside work must be. done with minimum speed obtained
and minimum ebthprehension reached to earn a given grade.

First Days of Instruction

Where data from freshmen testing data or other regularly'
given tests' are not used as feeding diagnoses, first 'days of
instructions are used to obtain such measures. In general, tests
used are those heretofore indicated. Testing is followed by
an explanation of scores and of 'the real meaning of reading
a study Improvement, plus h description of the course as it
is outlined to produce such improvement. Class discussions
form a prominent part of this. period. Such items as the stu-
dent's responsibility, proper *se of equipment and materials,
selling the student on the woIrth of the course to him, atti-
tudes in relation to reading effectively, and the philosophy
and psychology' of the reading process are discussed. A lim-
ited number of programs begin with reading accelerator prac-
tice and reading films. These are in the minority, however.
Time is also given here to goal setting. In many cases the
first few days consist of individual conferences, during which
goals are set. Structuring of responsibility is emphasized to
be sure students know that if improvement is made it will
be their doing.

Summary of Typical Responses to Each Question
Organized Into Three Categories

The Large University (10,000-plus enrollment)
1.. Self-referial. Participation is entirelivoluntary. Fresh-

men are given preference first semester. Classes open
to' all undergraduates second semester. No attempt is
made to coerce students to utilize the service. Students
enroll-In these classes just as they do for regular classes.
The Educational Counseling Center, Admissions Office,
academic advisers and other faculty members freqtiently
refer students to the classes.

2. Goals are set through explanation of test scolvs loth
it group discussions and individual conferences, and

11,
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in keeping with the ose for coming to the,reading
- service, as expressed. by the student

8. First day of instruction.. Anointroductory lecture on
the purposes, methods and atninistratiyi of the,course.

4. The first two or three weeks Of instruction. Two hours
a week of group, meetings, one hour a week of individ-
ual practice, and at least one counseling interview.
Group meetings consist of information giving and prac-
tice of the following: reading rate and various types
of comprehension, vocabulary, skimming, concentration,
study techniques, haft and attitudes, note taking, cri-
tical reading,danct skills in IDtamination.. The emphasis
is on reading for study purposes. We are of very much
in favor of machines. We think of o work as coun-
soling and teaching.

The Medium -Sized Institution (Approximately
5000 enrollment)

'I. The Counseling Center selects our students to go into
developmental reading sections of Written Communi-
cations I and II. They select students through the use
of the ACE, and the Cooperative Reading Teats. The
first criterion for selection is a difference of 20 or
more percentile points between the Q and L scores on
the ACE, the. Q Score. being highei. They then take a
look at the reading tests. If no one of the true scores
on speed, vocabulary, or level of comprehension i4 be-
low the total scores of the ACE he is a candidate for
Our reading program. We 4110 take-a look at person-
ality tests. Students who make high scores on the EPPS
in abasement usually have a reading problem.

2. The students, for the most part,. set own goals.
I& Increase speed; 2. Increase vocabulary; 3. Increase
level of comprehension ; 4. Increase_Enilish skills; 5.

Social verbal communications.
8. An explanation of the course and lecture on the-rela-

tionship between speed and comprehension, the use of
flexibility in speed for various types of reading, study
techniques, how to increase vocabulary, etc.

4. We establish classroom routines, that include: speed
reading, testing over material read, keeping graph§ of
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progress, Introduction to tachistoscope, learning to take
some responsibility- and be less dependent on teacher.
Easy materials are introduced, materials that deal with

_adventures out of doors, etc. Later, college texts are

The Small College (Approximately 1,000 enrollment)
4 oil

1. Tile Reacting Improvement Service is open to all stu-
dents who wish to take it, regardless of their present
level of reading ability. However the freeliman class
is given the Cooperative English Teat, among other
testa in the entrance test battery, and the reading part
of the Cooperative English Teat, Single Booklet Edition,
Higher Level, is used to help to screen students who
are urged to take work in 'the Reading Improvement
Service. We also receive referrals from advisers and
other faculty members. Once the student 'is enrolled in
the Reading Improvement Service we give additional
tests for further diagnosis, including the Diagnostic
Survey Test, and the SRA Reading Record.

2. We_ acquaint each of the students with the results of
his tests and try to show him where he needs to ink
proVe, whether it be in aimed, comprehension, vocabu-
lary building, or a combination of these. Often definite
goals are used in terms of set figures in speed and 90
per cent level of comprehension.

3. The first day or two of the course consists of further
testing for purposes of diagnosis.

4. After the initial period of diagnosis and counseling, all
r of our time from then on is devoted to improving the

student's speed and comprehension. We use a number
of procedures, including the following:
1. The Controlled Reader (Education DeveloPmental

Laboratories)
2. The Keystone Flashmeter
3. The SRA Reading Accelerator
4. The Tachitron (individual tachistoscope)
5. 'The SRA Reading Laboratory (High school and col-

lege level)
.6. Unpaced reading checks in suitable texts
7. We also use mimeogVed materials of our own

making a
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A Way To Use Reading Pacers

, ' -11Y HARRY W. JOHNSON

Director of Reading Laboratory

University of Omaha

There have been too many statements for and against the
use of machines in the improvement of reading. Both the
gadgeteers and the anti-gadgeteers make serious semantic
mistakes which confuse the issue. But the mistakes they make
are different. The anfi-gadgeteers tend.to lump all machines.
together. Then, on the basis of the poor results or lack of
results or unfortunate results following the use of one type
of equipment, they condemn all kinds of mechanical devices,

\possibly excepting clocks. The gadgeteers, on the other hand,
nd to lump all users of machines together. Then, because

on coding improvement worker (who doegn't say what his
meth, , is) gets only mediocre results with a given machine,
the gas !eteersand others as welldecide that the machine
is only s ed rately effd tive. This is about as sound as de-
ciding tha the baseball bat is only Moderately effective be-
cause the Inan \ ou happen to observe is hitting only .190.

. The effectiveness of a reading improvement device will vary
greatly, dependin 'upon. who is using it. And the greatest
part of the variation will b9 due to the method, which the
user employs. Becatuie of the importance of the method of
using such equipment, this paper has been prepared topre-
sent a description of one successful method of employing the
widely used devices known as reading pacers.

Unfortunately, space does not permit discussion of the rea-
sons for the various items of the procedure nor even desCrip-
tions in the fullest detail. For such discussion and desciip-
tion, plus recommendations on related aspects of such a pro-
gram, the reader is referred to A Manual for Reading Im-
provement.' ..

. .

The heart of the method, of course, is the student's prac-
tice procedure. Consequently, the present paper will be Wilt
'around a description of the two phaSes of that procedure:

Phase IReading e boolc of light fiction in th achine
for 12 or 18 minutes, and.

Phase II1---Reading a 1,600 -word exercise and answering
a -few objective questibns over the material.
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In the interest of the clearest possible visualization from that
descriptiee, a brief explanation al be given of the kind and
amount of equipment and space necessary and the nature of
the materials required.

But first, a word about reading speed. In the improve-
ment of reading, speed is not everything. But attitude is al-
most everything, and to improve a poor reader's speed is to
improve his attitude. Then, not only doe's the reader know
that he can improve his' rate and, indeed, has done so, but
also he knows that he can improve his reading in other re-
spects. And he is ready and eager to get at \ t.

Equipment and Space
The minimum of mechanical equipthent for a rogram of

the kind described in this paper is a clock, and a rea ing pa er. `,
This much equipment, in a room open nine hours a day, cot d
accommodate twenty-seven people. The machine should
assigned to each person for twenty minutes. Thus, thre
persons may be as igned to the machine each hour or twenty-
seven persons in n ne hours. Since each person should put
in three widely spec d practice ,sessions per week, the sched-
ule set up for Monde is repeated on Wednesday and Friday.
Nq use is made of the machine on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
excepting to make up sessions which have been missed.-

Each person has the machine reserved in his name for
twenty minutes, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. However,
he doesn't use the machine for twenty minutes. He uses the
machine for twelve or thirteen minutes to carry out Phase I
of his practice session and then moves to another chair for
Phase II. This makes the schedule of the machine workable.
Thus, extra table space and a second chair are necessary for
each machine to be properly used.

The machine to be used may be any pacer with a range
of speeds from around 109 words per minute to around 2,000
words per minute. At least one manufacturer (Stereo Optical
Company of Chicago) will supply a machine with a maximum
twice that high, which is necessary with about two or three
students out of every hundred, and it would seem especially
important to challenge the most capable students.

Whether a program involves one machine or several, one
will be necessary. for every twenty-three or twenty-four stu-
dents in a nine-hour day. Some practice hours are unpopular,
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and the machines will stand idle, during certain times of the
day. Full utilization is very unlikely.

So long as the space to used meets ordinary standards
of lighting, veptilation,ipiet, etc., it may be located anywhere
in the bacle of a clessroom, at one end of a library, in the
corner of an office or in a room by itself. If the program is
large enough so that half a dozen machines or more are in-
volved, the space should include a bookiasb and a desk for
the superviSor in addition to the furniture and equipment
already mentioned. '

Materials
During each practice session, the student uses two kinds

of materials, narrative material for use on the machines
(Phase'° I) and expository material for use after the prac-
tice on the machines (Phase II).

The priMe requisite to be satisfied in, selecting a book, of
narra ve material is that it be easy enough for the purpose.
At I st ninety-nine per cent of the running words should be
wit n the student's sight vocabulary. Thus, on an ordinary
page, all but two or three of the words must be in his sight
voca lary. This means that he should recognize them in-
stant , without' study, analysis, or hesitation. Booki with
more han an occasional bit of dialect, foreign words, tech-

. ni#al terms, etc., are unsatisfactory by this criterion. The
student Should be directed to read at least a page or two to
himself, making sure to identify every word. If more than
two or three words on each page (depending on the number
of words per page) cause him to stumble, hesitate, stop, skip
over the word, etc., a different book shoUld be sought. Ideally,
there should be no unfamiliar words in material to be used
for this purpose. From the examiner's .point of view, the
student should seem to read the material without effort or
tension. Betts' concept of the l'independent reading level" has
been described sand adapted in Jt number of places' and it
should be thoroughly understood and applied in selecting ap-
propriate practice materials.

The second requiiite to be satisfied in selecting practice
material is that it be interesting. However, it should not be
"as interesting as possible." It should be as easy as it can
be and still be interesting, but it should not be so interesting
trat it compels the reader to stop and dwell on it, to re-read
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a particularly-delightful passage, etc. An optiminnshould be
,
sought, a level of interest low enough to obviate the practices
just mentioned but high enough to engross the reader, to pull
him along to see what happens next and to serve as a gov-
ernor on the reader's speed. Without such a governor, speed
becomes meaningless, and the reader may simply "flip pages."

Finally, the narrative material should be a novel, not a
collection of short stories or even a condensed book. The stu-
dent should not have to switch authors or styles or even plots
for, several weeks' practice.

For expository material, the writer has tried several of
the many different booklets available, but he has always re-
turned to Strang's two booklets, to use the high school booklet
first and then the college one.' 4 These two booklets, in this
cirdei, seem to be the best materials for. the purposes of.such
couises as this paper describes, whether for high school pu-
pils, college students, or adults.

As previously indicat
tieing. consists of two ph

Phase IReading a ook of light fiction in the pacer for
twelve or irteen minutes,. and

Phase. IIReading a 1,000-word exercise and answering
a few objective questions over the material.

The two phases should be carried out in the order indicated,
and the'second should immediately follow the first.

The details of the procedure are extremely important. Al-
most invariably, ifs student is not making satisfactory prog-
,gress,;one will find that he has not selected his material
propetly or that he is not following the procedure as it has
been 'Oresented to him. Consequently, each phase will be de-
scribed, below inconsiderable detail, and, after The procedure
has been described, certain minor aspecta of the procedure
will be4liscussed more ,fully.

Ale4tudent enters the laboratory with a pen or pencil
inictice booklet He gets his book from the shelf, takes

his 44,:Re6ord of Progress" from the file, and goes to the ma-.
chance Which is reserved in his. name.
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At the machine, ready to begin Phase I, he glances up at
the .clo* to note the approximate time he is beginning, prat'
tice on 'Mae machine and flips the switch to "On." HO then

sets the machine at its slowest possible speed and puts in the
book. He reads a -few lines, and, if the machine is not cov-
ering up the material as fast as he is reading it, he sets the. ;;

speed .up a little. This should be done without looking at the
setting. He then reads a few more lines and sets the speed

. up again. He continues to speed up the machine every few
lines until the Machine is going at just. as fast a rate as he

can possibly keep up with. This is. his "frantic maximum"
' and it should be established within two or three minutes:

Then, without looking at his machine.setting or changing that
setting, he practices at his "frantic maximum" for ten min-

utes, On some pages he may haVe to push the occluding plate

up a little bit if it "runs over" him or, on the other hand, he
may beat the machTrie) to the bottom of the page. Neverthe-

less, he should complete the full ten minutes of practice with -..

out changing the speed setting or looking at it.

ols

When he has completed, ten minutes of pfactice at the
"frantic maximum," he turns off the machine. and looks at
the scale or dial.' From that he,tomputes his speed and records
on his 'Itecord of Progress (described below); the date, the
name of the book, his speed, the approximate amount of time
spent on the machine and, if he's wise, the number of the
paiallie reached: This all takes less than a minute.

To carry out Phase. II, he moves to a chair with a clear
table space, returning his book to the' bookcase on the way,
and does the next practice exercise in his booklet.. He begins

by reading the introductory statement the author of the
booklet proVides above the title of the' 1,000-word article. He

then notes, on. paper, the exact second when he plans to begin
reading the article (for example, 8:23:00). It is much the
simplest plan to begin with the second hand exactly on twelve,
even though he may have to sit and wait for the second hand

to get there. When the second hand reaches the predetermuied
point, he begins rereading and reads to the end of the article.
The instant he finishes reading. the article, he looka up at the
clock and notes, just above his starting time (fir easy sub-
traction);_the exact second he finished reading. He then'an-:

,
sweis the.ibjeetive questions at the end of the article. To
determine iiis speed, he subtracts his starting time "from his
fini hing time..and then looks. up his speed in the table in

1
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the back of the second boOklet. Finally, he the ks his answers
to the objective questions against the key on th bulletin board
and enters his speed and comprehension scores n his Record
of Progress.

On the way out, the itudient drops his Record of
into a box on the bookcase.

The foregohig description mentions, some details that re-
quire explanation. The "file" from which the student takes
his. Record of Progress may simply be an open box containing
manila folders marked and arranged according to the various
practice times (e.g., 7:55, 8:15, 8:35, etc.). In order to help
the student remember not to look at his machine setting, some
simple shield can and should be devised to, hide the dial. The
system of scoring 'the comprehension questions should be
devised that a perfect score will be "100." A: few -students
will complain that the occluding plate or curtain of the ma-
chine bothers them. A simple solution which almost Always
satisfies the student is to suggest that he stay a half inch sbr
an inch ahead of the plate or curtain. This does not .affect
his rate.

The Record of Progress
The Record of Pro ess is a very important aspecik of the

6:program described he n, 441 it differs sharply from the
corresponding records kept Jr other progrztins. The differ-
ence is extremely important. A sample of the Record of Prog-
ress, properly filled out, is presented on the next, page.

Each column in the Record of Progress represents one
practice session or partial session. Every entry below a given
date should represent work, done on that date.

After the student has Ynade six or eight entries, the su-
pervisor should put in a scale for the lower half of the page.
The size of the numbers and the interval between them
should be very carefully' tailored to the student's heeds and
abilitiA, striking p balance between, on the one hand, dra-
matizing and encouraging every improvement and, on the
other hand, presenting a realistic chalenge. The ;interval
necessary for this purpose will vary from five (which will
barely reveal the progress of some students) to one. hundred
"(which will barely challenge others). The scale should be
written in at the ends of the lines which protrude into the
space on the left-hand side, from the bottom of the page to
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the top of the lower halt, Later, if the student inakes better
progress than was anticipated, the 'scale; may be extended to -

the top of the page (a6111.ustrateaSometimes, a separate'
scale needs to be drawn for, the wok in the practice booklets.
When' that is necessary, the numbers for' this second scale
should be written at,thelends of the lines which clo not pro-
trude into the tpace at the left (also illustrated). fn choosing.
the scale, the size oi the numbers and the interval between :

them should.be chosen in such a way that the line represent-
ing the student's progress will move from the lower left-hand
corner to the upper right-hand corner of the lower half of
the page. Too small an interval is better for the morale t5f
the student than too large an interV,a). Obviously, the Mee-
tion of the scale should be done by p. trained supervisor. Less
obviously, but just as truly, all of the graphing should be
done by the supervisor himself. The student's reaction -to his
own graph in, large part determines his progress, and `the
wise- supervisor will keep careful control of this delicate and
powerful instrument.
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The careful utilization of the Record of `Progress, taking
account of all its psychological effects upon the student, as

- described in'the foregoing paragraphs, epitomizes the proper
approach to every aspect of the program. If the spirit of this
disaussion has been caught, the supervisor will deal with each
student as a distinct individual and as one highly sensitive to
the sympathy and understanding, the encouragementand chal-
lenge, the confidence and faith that characterize good teach-
ing eyerywhere.

'A Manual for Reading /nstruotion, University B store, UniversitY of
Omaha, Omaha, Nebraaka, ($1.10 plus 16c po age).

'Bette, Emmett A. roundatiptss of Reading Inatruotion, American, BoOk'
Co., Now Yorki-1940, oh. 21.

.

'Strang, Ruth, Study Type of Reading 'Exercise., (revised ed.) Bureau
of Publications, Teachers; 9ollegai Columbia University, 19.61.

vs- Strang, Rah, Stud?) -tYpecotieacting txeroikieeCollege Level, Bureau
of Publications, Teachdis College, Columbia University, 1951.
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The Role of Reading Films

IY HAZEL HORN CARROLL

Southern Methodist University

and

STANTON P. THALBERG

State University of Iowa

History of Reading Films

History of Reading Films
In 1987, Dearborn, Anderson, and Brewster, aware of the

importance of phrase reading/and the limitations of the exist..
Ing tachistoscopic and worksheet' presentations of such ma:
Aerials, initiated research on a method of presentation that
would include the advantages of the earliet procedures yet
eliminateor at least minimizetheir disadvantages. The
compromise agreed upon was motion picture film. 'Films were
not only suitable fox increasing the span of recognition and
reducing fixation time, which were the prime purposes of the
tachistoscope, but could also successfully habituate phrase
reading and control eye movements, the goals of wcasheets.
Additionally, the films would eliminate the low transfer effect
from tachistoscopic methods to normal reading situations by
making the reading more realistic through the use of running
text, an integral part of the worksheets. Finally, the, inability
of worksheets to adequately control fixations would%e elimi-
.nated by using the flash method of presentation. Such was,
the reasoning of the pioneers in reading films.

In 1940; based on this -rationale,' Harvard University pro-
duced the first usable set of reading films. At best, these
films were crude attempts at presenting printed material in
motion picture form. Yet, in their favor, they offered em-
pirical proof that this new media possessed the potential that
none other did; the way was now clear for modification, ex-
perimentation, and applicatice of the new technique. Experi-
mentally, these original films served as models for .all others.
As previously noted, they were far from flawless. Subsequent
designers have justifiably pointed out weaknesses in the se-

. ries and moved toward correcting them in their own films.
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For example, in 1948, Stroud and Eller of The State Uni-
versity of Iowa devised the firstand to date, only-- reading
films designed for high school consumption. Their dissatis-
faction with the "stuffy" film content, the poor comprehen-
sion queStions over the film texts, the lack of any built-in
speed control, and the unnatural situation of "ITading each
prhase in isolation without the benefit of backgroubd mOterial
of any sort as found in the original Harvard series guided
them in their modifications. Not only did the Iowa High
School Reading Films contain selections of interest to high
school students, but they were written at a tenth grade vo-
cabulary level, contained far superior compfehension que'S.
tions, had film speed built into the films themselves, utilized
a faint background of words around the phrase to be read,
were designed for sound projection (most- schools were then
equipped with sound projectors rathei than silent), and had
available adequate supplemental reading selections and ques-
tions.

During the same year, Perry and Whitlock of Harvard
University, also concerned with the limitations of the first
Harvard films, prepared a revision, In it, most' of the flaws
of the original "films were corrected: passage 'content was
made more interesting, but still remained suited only to so-
phisticated.college sophomores; comprehensimiljuestions were
greatly improved; speed. ,was built into the films and no
longer had to be controlled by the projectors ;And the com-
plete page of print was visible, though pnly ofne phrase at a
time was readable. These two series- -Iowa High School Read-
ing Films and Harvard Films for the Improvement of Read-
ing, Second Seriesenjoy the bulk of the reading-film market
today for their respective levels.

Purpose4 of Reading Films

Before exploring one or two of the possible methods of
incorporating reading films, into a high -school, college, or
adult reading programs it may be advantageous to discuss
briefly the goals bf films. Generally speaking, there are seven
ways by which they can be utilized to help an individual, im-
prove his reading rate: by (1) decreasing the number of re-
gressions he makes; (2) reducing the length of his fixation
period; (3) increasing his,span of recognition; (4) perfect-
ing his return sweep; (5) forcing him to make more rhythmic
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saccadic movements; 46) decreasing his subvocalizations; and
(1) increasing his motivation ti read better and faster.

By design, the better film series force the reader to inhibit
his regressive eye movements by having each phrase disap-
pear from the screen immediately after it is preseNted; con-
sequently, regressive movements are futile and go unreward-
ed. ,Similarly, the fixation period is reduced as a result of
the short exposure time of,each phrase; the reader is not al-
lowed to contemplate each- phrase for an indefitite. period,
but must move on to the next immediately. Also, the span
of recognition is extended by the same rapid appearaiice-dis-
appearance technique of projection of the phrases; since the
exposed phrase is visible for such a short period, only one,
fixation on each is possible .and the reader is forced to read
by phrases rather than word -by -word. Because the brightness
of the exposed phrase is in such contrast with those in the
background; the reader's eyes are naturally attracted toward
it; as the result of folloWing the, lighted portion of the screen,
the return sweep tends to become more accurate and eye move-
ments tend to be more rhythmic. As the films increase in
speed, the reader eventually finds that he can no longer say
each word to himself and still keep up with the exposed
phrases; so, his tendency is subvocalize diminishes. Finally,
films serve the purpose of being exceptionally good motivat-
ing devices in that they represent a new and interesting ap-
proach to the learning of more efficient reading skills, are
frequently, identified with movies :(who dislikes movies!),
and most important, show the reader that he can read faster
with no loss in his comprehension.

Limitations and Justifications

The films, of course, are not without their critics. Some
have claimed that individualizationof instruction cannot be
effected by using this type of mechtffiical device; others grant
that although the films do help in habituating rhythmic eye
movements, good readers do not read rhythmically, and that
one's speed can be only minutely increased when this type of
reading, is done; and it has even been claimed that reading...
films provoke headaches.

In response to the criticism of the inability to individual-
ize instruction, it must be acknowledged that this is, perhaps,
the most justifiable objection to the use of films. Although
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individualization is not impossible, it canand isbeing ac-
complished at many universities which employ films in their
accelerated reading programs. One approach to individual-
ization is to divide the class into groups at the start of the
programs The slower readers can begin with the first films
and progress upward while the faster readers can begin with
one of the morenadvanced films. Whereas, the slower reading
group does not see the last few films, the faster reading group
does not see the initial ones buL proceeds systematically
through the latter part of the serres, Since, in many cases,
the slowest readers never attain the top speed of the films,
no damage results from their not progressing through the
whole series. -Also, in that most of the films can be shown
at both sound and silent projection speeds, the 'slower group
can begin with the slower silent speed and work throush the
sound speed. This procedure would allow for the utiffiation
of both the slower speeds for the slower readers and the faster
speeds for the faster readers, thereby accommodating most
viewers.

A second approach to individualizing instruction is to se
lect from each film those words that are thought to be the
most difficult or unusual. These words may be written on
the chalkboard and brought to the attention of the students.
It may be suggested that if the words are not easily recog-
nized or if their meanings are not known, the,students should
look them up in a dictionary and become familiar with them.
If this is done, say the day before showing- the film, it can
be assumed that word recognition difficulties will be mini-
mized, thereby enhancing the readers' ability to "keep up"
with the filmed phrases. ft

A final means by which the slow reader may be accom-
modated is by presenting the preceding day's film prior to
showing the scheduled film. This .review film would serve as
a "warm-up" and would set the "mental stage" necessary for
viewing the films. As soon as this warm-up period is com-
pleted, the scheduled film may be shown.

In answer to the criticism that good readers do not read
rhythmically, the films still appear to be justified in their
attempts to teach rhythmic eye movements: For, once the
reader perfects this type of reading, he can, in most instances,
read effectively at 500 words per minute. Once this is accom-
plished (and "this alone often means the doubling of his pre.;
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vious rate) he.is then in that position to experiment with new
ways, of reading at more rapid rates. As 'long as an average
rate increment of between 60 and 125 per cent is achieved by
this method of teaching, the technique,is justifiable.

The final criticism of filmsthat. they cause headaches.'
warrants only token consideration, Although there is some'
indication that eye watering and squinting may occasionally..
result from film viewing, it is extremely rare for a sttnViit
to complain that watching the films has caused headaches. '
In the preparation of this article, one of the authors asked
several classes what they considered. to be the disadvantage
of the reading films, and even.when primed with the sugged-
tion that headadies might result from the viewing, none of
the students indicated that this had been a problem. When
questioned about the occurrence of this problem, the director
of a 'large university reading laboratory replied that only one
of six thousand students in the past eight years had com-
plained that watching films resulted in headaches. If any
sizable number of students in a reading bless were bothered
by, headriches, it would indicate that something was grossly
wrong with the procedure, and that the instructor was failing
either in the individualization of instruction explained on the
preceding pages or in some aspect of the mechanics of pro-

, jection, which will be considered later in this article. It is,
of course, possibleeven likelythat some series of reading
films are disturbing to readers' nervous systems while other
series are not. One series which neither of the authors has
used extinsively would seem to be quite annoying because of
extreme contrast between the print and the background.

Classroom Procedure

In any discussion of the use of reading films it must be
understood at the outset that this method of presentation com-
prises but one portion of the total program. That is, films
are not designed to replace pacer or accelerator practice, tach-
istoscopic work, or workbook exercises (four of the five cur-
rent film series make available supplemental reading ma-
terials to be used with their films and the fifth recommends
that such materials be used) ; rather, they are to be used in
conjunction with these other devices in order to increase the
efficiency of the total program and make its goals more read.
ily attainable. The remainder of this section will be devoted
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to a description of one means by which films may be incor-
- porated into a high school, college, or adult reading program.

In order that reading films maygcontribute their utmost
to the program,' certain requiremmts,,in the physical environ-
ment of the classroom must be satisfied. A good sound pro-

-. jector is the first requisite. Regardless of the qualities inhera
ent in the various film series, if their projection is not ade-
quate they will frustrate and irritate the students and other-
wise detract from the general efficiency of the total program.
The bulb in the projector should not be less than 750 watts,
so that brightness will be maximal. Prior to each showing it
must be assured that the lens is clear and unscratched, for
any imperfections in it will distort the-Trojected image.

Secondly, although the room in which the films are to be
shown need not be in complete darkness, conditions should be
such that streaks of light do not fall on the screen or the
viewers. "Black-out" shades will aid in eliminating any ex-
traneous light.

Thirdly, the screen must have a good surface and shotild
be so situated that it is on a perpendicular plane to the axis
of projeetion. If any part of it is closer or further from the
projector than any other, the image will be out of focus. Fur-
ther, care should be taken to assure that none of the corners
of the screen curl up. If this happens, the image will be diffi-
cult or impossible to keep in focus. One method of protecting
against this is to tie the corners of the screen down during
the titnes the films are shown.

Finally, the seating ,arrangement within the room should
allow each viewer a clear line of vision to the screen. If the
chaits in each row Are staggered, most of the students will
be able to see all parts of the screen with a minimum of
moving.

Once the foregoing requirements have been met, the way
is clear for incorporating films into the reading program. The
procedure to be described is one that has been successful in
training students to read at more efficient. and adaptable
rates.

During the first class period, the introductory film which
accompanies the series may be shown. In it, the non-physio-
logical causes of slow reading, the desirability of more rapid
reading, and some of the means by which poor reading habits
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can be replaced by better ones are explained.: Also included
are excerptfrom some of the forthcoming films in the series.
It is worthy to note that the introductions to both the 0-11
and Iowa films can be used in programs not utilizing films.
Their representations .of reading .are both accurate and en-
lightening. (The introductions of the othet series are devoted
primarily to excerpts of their own films; conseqUently, they
are not suitable for use in nonfilm programs.) After the
film is shown, the teacher may encourage questions'froin the
class over the content.

Before showing the first training film to the class, the
teacher should select from it any words that are' difficult or
unusual. These should be written on the blackboard and the
students' attention should be directed to them.. It may be ex-
plained that the words are the most diffictilt ones in the next
film, and that if anyone is unsure of the meanings, he should
copy them, look them up in a dictionary, or otherwise become

,,familiar with them. Sometimes the instructor may develop
word meaning when presenting the difficult words. It might
also be explained 'that unfamiliarity with certain words 'is
one o4 the causes of regressions, long fixation perio,ds, and
word-by-word reading. (Since the class has just seen the
introductory film and asked questions about it, they should
he able to recognize the meanings of the above terms.) It
can then be mentioned that such a list of words will be writ-
ten on the board each day and will be selected from the film
to be shown on the following day. -

'At the .beginning of the second day of class, the first film
is to be shown. Although no introduction is necessary, it is
advisable to mention the title and speed of the film. Immedi-
ately following the film, the students will answer the compre-
hension questions based on it. Since this type of reading is a
new experience for the class and because students initially,
tend to be more aware of their eye movements than bf the
film content, the film, should be shown twice. After the sec-
and showing, time should be allowed for eachstudent to change
any of his answers that he feels are wrong. The correct an-
swers should then be provided.

On the next and all subsequent days, the class period
should begin with the presentation of the previous day's film.
The purpose of this, as noted before, is to re-orient the stu-
dents to film-reading and to make the transition to the faster
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film easier. Since comprehension over this film had been
checked on the day before, it- will not be repeated. The cur-
rent film can then be shown after the warm-up, comprehen-
sion can be assessed, and the film can be shown for the sec-
ond time. According to students participating in such a pro-
gram, the second showing-of the film helps them not only.
to better understand the content, but also to concentrate less
on their eye movements and more on comprehension. Conse-
quently, rhythmic movements become a means to an end
rather than an end in themselves. These three presentations
consume approximately twenty minutes of the class period.

After the films, the class can .be divided into two groups,
one containing the slower 'readers and the other the faster
readers. The slower group will be given the timed reading
selection first, while the faster group receives tachistoscopic,
accelerator, or other practice. The procedure is then reversed
for the two sections. It is obvious that many variations of
this presentation are possible.

In this type of reading program, as in others, motivation
is at least as important as the teaching materials tiS overall
improvement. Individual and class graphs, on which are plot-
ted the reading rate and comprehension scores for each of
the films or reading selections, are especially suited for pro-
grams that utilize films. Their merit lies in the fact that
they provide empirical evidence that as readinrate increases,
comprehension usually does not decrease, and often improves.

On the following page is 'an example of a simple graph
which may be used., It will be noted that two separate graphs
one for reading rate and one,for comprehension are used.

In order to accommodate the different reading rates in
the class, it is best to predetermine the rate for each student
by either a reading-rate test or a silent reading passage.
Each individual will then subtract fifty words a minute from
this value and begin his graph with the resulting figure. Fi-
nally, the graph will be numbered upward from this point
at fifty-word intervals until each of the lines on the extreme
eft-hand margin contains a rate Indicator. Generally, this

nge is broad enough to contain any impPivements the stu-
d nt will make. -

The graph on which comprehension scares are recorded
ma be numbered according to the.. percentage of the .ques-
tion that the reader answered correctly. Most of the reading
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films employ ten comprehension questions, so that percent-
ages are readily computed by the pupils.

Since the graphs may be used for both the films and timed
reading passages; a legend for distinguishing the two is in-
cluded beneath the graphs. A graph for the films is less im-
portant than a graph for timed selections, since the read-
ing of the films IS largely beyond the control of the students.

As an added incentive for the students to incresie their
rates, the teacher may wish to construct a class graph ivhich
is merely the average of the individual rates and comprehen-
sion scores. Naturally, these -should be posted so that the
students can readily compare their results with the class av-
erage.

Name Age Major

Instructor

Reading Rate
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Pe riptions of Available Film Series

1. Harvard films for the Improvement of Reading, Second Series,
Harvard f ms Service, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 1948.

. This aerie consists of sixteen films which range from -180-to 495:
words-per-m nute. (This range includes both silent- and sound-
projection speeds.) Black print is photographed on a white back-
ground. The background consists of visible but dinuned and un-
readable words. Each phrase is dimmed immediately after exposure.
The Phrases overlap in that the last syllable of one phrase also
becomes the first syllable of the adjoining phrase. (This allows
More than 25% of the film text to be exposed twice.) Initial films
have five fixations per line and the latter ones have two. Ten. good
multiple-choice comprehension questions accompany each film. Film
passages are difficult and suitable for "sophisticated" college sopho-
mores, juniors, seniors, or graduate students. Good supplemental
reading materials (timed readings) are available 'with the series.
An introductory film which contains excerpts of the films is avail-
able. 040.

2. Iowa Reading. Films, College Series, Bureau of Audio-Visual In-
struction, Extension Division, State University of Iowa, Tow City,
Iowa, 1958.
The fifteen films in this series have a range of 260 to 520 words=
per-minute when used on sound speed. (They may. also be shown on
silent speed.rThe films use white print on a black background to
minimize signs of wear. The background print remains visibltiryet

dimmed immediately after its projection. A 'progressive dev§lop-
jent of speed between films is employed: each film increases twenty

words -a- minute aboye that of its predecessor with the exception
'of the last three, which increase at ten word intervals. The first
five films have three fixations per line, the middle five have two,
and the last five have one fixation per line: (These last five films
allow each reader to select the number of fixations most suitable
to him.) Ten good multiple-choice. comprehension. questions accom-
pany each film. Fair supplementary reading materials are available
with the films. An introductory film which treats causality and
remediation of slow reading helps is also available. *175.

8. Iowa High School Films, Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction, Ex-
tension Division, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1950.
Fourteen films that range from 270 to 447 words-per-minute com-

, prise the series. (Although these films may be shown on silent speed
also, the rates quoted above refer to sound speed.) The films use
white print on 'a black background. The background print remains
visible but not readable. Each phrase is dimmedand made unread-
able immediately after its exposure.Each film requires three fixa-
tions per line. Ten good multiple-choice comprehension questions
follow each film. Supplementary reading materials. are available
with the films. An introductory film is available: $125.-

4. Purdue Reading Films, Film' Library, Purdue Univereity; Lafayette,
Indiana, 1955.
The sixteen films in this series range from 188 to 511 words-per-
minute on silent speed and 282.766 words-per-minute on sound
speed. The films are presented with black print on a white back-
ground. The background consists of dimmed yet visible print. Each
phrase is dimmed immediately after its projection. Phrase divisions
often occur within words. Word endings are intentionally blurred
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and are reproduced in `the succeeding phrase. Initial films require
. three fixations per line while faster ones require two.. (No informa

tion concerning price or supplementary reading selections was made
. available.) Introductory film presents excerpts ot the series.

6. C-B Speeding Reading Films, C-8 Educationil Films, Inc., 690
Market St., San Francisco 4, California, 1967.
This series is scomposed.of twelve films which range from 180 to
630 words-per-minute. (These speeds include both sound- and silent
projection speeds.) The series uses black print on a white back-
ground. Each phrase, after exposure, remains. lighted. The *films
do not employ dimmed backgrounds. Phrases are uneven in length.
Comprehension questions and supplemental reading passages are
available, as is an introductory film. $240.

)
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The Pros and,' Cons of Tochistoscopei
f."3:

111' L D. GILMORE
s'A

Pail American College

Of the three major types of mechapical devices' used
speed readifig traini g, the tachistoscde has been in use for:.,

longer period than *ther reading pacers or readiniiilmt.
This is explainedpartl y- the fact that the tachistoscope
was not desigfied primarily as an instrument for teaching
reading, any of its early adaptations occurred in psy-,
cholo, al exp imentation, whereas reading "films and ,pitcers
hay 1 .4 e existence ;only with the advent of progiams
for ` imptovement of college and adult reaclin The tachis-
toscope longer history may also be explained by noting that ,t1zt
it, is really made of two elements which existed Seearatelir
long before they were combined to form the tachistogtope: a
slide projector and a camera-type shutter.

A great manSt Americans who were' in military service
during or since World War II remember that tachistoscopes
were used to teach recognition of aircraft and naval vessels.
The logic behind tachistoscopic presentatiqn in the services
is that a man Who can recbgnize, a plane ors it.hip from a spl

N. second view of a silhouette will .probably recognize the real
thing when he sees it.

\ .

Most people' who think about tachistoscOpes at all, think
of Dr. Samuel Renshaw of Ohio State University as the worker
who ids explored the teaching and research possibilities of
the tachistoscope more than anyone else. iRenshaw acquainted
the general public with thptachistoscope ,several years ago
through an article in the Sat EveninrPost,'and he also
demonstrated it on a TV series cal ed The SEctreh.' Renshaw,
however, is fundamentally a psychological experimenter, and
many of his eFolorations have no immediate relation to
reading.

Users of tachistoscopes have assumed that these machines
affect student readers in several constructive ways: (1) they
lengthen the span of recognition (2') they shorten the read-
er'a fixation time, (8) they instill the concept of reading by
phrases, and (4) they provide whatever motivation may be
peculiar to mechanical contrivances. Reading instructors are
generally of the view that tachistoscope training does help
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in most of these resp ts, although Many leachers feel that
ischistoscopeS'also have e weak features han pacers or

Disadvantages attributed to the`tasbistoscope include, the
following:. (1) As it is ordinarily used, th re is no opportua
nity Feed continuous text, so .the readin- unnatural,-
(2) There is a minimum of good commercial ma 41
able for use on the machine. (8) It dOes not lend 'W.4 to
group instruction because of the-vastrange of individual

-ferences in visual span and speed of recognition.

Naturally, the prospective .tachistoscope user will not be
satisfied, with a subjective 'listing of adkrantages and disad-
Vantages, but Nfll ask whet the research has indicated..Prob-
ably .thO best summary of reseerch on' the use of the tachis-
toscope as a reading device is Dr. Roy Sommerfeld article
which apPeared in the Third Yearbook of the Southwest Read.,
!pg.-Conference (now the National Reading Conference)
the end of his article, Sommerfeld offers his conclusions,
which represent the views of experienced reading instructors
rather well "From the results of those .studies which. em-
ployed a control group, it can be inferred that much otthe
gains, in reading achievement reported for the subjects in

. the reading programs can be attributed to factors other than
the training because the untrained students also made sig-
nificant gains in reading achievEment. It would" seem that
the mere passage of academic time accounts for some improve-
ment in jeading. There is a probability 'that, ht the college
level, the amount of reading material which the student is
expected to coVer in a given time,is, in Mel!, a spur 'to higher
levels of reading achievement. .

"The principal conclusion to be drawn from this survey
of research is that no significant relationship has been found
between measures, of tachistoscopic span and the measures of
reading ability employed. It follows by implication that quick-
exposure training, in and of itself, cannot influence the proc-
ess,of reading except as certain secondary factors, such' as
motivation, are involved."

While considering the a es and disadvantages of
tachistoscopes in speedFeeding training, it may be worth
while to examine-tfie reactions of students. At Texas A & M,
the University of Oklahoma and the State University of Iowa,
students have indicated, when asked at the completion of the
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'reading course, that they felt that both the reading ,pers
and the reading films were of more .help to them than the
tachistoscopic drills. 0

. It is quite probable that both instructors and students
have tended to minimize the value of the tachistoscope be-
cause in the typical college hading.prograni the machine has
not been used to best advantage, especially during the earlier
years of Its use. In the optimal -instructional situation, the
tachistoscope is employed for from five to fifteen minutes of
drill during a class period. At the beginning of the reading
improvement course, the phrases are quite Shortjust a'word
or twoand the eicpostire times are relatively- longa fifth
or a tenth of a second. As the course continues and the stu-.

dents improve, longer and longer phrases are flashed on the
screen for smaller p'orti'ons of a second until five- or six-word
phrases are being presented at perhaps -a hundredth of a sec-
ond. This would Bean to be a very logical way to lengthen
the span of recognition and' shorten fixation time sintulta-

. neously. However, as mentioned earlier, the tachistoscope was
originally used for varying types of psychological experimen-
tation, many of which were not directly connected with read-
ing. In these psychological experiments, subjects were trained
with various sorts of number. and symbol combinations as
well as with words. When the tachistoscope began to- be used
widely as an aid. to efficient reading, its users rather unfor-
ttinately adopted many of the projection materials which had
already been developed for the psychological laboratories. This
meant that for several years much tachistoscope training in
reading programs involved extensive use of series of numbers
and in a few instances, even abstract symbols. This use of
numbers, it must be understood, came about chiefly as an
expediency, then, and not because anyone rationalited that
numbers were ideal for the purposes of reading improvement.

Although number sequences are still used by some read-
ing instructors, there are two rather good arguments against
their.U8e, First, the span of recognition cannot be extenderd

to a degree that is of rnudhlelp in the reading of words, be.
cause reading trainees are seldom able to team to perceive
and recall m0 e- than nine numbers in a,series. Nino, fgit °s,

It, of course, occupy a shorter visual span than* two .derage
T words, yet tachistoscopic training with wotds usually begins

with two:word phrases, so number seria can hardly help to
improve the word recognition span. The ether serious short-



coming of number sequences is the necessity of observing each
number in the series with .considerable exactness in order to
recall the series. This need for careful scrutiny actually works
against the kind of habit formation that the reading instructor
is trying to foster. A. student who is reading 600 words per
minute can see a phrase such as "the yelping hound chine
Nunningh at a very brief)glance, and because of the meaning
n, the phrase and the familiarity of all the words, he has

no difficulty perceiving and understanding the phrase, even
though he does not see each letter. distinctly. On the ether
hand, the series "70328" has no general meaning in the read;
er's experience nor does he recognize it as a familiar combi-
natienfof symbols, so he must examine it carefully in order
to reproduce it. If a tachistoscope were being used as a train-
ing device for bookkeepers, the flashed projection of number
series would be quite logical, but it can only be expected to
work against the goals of a program in efficient reading of
prose materials,

If the tachistoscope had--ien used inefficiently in some
reading programs, itohas also been used by a few instructors
in a' manner which circumvents one of the criticisms of the
machinethat it lloesn:t sallow for individual differences in
the instructional group. Some users of tachistoscopes have
installed rows of several small, less expensive machines on
a long table or bench, each with its own small screen. In a
modelately darkened room, this arrangement makes it pos-
sible for a number of students to work independently,- each

,operating his own machine: Of course, this plan calls for the
original investment of a sizable sum for the machines and
multiple sets of slides or filmstrips.

At Pan American College we use the tachistoscope in sev-
eral procedures be.sides the conventional one already described.
For example, in teaching sUidents to skim, whole paragraphs'
are presented on the screen as "the projector shutter is held
open for several seconds. Student readers are then asked to
kindly the main idea of the paragraph. When making these
slides, we count the number of words on each slide and cal-
culate the number of words per minute that a student would
have to read in order to complete the entire paragraph in
varying amounts of time. Each slide then carries a code on
the edge. which indicates that in a five-second exposure the
student must read at, say, 1020 words per minute, in six pec-
onds at ma words per minute, and in eight seconds at 638

S
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words per minute. While we ordinarily use typical prose
paragraphs for these skimming slides, it is possible to pro-

. ',vide a bit of motivating humor if limericks or Burma Shave
slogans are used the same way. In another innovation on
this approach, e print most of a joke or a long riddle on
one slid wh has to be read quickly by the student. Then

a second posure provides the punch line or the answer to
the riddle.

In order to facilitate phrase reading of paragraphs, we
have developed 31/4 x 41/4 slides containing whole paragraphs
with faint ,colored lines a dots at suggested fixation points.
It is possible to achieve somewhat the same effect if the slide
paragraphs are printed so that there is an extra wide spacing
between the instructor-chosen phrases on each line of print.

'Early' hi this article, the very first disadvantage attributed
to the tachistoscope was the unnaturalness of the reading,
since continuous text is not ordinarily used. In the attempt
to avoid this weakness, the Reading Laboratory at Pan Ameri-
can College has developed some elongated slides which con-
tain thirty to forty lines of connected text. These slides are
made on celluloid film stock and are the width (41/4 inches)
of a conventional, slide and eleven inches in length, although
the length could vary considerably. Using the regular mask-

)
ing equipment which permits a single line of a slide to be
projected at a single time, it is possible to begin tachisto-
scopic projection with the top line of one of thebe elongated
slides and then move the slide up one line with eachsuccessive
exposure. In this fashion a continuous article of several para-
graphs can be shown, one phrase at a time. This same ap-
proach is possible with conventional slides except that only
about a fourth as many lines of context can be printed on them.

Admittedly, most of the ,pedagogic variations in tachisto-
scopic use would not be feasible unless there are local facilities
for making slides or filmstrips: Howevere`the construction of
slides is not at all difficult, and even a small-scale audio-visual
service can develop More important, though, is the conJ

viction a a number of reading instructors that their "home-
made" tachistoscopic slides and filmstrips are the best ma-
terials they have for flashed presentation.
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Extending Comprehension Skills

CORA I. FISCHER

Fort honing, Georgia

In the typical college reading program which lasts no
more, than a semester, the attempt to improve the compre-
hension of the college student or adult may as well begin with
the emphasis on improving the rate of reading. Ultimately,
,the degree of comprehension of a reader is, a function of the
mount of knowledge he brings to the material. Thus, the
rapid reader has: an obvious advantage, an advantage which
increases with. in e.

As the rate of tem.lingimproves, the emphasis should shift
somewhat toward developing specific comprehension skills.
Comprehension is such a complex phenomenon that one can-
not begin to attempt an exhaustive listing of all the separate
skills which may be involved. Indeed, it is entirely possible
that theye are skills which have not even been identified as
yet. This need not deter the reading teacher from develop-
ing those skills which have been identified and which are
necessary to good comprehension.

For instructional purposes it is convenient to divide the
comprehension skills into lower and higher Order. Those which
are included in a list of lower order skills cantbe thought of
as somewhat mechanical. The 'higher order skills are of a
more intellectual kind. However, by their very nature, com-
prehension skills are thinking skills. ft, should not be assumed
that the word mechanical implies that one can learn these
skills .without using one's mind. They are all intellectual
skills, only of varying degree.

Skills which may e included with the lower order are:
a. Choo ing the main idea
b. Reco izing significant details
c. The summarizing skills
d. Direction following
e. Vocabulary improvement
f. Skimming

In the adult or college reading program it may not be
practicable to teach all of these skills as adequately as is pos-
sible. However, even a small amount of time given to these

r
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skills will often produce significant improvement in compre-
hension, especially among students who have, never really
mastered these skills.

To develop the ability to choose the Alain idea, the student
begins with relatively simple multiple choice exercises. He
is given a paragraph to read, or a whole selection. He is then
asked to 'choose the best statement of the main idea. (Exam-
ples of such exercises are: Glock, P. 43 and P. 48; Guiler and
Raeth,. pp. '97, 98; Stroud, pp. 79-85.) As the student gains
proficiency in this type of exercise, the choiced are made more
difficult, until he is eventually asked to write his own state-
ment of the main idea. (For this type of exercise, see Stroud,-
P. 92-97.) In many writings there will be disagreement about
what the main idea is. Class discussion can bring out the fact
that main ideas are not always obvious or clear cut. The stu-
dent must only be asked to have some reason for his choice.
It is well that the student come to recognize the wide differ-
ences in quality of writing.

To develop the ability to recognize details which are Big-
nificant and relative there are several types of exercises avail-
able. One such exercise is to take whole paragraphs from
current materials and insert irrelevant sentences in them.
The student is asked to identify the irrelevant sentences. This
exercise is useful because it is- relatively easy for a teacher

. to build as it is needed. The multiple choice exercise is also
used to develop this skill. Such exercises ask the student about
significant details or ask him to choose statements which
have some bearing on the main idea. For instance, he is
given a series of statements and asked which ones agree,
agree or are not mentioned in the selection. (See Guiler and
Raeth, P. 97; Glock, P. 16 and P. ©20.) A different and more
difficult exercise is one in which the reader is given a stem
'paragraph which is followed by several more paragraphs.
The student is asked to choose between the paragraphs that
support the stem 'paragraph in some way and those that do
not. (See. Stroud, P. 98-109.)

As soon as the student has gained a sufficient degree of
skill in differentiating between main ideas and the details
which support it, he should be asked to practice these new
skills by demonstrating some proficiency in outlining. In
order to ilrepare outlines a student must be able to choose
thevA, idea and list under it those details which have some
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bearing on it. (For examples of exercises in outlining, see
Stroud, P. 142; Gui ler and Raeth, P. 96 and P. 102; Glock,
P. 240.)

Another exercise which will put to use the skill the stu-
dent has gained in recognizing main ideas and significant de-
tails is summarizing. The ability, to prepare summaries and,
the ability to use an author's summaries wisely are important
skills for the mature reader. The student is first asked to
learn to recognize good summary statements. Suitable exer-
cises are: Glock, P. 195, Stroud P, 79-83. After he has learned
to identify good summary statements, the student should be
given the opportunity to write his own statements. (See
Glock, P. 225; Stroud, P. 92.) If further practice is desired,
the student can be given the opportunity to expand summary
statements into paragraphs. He can then compare his own
expansioh. with the original. This is a relatively difficult
exercise but It can be very rewarding.

Vocabulary improvement is an area of comprehension
Which it is -not 'nec' sary to discuss very much here. All the
workbooks provide s me vocabulary improvement exercises.
These exercised incl e word meanings, word derivations, pre-

es and suffixes. ( ee Glock, P. 52, P. 164; Stroud, P.'120,
P. 179-183; Gui er and Raeth, P. 117, 119.) In the col-
lege reading pr a an attempt to instill the habit of word
study is ore ortant than the actual number of words
the student arn. It is questionable whether any very
significant im 'itovement in vocabulary can take place in a
short space of tle, Instructors should be primarily inter-
ested in fostering ih the student a habit of demanding pre-
cise meanings.
' Skill in direction following would seem to be a necessity
in the age of do-it-yourself. HoWever, many students are
poorly grounded in this skill. Exercises should be provided
for careful reading. The student must come to recognizeIhose
occasions when careful reading rather than rapid reading is
called for. Actual exercises in direction following can also
be given. It is possible that as a student gains skill in the
other areas of comprehensioh there will be some automatic
improvement in the ability to. read directions with the properA
amount of care. (See Glock, P. 140, and Stroud, P. 69.)

The opportunities to put into practice the skill of skim-
ming are many and varied. Adults use it every day in read-
ing their newspapers, looking in the phone book, looking up_
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words in the dictionary, looking for facts in the encyclopedia.
Deficiency in this skill will cost an adult many hours of his
time in a week. However, the most important uses of skim-
ming are often neglected.

In the primary grades the well-trained teacher makes cer-
tain that her class does not read aimlessly. She gives some
sort of direction to their reading. This is equally true for the
competent high school teacher. She would not think of just
assigning pages to read without first giving the student some
previous knowledge as to what he may expect in those pages.
This is the job that skimming can do for the adult. It gives
direction and purpose to his reading. He skiths his newspaper
to find those things he should read more thoroughly. He
skims articles to gain some idea of what they may contain.
When he has done this he is automatically calling to mind.
his previous knowledge about this subject. It may be little
or it may be a lot. As has been stated before, the amount of,
knowledge brought to a subject by the reader is of utmost
importance to his comprehension of any material. If he does
not bring previous knowledge to mind while he is reading,
he learns virtually nothing from the context. Thus the skim-
ming of material will help him to orient his background
knowledgeparallel with the ideas in the reading material.
(For examples of skimming exercises see, Glock, P. 43 and
P. 53.) The teacher can, of course, providehthe student with
many opportunities to skim, using current materials.

The comprehension skills which Might be considered of a
higher intellectual order than those which have been discussed
to this point are all the interpretive aspects of comprehension.
If a student does not learn to gain meaning beyond what is
literally said by the author, he has hardly begun to compre-
hend.

The skills included here are

1. Drawing inferences and conclusions

2. Predicting outcomes
3. Recognizing the tone and intent of the author
4.' Recognizing the purpose of the author

5. Understanding semantic devices

6. Becoming aware of one's personal briases
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Training in these skills will help to reduce the gullibility,
in respect to the, printed age, which has heretofore character-
ized the American public. It is the aim of th college or adult
reading program to make the reader more aware of how he
reads. A greater sensitivi to how words are used, a slight
suspicion of what the auth r.is attempting to do, an aware -
ness of individual biases, gqater thoughtfulness in his read-
ing habits in generalthese will help a reader to greater ma-
turity and more useful com rehension.

To help the student to recbgnize implications and to draw
valid conclusions he Is given ultiple choice exercises on his
reading in which he is asked so .distinguish between conclu- .

sions and inferences which ma or may not be logically drawn.
(See Guiler and Raeth, P. 98 d F. 160.)

Predicting outcomes refers the ability of the reader to
be aware of possible conclusion an author might reach, of
ways a story might end or a pr blem might be solved. The
teacher can provide practice in t i by merely stopping the
stuident before the author has stat cl his conclusions and ask-
in t. the student to state some pos ibilitied. The obvious use
of this type of skill is in the detect ve stories. However, this
is by no means the most important. Authors do not always
come to concluslons which are valid and it is up to the reader
to attempt to decide for himself what outcomes can be within
the realm of possibility. Unless he does this he will be prone
to accept whatever the author says. Naturally, skill in draw-
ing inferences and conclusions is closely related to the ability
to predict outcomes.

. The doility to grasp how the author feels about his subject
is a great help to the reader in attempting to evaluate writ-
ten `material. ft is often easier to sit back and let the author's
emotions rule one's own. This is no doubt a good attitude for
the reading of fiction. It is dangerous when the reader is
trying to become enlightened on controversial issues. (Illus-
trations of gxercises used to help develop this skill are: Glock,
P. 63 and 924; Guiler and Raeth, P. 110, Understanding
Point of View; Stroud, P. 157.) Again improvement in this
skill will come about primarily by making the student aware
that the author usually does have a point of view which will
probably not be explicitly stated but which will be evident to
a thoughtful reader.
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Authors have various purposes: to inform, to persuade,
to instruct, to amuse and a host of others. The reader must
be aware of this purpose if he is fully to-appreciate what an
author is trying to tell him. He must also be aware of it
if he is not to be easily taken in by authors whose purpose is
not consistent with the reader's welfare. Propaganda, of
course, is the classic example of the need for a knowledge of
the author's purpose. It is not the only one. Editorials, ar-
ticles, reviews and books should all be read in the light of
what is the author's underlying purpose. One way to help
develop a habit of questioning the author's purpose is 'to have
the student read various types of material and then answer
the question, who would have me believe this? (See Stroud,
P. 157-161.) Another. exercise is the multiple choice exercise
in which the student is given several purposes and asked to
choose which he thinks' id the one the author had in mind.
(See Glock, P. 193 and P. 199.)

To develop semantic sophistication in a short reading
course is not a feasible goal. What is entirely possible is to
help the student to recognize the more obvious semantic de=
vices which authors use to achieve their various purposes.
It is not the purpose here to explore all the semantic devices
which a teacher may teach the student to recognize. A few
of the simpler ones to recognize are:

1. Using words with several connotations.

Appealing to universal human needs, such as se-
curity, status and desire to belong.

3. Identifying a cause or product with something which
is universally approved or disapproved (depending
on which side the author is on), such as a famous
person or an ideal. (Democracy, Communism, etc.)

Such devices are in such constant use today that it is not
difficult for the teacher to find examples for students to ana-
lyze. He should certainly come to recognize such statements
as': 'Everyone does it; So-and-go uses it; It belongs to the
better things in life; etc. (Examples of exercises which help
to develop some degree of semantic awareness are found in:
Stroud, P. 163-170; Glock, P. 85 and P. 38; Guiler and Ra,eth,
P. 114.)

The personality characteristics of the reader have a most
`important effect on his comprehension. Most people have
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areas in which their minds are not open to suggestion. For
some it is religion, for some politics, for some particular ideas
or particular people. Though it would p'erhaps be a wonder-
ful thing if all people were open minded on all subjects, it
is nevertheless true that most people are not. The important
thing is to become 'aware of those areas, in which one is not
impartial. In this area it is not important that the student
do exercises but that he discuss his own areas of bias.

To summarize briefly what has been said about the teach-
ing of comprehension, comprehension" skills were divided into
two types which were called the lower and higher order skills.
Included in the lower order skills were: Recognizing main
ideas, significant details, summarizing, direction following,
vocabulary improvement and skimming. The higher order
skills were: drawing inferences and conclusions, predicting
outcomes, tone and intent, author's purpose, semantic devices
and personal biases. It was stated that practice in these skills
with increase in rate of reading would help the reader toward
bettor comprehension. This list of skills by no means exhausts
the reading skills Which are used by the thoughtful reader.
It is on these basic skills, however, that further improvernent
will depend. Development in reading never stops. The adult
who reads widely, becoming ever more adept in the use of
these skills and building an ever-increasing background of
information on which to judge each new reading id' the nape
of the way of life which has pinned its faith on the belief
that the voting public will ultimately make the right daisies

The three workbooks listed below were repeatedly cited in the_ artiefo
because each contains a wide variety of good comprhension xercises.
Good comprehension exercises may be found in several other college
reading manuals, some of which are listed in Lyle Miller's article
in this Yeaibook.

.

'Glocki Marvin; The Improvement of College Reading, Boston: HoughtorA
Mifflin Company, 1954. ,

'Guller, Walter 3": and Rooth, Claire I., DeVelopmental Reading, Chicago:
Lippincott, 1968. ,

'Stroud, J. B., Ammons, Robert S., and Bamman, Henry A., Improving
Reading Ability, Now York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1956.



Current Use of Workbooks and Mechanical Aidi

BY LYLE .L. MILLER

Professor of Education

University of Wyoming

Whereas the several preceding articles in this Yearbook
have dealt with r ..ndations of edagogy and materials
In college reading instruct' ,,ext pageS will be de-
voted to actual practices` as reported by 33 colleges. The
data summarized were taken from questio aires sent to 372
colleges which had been operating readi g programs at the
time of an earlier survey in 1955. The 233 responses repre-
sented reading courses with as few as four and as many as
200 students in colleges in all but three of the states in this
country,.

The questionnaires included a few items about adminis-
trative procedures such as class size, credit given, and cur-
rent. philo6ophy regarding the reading program. While the
matters do not relate directly to the,topic of workbooks d

mechanical aids, some trends were disclosed which mr as

well be reported in the. next few paragraphs.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

Growth or Decline of the Reading Program

. In terms of growth of program in the last five years, 49
schools indicated that their programs had more than doubled,
67 indicated that they had had moderate increases, 34 indi-
cated no increase at all, 20 indicated that they were limited
by college policy and would not grow, and 2 indicated that
they were unable to tell about growth.

One of the most surprising facts to emerge from the study
was that 31 of the schools (13 per cent) which responded to
the questionnaire, indicated that they were no longer carry-
ing on a developmental reading program in their schools.
Several of the unanswered questionnaires were returned with
an indication' that the staff 'person to whom they had been
addressed was no longer at the institution. One would per-
haps be safe in assuming that some of the other question-

naires were unanswered for this same reason.
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Iii view of ,a general trend toward increasing demand for
developmental reading classes,. this 13 per cent loss of pro-
grams seems to bear close crutiny. A careful look at the
reasons given, the accompanyi letters, the foot4tes, etc.;
that ,came back with these 81 que ionnaires points out three
major reasons for the dikontinuation of these programs.

Id ' N

1. Several schools seems to have had a definite change in
philosophy in the last few years abo helping students
to become adjusted to college:. Se ral staff members
mentioned' that their schools a adopted a policy. of

' "survival of the fittest," "rigid selective admission
screening.," or "sink or swim." The philosophy of these
schools se ms to be moving toward ti, belief that with

s increasing' numbers of college students in each succes-
% sive Year, the greater consideration' must be givens. to

the student who As prepared and'capabliof college suc-
cess. Manyl:d these schools take the pbsition that other
smaller schools can: provide these kinds of "remedial
programs" if they want to do so to attract students.
Although most of the staff members who have worked
with the reading prograins,themselved realize that these
programs offer a great deal to the able student as well
as to the ,"problem student,'! this point of view has not
been persuasive enough to save the programs from ex-
iinction. ,

2. Staff changes seem to be a significant factor in the dis-
Continuation of several programs. In these cases, one
individual has taketi the interesk and the time, often in
addition to his regular staff assignments, to develop a
reading program. When this staff member left, ho one
else seemed ready to take over these responsibilities.
They had never been estkblished as a part of the on--a
going university4rogram, but only as a special interest
area of an indiVidual or a small group of staff mem-
bers. In a few cases there was some indication that the
university would like to employ another person with
similar interests, but that they had not had much suc-
cess in locating such qualified personnel.

9

8. Several schools indicated that their reading program
had been discontinued because, it "cost too much," or
that they couldn't justify the budget expenditure. This
again would indic6te a failure in not having established
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the values of the program 14 a level that was readily
recognizable to those in ,positions of administrative re-
sponsibility. Perhaps too little was dOne in the Way, of
organization and information about the operation and
effectiveness of the program.

College Credit

In terms of credit; we find that over half of those schools
reporting offer their reading program on a "no-credit" basis.
The maximum credit involved in any school was five quarter
hours credit in combindtion with other 'basic study, skills.
Table I below indicates a breakdoWn on the credit distribution.

11, Tible I.

Credit Quarter ,. Semester iTbt Specified Total

Mine 13

1 '; 3

2 '9

3 _ 4 .

5 2. .... 2

25 87 124

18 7 28

23 3 35

9 3 16

Class Membership

In terms of the membership in reading classes, the ma-
jority of the schools (164) reported that their enrollment was
open to any under-classman. Thirty-six sehools indicated that
they limited their enrollment to freshmen only. Non-college
adults were allowed to register in reading classes in sixty-
three of the schools reporting. Three respondents went on
to comment they encouraged high school students to partici-
pate in these classes and ten schools indicated they enamour=
aged faculty members to take advantage of the reading pro-
gram.

Time Spent On Reading Instruction

In terms of. time ape& in actual supervised reading prac-
tice, the general pattern seemed to be aeout 20 or 30 hours,
with p. substantial number of schools -indicating even more
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time than that spent in reading class. breakdown of the
'time spent in the responding institutions is presented in Table

Table II

Length of Training and Total Class Hours Spent
on Reading Work

No. of hours No. of institutionfi
30 61
20
40 28
50 21
10 14 ,

54 7
55 0 1

60 1
. 72 1

96 1

Varied with individual needs 7

Class Size

In kesponse to the huestion of average class sfze, the re-
spondents indicated a wide range in class size with a central
tendency seeming to be a class size of 20 to 25 studerfts. Ac-
tual distribution of class sizes as reported by responding insti-
tutions is presented. Iii Table III.

Table III
Average Size of Reading Groups

Class Size Number of responding institutions

Under 10 16
From 10-14 33
From 15-19 47
Fron) 20-24 59
Fro& 25-29 28
From 30-34 16
From 35-89 5
From 40 -50 6
From -50'99 1
100 or more 6 9 3
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METHODS AND MATERIALS-

By rthe most popular basic plan of instruction, as indi-
ated by 96 responding institutions, was the basic group prae-

=r------ticirig workbooks for the whole group, supplemented ,by
individual practice with mechanical aids, The next most popui

'Jar pattern; as followed by 61..institutions, was one of basic
group practice with mechanical aids supplemented by indi-
vidual proctic5Irkbooks. Only a small nuraber of schools
indicated a pub sion of the class into homogenous groups "'
for specific. practice. Fourteen indicated such grouping for
workbook practice and eleven indicated such grouping' for
machine practice.' Eighteen schools indicated an individual-

. ized 'program planned for each individual's need with no com-
'mon group work foriCIa one might expect, most of these
programs were tho a of schools handling small groups of situ-
dents. Another common- plan,vibiah had not been prodded
in the questionnaire but whichiseerned to be the practice of
forty;six of the institutions, was a group program utilizing
both workbooks aud niechanidal aids for individual practice
within the group, Wt. with no corm en basis for practice for
the entire gtoup.

In the fireAlf basic welled, then, we seem to find strong
support for a basic erientation around either, workbooks or
mechanical aids, with the responding schools somewhat di-
vided as to the best basic approach. Several respondents re- °

ported definite dissatisfaction with various mechanical aids,-
however, and indicated that they were using their various .

reading Machinea less and less as time went on. Some indi-
cated that they had changed .from a mechanical aid to a work-
book approach rather recently, On the other hand-, although
some negative reaction to specific workbooks was voiced, no
definite shifts from a workbook approach to a rfiechanical aid
approach seemed obvious in the replies. I 'would assume, there-
fore, from, studying the questionnaire results that workbooks
are a little more-soundly, established d Mess silbject to criti-
cism than are mechanical aids. Even ' i 1 a nu er of nega-
tive comments about mechanical aids, however one should not
necessarily conclude that this would imply at the workbook
approach is the better approach. It may e that it, is 'simply
'a more economical approach for school ith limited budgets.
The factor of "quality" Or "cost" in his issue could not be
established without a more complete a ady than this one.
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(i)

Utilization of Workbook

In secUringmore detailed ihformation about the utilization
of workbooks, two possible uses were set qp in the question-
naire for identification. First, workbooks which were used
as a basic manual for all members of the groups and second,
workboolcs' which were used as supplemental practice for in-
dividuals.

The first question o'f the basic manuals for all members
of the group, would seem to apply only to the'96 schools which
indicated a basic approach of a workbook for all group mem-
beri. However, 157 schools answered thistuestion, indicating
some substantial use of workbooks for all members of the
grobp. alfty-one different workbooks were identified in re-
sponse to this question. Of these, 33 were mentioned by "only
one or two schools and therefore do Tiot seem to have very
extensive use. (These are listed at the en fl of the paper.)
Some of these undoubtedly are locally prepargd workbooks
which have only limited circulation.

The ten books which seem to be most widely used in the
sample of this study are listed below in the order of descend-
ing frequency of use. The number in front of the listing indi-
cates the numkorLof schools which report d using this york-
bodk as a basic, workbook for merhbeis of their' groups.

(17) Miller, Lyle L., Increasing Reading Efficiency. Henry
Holt, 195G

(14) Spache, George D. and Paul Berg, The Art of Ef-
ficient Reading. Macmillan Co., 1955

.
-

(14) Glock, Marvin D., Improvement of College Reading.
Houghton Mifflin, 1954

(13) Simpson, Elizabeth A., S R A Better Reading Books.
Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1-951

(12) Brown, James I., Efficient Reading. D. C. Heath,
1952 (Alternate Edition, 1950)

(11) Gilbert, Doris W., Power and ',Speed in Reading.
Pre ce Hall, 1956

(11) Strang, uth, Study Type of Reading Exercises.
Colum is University Press, 1951
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( 9 ) Witty, Paul, How to Become a Better Reader. sci-
ence Research Associates, 1953

Al/( 8 ) Cosper, Russ and E. G. Griffin, Toward Better
Reading 'IL Appleton Century Crofts, 1953

( 8.) Stroud, James B., Ammons and Bamman, improving
Reading Ability. Appleton Century Crofts, 1956

Almost all of the schools identified workbooks which were
used as supplementary practice material, and in all, 86 books
or supplementary materials were identified in this question.
Several of these apparently are not nationally known publi-
cations and may be local materials or mtiter ys with a very
limited distribution. /

fit Materials To Supplement Workbooks

In listing materials other than workbooks used to supple-
ment classroom, practice, the following materials were Iisted
in this order :

1. Mimeographed local material 48

2. College textbooks 25

8. Magazines 25

4. Vocabulary exercises 20

5. S. R. A. laboratory , 12

6. General outside reading 10

7. Novel's 6

8. Newspapers 6

.9. Library materials 5

10. Dictionaries 5

11. Various reprints
12: Perceptual Devel p rent Laboratory Materials 8

18. Short stories 2

14. Worksheets 1

(80 institutions listed mechanical aids of various
Itypes in this section)

2
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Mechanical Aids

Mechanical equipment may be used for several purposes
in a reading program so this question was designed to iden-
tify both mechanical aids used and the nature of the use.
This material is summarized in Table IV.

Table IV

Instrument, Diagnosis
Opthalm9graph . 11

USE
Motivation Training

4 1
Group Drill

....

Metronoscope ,1 . 3 1

Telebinoc ular 65 2 2

Tachistoscope 25 99 84 75

Reading Accelerators 22 118 131 20

Films 19 74. 69 47

Other .... ....

Orthometer 4 11 1

Controlled Reader 2 11 13 11

Rateometer 1 1

Tachitron 1

Flash Readers , 1

Shadowscope 1 -1 '
Perceptoscope.. 1 2 2

/From the data in Table IV it is apparent that the most s

frequently used mechanical aids are the tachistoscope, which
seems to be most popular as a motivational and training de-
vice, and the reading accelerators, which are used most fre-
quently as 'a training device. Films seem tb be used for all
four purposes, but a number of the respondents who listed
films ais added critical comments about the limitations of
the fihn.7 pariicularly for group work. Several of the devices
listed under "alter" probably should have been included under
the heading of "reading accelerators" but are listed separately
here to indicate that some reading instructors felt there was
a difference that merited a separate listing.

"Pre" and "Post," Tests

In to f test used as pre- and post-class measurements
in grow h of reading skills, sixty-three tests were Mentioned

tits.
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but only eight of these were mentioned more than six times.
Twenty schools used locally made tests. Listed in decreasing
order of frequency these tests are as follows:

Diagnostic Reading Test 61

Cooperative English Reading Test 57

Iowa Silent Reading Test... 45

S. R. A. Reading Test 22

Nelson-Denny Reading Test 21

California Reading Test 12

Robins-Hall Reading Test. 7

Materials Desired to Meet Unfilled Needs in
Developmental Reading Program

A wide variety of ideas were expressed in response to this
question but six points seemed to stand out as needs that ten
'or more reading instructors recognized. These basic material
needs are listed in the hope that some of you may become
interested and develop some of these materials to share with

your colleagues in the field.
1. More material and tests appropriate specifically for

the college level.

2. Material in specific subject' content areas.

3. Easier editions of workbook for use at lower levels.

4. More and better vocabulary aids.

5. Better standardized tests of reading end compre-
hension.

-6. Workbooks which would include a greater variety of
difficulty content in a single book.

Other needs-expressed were the needs for more mechan-
icaI aids Of different types, less expensive mechanical aids,
iind longer standardized reading materials.
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PART TWO
IMPROVING PROGRAMS

; Background Of Measurement In
Reading Improvement

J. 1. StROLID

State University of Iowa

All research presupposes measurement In a sense all im-
provement in instruction in reading depends upon measure-
ment. To be sure a given teacher may reflect that he feels
more comfortable and self-assured teaching reading by pro-
cedure A than by procedure B. This is scarcely measurement.
But if a hundred teachers or eighty in a hundred, make such
a report we have somethirig approaching measurement. One
could write a 'descriptive history of methods of reading in-
struction without reference to measurement. However, when
one attempts to investigate the relative effectiveness of the
resp'ective methods, seen in historical perspective, he must
sooner or later come to terms with measurement.

If for the moment we consider the sum total of our knowl-
edge of reading, such as might be encompassed-in a course of
instruction bearing the title Psychology of Reading, knowledge
which certainly has had a profound effect upon reading in-
struction, we are impressed with the cruciality of measure-
ment. Javal must have made his original observations upon
the saccadic nature of eye movement in reading without the
aid of measurement. Indeed it seems unlikely that one would
have ever attempted to investigate the behavior of the eyes in
reading had he net observed that they move in unusual ways.
However, all subsequent khoWledge of eye movements has
been deri d thr ugh measurement. The period from 1878, the
date of aval's riginal observations, to 1917, the date of
Schmidt's mono raph, was marked by attempts to measure
eye movements in reading.*

*W. A. Schmidt, An Experimental Study in the Psychology of
Supplementary Educational Monographs, No. 2, Chicago: University
of Chicago. Press, 1917.
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A similar history characterizes the work on the relation-
ship between reading'rate and comprehension. In his book,
Mental Evolution in Animals, published in 1883, Romanes
described some.work upon this problem.", Here he measured
reading rate much as we do today.Testa of reading comprehen-
sion as we know them had not appeared upon the scene. He re-
sgted to the method of written reproduction. In passing, it
may be noted he observed "astonishing differences in reading
rate," amounting to as much as 4 to 1. He also observed a
lack of relationship between slowness of reading and power
of assimilation. Investigations to the same effect, using more
or less similar methods were reported by. Abell (1894) and
Quantz (1897).*" As you well know, the problem of the re-
lationship between reading rate and reading comprehension
is still with us. I think it may be'said that the advent of the
reading test as you and I know it has contributed more to
confusion than to the solution of the problem. To this issue
we shall return later.

If we look at almost any of the practical pro.blems of read-
ing instruction we again see the significant role of measure-
ment. Without measurement, without measurement of some
kind, we do not know what the instructional needs are and
do not know the effectiveness of instruction once it has been
undertaken. Any consideration of such practical psoblems as
reading readiness, reading level, individual diffeTences, ho-
mogenous grouping, establishing special classes for the re-
tarded or gifted, referring pupils for remedial instruction,
investigating factors associated with reading deficiencies,

, calls for measurement appropriate to the problem.
In thus recognizing that measurement occupies a crucial

place in the improvement of reading instruction we should not
lose sight of the role of subjective judgment upon the part
of the teacher. The judgment of the shrewd, , experienced
teacher may approach an unstandardized form of measure-
ment and should always be given weight in pupil appraisal
procedures. Moreover, in thinking of measurement we en-
visage more than measurement of reading proper. It is really
the child and his development that concerns us, not merely
his reading. Thus the professional worke in reading must be
conversant with measurement of intelligence, of personality,

*Now York: D. Appleton and Co., 1833.
*A. M. Abell, Rapid Reading, Rclucatinal Review, 1894, Vol. 8, pp,
283 ff. J. 0. Quantz, Problems in the Psychology of Reading, Psycho.
logical Review, Monograph Supplements, 1897, Vol. 2, No. 1.
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especially as it may affect or be affected by reading perform-
ance, and With the measurement of scholastic achievement
generally as this reflects the use of reading.

We are all familiar with the fact that writers recognize
two 'kinds of reading tests, the so-called survey test and the
diagnostic or analytical test. The survey test whose purpose
seems to be that of ranking pupils in over-all proficiency in
reading or perhaps determining the general developmental
level of reading of a class or school system, appears to be
most appropriate to a. general educational achievement bat-
tery. The professional worker in reading 41 probably insist
upon the use of the best tests he can gettests that yield the
maximum amount of information about. the reading perform-
ance of the pupils being tested. Having made this point it still

may be questioned whether or not analytical testing has lived
up to its earlier promise, in the field of reading, in the field
of intelligence, or elsewhere. What I mean to 'suggest is that
diagnostic testing Is something to be critical about.

Analytical testing seems to imply that reading perform-
ance may be analyzed into a number of separate and at least
somewhat independent abilities, that these abilities develop
in a given pupil at-rates that are somewhat independent, and
that we have separate and independent instructional proce-

&for their development. In the light of these three condi-
we seem to do pretty well at the beginning and early

levels, and less well at later levels.

There are certain abilities which we associate with reading
readiness, which are correlated with one another and with
intelligence, but which vary somewhat independently. More-
over specific training designed to foster the development of

these abilities or skills ls. at hand. I have in mind such abilities
or skills is at hand. I have in mind such abilities as auditory
diScrimination, visual discrimination, matching objects whose
names begin with the same sounds, choosing pictures of ob-
jects whose names begin like the names of certain objects
or persons named in stories, and discerning the meaning of
stories heard orally. Of course the meaning of the obtained
scores on such tests will depend upon the measured intelli-

gence and perhaps the social background of the individual

child. Thus the intelligence becomes a factor, perhaps the
most important single factor, in assessing readiness for read-,
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At the first and second giade levels diagnosis may also
feature an intelligence score or some kind of reading capacity
score. Especially at these stages of readini-tlfvelopment the
teacher or reading specialist will wish to make sure that ade-
quate auditory and visual discrimination abilities have been
acquired. In addition it would seem to be profitable to test for
word analysis, sight vocabulary, use of contextual blues in
attacking new words, and of course, reading comprehension.

..In the latter the test designer may make use of sentences,
paragraphs,.or somewhat longer connectd stories, or of all
three. I think some caution should be observed in attributing
diagnostic significance to the separate scores. At least, when
the three types are used there appears to be no reason why
the scores cannot be combined to form a total reading com-
prehension score. It is not sufficient, in order to enlarge the
count of diagnostic features of a test, to call one of these
sentence comprehension; another, paragraph comprehension;
and the other, story comprehension; and to provide subtest
scores and norms, as if the three separate scores had some
diagnostic significance. At least,, the test author should be
expected to demonstrate that the part scores have some ana-
lytical value or present plausible argument that they do so.
It-seems probable that the pupils who can read and success-
fully respond to such sentences as (1) Can some animals live
under water all their lives? or (2) Do birds like to have you
touch them? or (3) Would you be surprised if you saw rf mon-
key drying the dishes?'could successfully read stories of com-
parable levels of difficulty and Vocabulary. This in no sense -

is offered as a criticism of test authors for using a variety of
devices for testing reading comprehension. They always work
under rigid limitations of space. They face the problem of
the most efficient use of space. They also face the problem
of holding the interest of the pupils. Obviously they are justi-
fied in employing any stratagem available. Upon our part, as
professional workers in the field of reading, we do not have
to attribute diagnostic significance to these separate tests
simply because they exist.

The reading test author always faces the problem of how
to combine the subtest scores to foim composite scores. As a
kind of rule of thumb I think it might be suggested that scores
which have separate diagnostic or teaching significance should
not be combined into composites. For example, work-study
skills such as the use of indexes, the use of the library, or the
ability to read maps, hardly belong with reading comprehen-
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sion, not in a diagnostic test. They might be, grodped together
to form a total work-study skill Score. Measures of reading

rcapacity, if they form a constituent part of a reading test,
should be kept separate from work-Study skills and reading
comprehension. As much may be said of word attack skills
or. sight vocabulary, A 'composite score comprised of all thq
part scores on a reading Jest is not very meaningfttl and tends
to obscure its diagnostic features. The practice derproviding
such scores may not be objectionable at all in a survey type
of test.

Once we are past the primary grades,. appraisal of read-
ing performance in the ordinary course of school work re-
solves itself pretty largely into measures of capacity, measures
of rate, and measures of comprehension. One of the most en-
gaging tests to this purpose, one which unfortunately for
sometime has been out of print, is the Van Waganen-Dvorak
Diagnostic Examination of Silent .&eaditib Abilities. As meas-
ures of capacity this battery features subtests of Vocabulary,
Anil pies, and General. Information. As a measure of reading

. rate these authors make use of a test of the Chapman-Cook
-type, consisting of a number of short paragraphs in each Of

which is imbedded an incongruent word or phrase. The reader
is asked to mark out these, words or phrases.

Upon the face of it this ould look like a good procedure,
since it provides evidence that the reader did or did not read
with understanding the passages upon which his rate of read-
ing was established. However, this method has some inherent
disadvantages: Such testa are ordinarily administered by the
time-linilt method. If the number of items attempted is taken
as the rate score nothing is gained by requiring the reader
to show evidence that he understood whateitie read. If the
number right, or worse still the number right minus a frac-
tion of the number w\ ong is taken As the score, we confound
the rate score with the comprehenSion score. One who attempts
15 items and gets 10 r ht, reads faster than one who attempts
10 items and gets. 10 ri ht, He would not receive a higher rate
score ,by this method. indeed if a correction formula is ap-
plied he would receive a lower score.

-
,

There is the further, fact that the reading rate score is
contaminated by the pupils' habirof 'work and thought. A
meticulous worker may earn a lot er 'score than another stu-
dent who reads no fastet but is less careful about his work.

e
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Both of these criticisms of the Chapman-Cook typo of test
apply to any work-type reading rate tests.

The Van Waganen-Dvorak examination provides for, five
comprehension scores, as follows: (1) generalizing, (2) draw-
ing inferences, (3) toting and remembering clearly stated
detail, (4) drawing conclusionk and (6) combining ideas that
belong together, in thought but are not presented together.
These subtests of comprehension are of high quality. °Thep
sample most of the important aspects of good reading compre-
hension. At least these are aspects of intelligent reading.
I think the merit of these subtegts lies chiefly in their quality
and in the ampleness of their coverage of comprehension
abilities. I feel less assured about the diagnostic significance
of the part scores. I doubt that these abilities vary indepen-
dently to any great extent, or that we can or should provide
instruction designed to foater their development independent-
ly. Certainly this is a case in which a total comprehension
score_lsnost meaningful.

There are some traits which we simply associate with
intellect. A hundred years ago in Europe, as railroads and
highways were being built and gravel pits dug, men were
finding stone implements, eoliths dating back to the tertiary
period, and later, shaped tools of the second inter-glacial. No
fossil men were found to go with these implements in those
far-off periods. Yet, scholars recognized them as the work
of man. These are among the,things we expect of intellect,
and only creatures capable of higher intelligence can do these
things. Of course intelligent pupils can generalize, draw infer-
ences and conclusions, can summarize, and combine ideas that
go together in thought but are not presented together in time
and space., Indeed they can combine and synthesize informa-
tion acquired at different periods in their lives.

A test author can make more efficient use of hi's reading
text by getting at comprehension in different ways. One good
inference item may be all he can get out of a paragraph. But
he may also be Ole to get an information item or two, a gen-
eralization item, or a conclusion item. This fact alone would
justify the use of a variety of types of comprehension items.

At this point' the question arises as to the rightful relit-
tionship between -tests .of reading comprehension and tests of
intelligence. Suppose one of you, or for all I know, a bright
sixth grade pupil read the following statements,: The Caspian
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Sea, situated between Europe and Asia, is 92 feet below sea
level. It is fed by two large rivers, the Volga and the Ural,
which drain vast areas of Russia. You or he would he able
toinfer that this quite a large sea; that it is a body of salt

`"water; that it has no outlet to any of the oceans, among other
things. Such statements and such inferences might well go
into an intelligence test at age levels to which they are appro-
priate. I would not think them appropriate to a reading
comprehension 'test. The inferences must be drawn from too
much information not contained in the two-sentence story.
Conversely, in a reading comprehension test we might think
that the stories to be read should contain all or most of the
information the pupil would require in order to draw the in-
ferences, to make the generalizations or draw the conclusions
called for. Obviously different levels of reading' comprehen-
sion will require different levels of intelligence.

I have suggested that there are three major facets to pupil
appraisal in the field of reading and that the question of im-
provement of reading be considered in the light of these three
facets. As indicated, these are reading rate or fluency, reading
comprehension, and reading capacity, perhaps chiefly intelli-
gence. It is of the greatest consequence that measures of these
three' aspects of pupil growth be kept separate onefrom an-
other in so far as possible.

It seems fairly easy to secure independent measures of
reading rate. As Professor Eller and his students have dem-
onstrated, fair reliability can be achieved in reading rate
scores, either-by the time limit or amount limit method, based
upon three or four minutes reading time.* At least rate scores
based upon reading times of such lengths appear to be about
as reliable as those based upon reading time of much longer
length. Now, the test author, being under press to make the
most efficient use possible of his allotted space commonly
prepares n comprehension test over passages thuii read to
establish reading rate. In so far as I can see this does no
harm to the rate score. But it does in .some cases, for some
reasons unknown to me, introduce a correlation between rate
and comprehension, as for example On the Pressey and Traxler
tests. In the case of these two tests, as you will recall, the
pupil proceeds to read a somewhat long selection and after a"

*K. Humphrey, Amount-Limit and Time - Limit. Methods of Measuring
Reading Rate, Doctor's Dissertation, StatetniversitY of Iowa, 1955.
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length of time marks' the line he is reading when a pre-
arranged signal is given.LThe pupil then completes the read-
ing of the entire selection and straightway takes an untimed
comprehension test. With these two tests I have repeatedly
obtained correlations in the range of from .30 to .40 between
the rate and comprehension scores. We would of course expect

comprehension on those tests in which the comPrehension
posTve, and somewhat higher, correlations between rate and

section is timed. I have also repeatedly obtained zero corre-
lations between rate and comprehension in other situations
in ,which pupils read entire selections eac at his own rate
and proceeded to take untimed comprehen ion tests over the
passages. Another of our students, Mr. Tha berg, has obtained
correlations of zero, -more or less, betw rate of reading
established on one set of selections and co prehension scores
established on entirely different sets of Selections.* The latter
were, of course, read.

It is suggested that there might be some merit in using
different readin selections for the establishmeht of rate
from those used to establish comprehension scores. At least
this procedure would permit us to conclude that any relation
ship found to exist between rate and comprehension were real,
and not a consequence of some kind of dependence of one of
the measures upon the other. This would look like a legitimate
thing to do. If reading rate has any generality, if- *ere are
persons who are rapid, average, and slow readers, this fact
can be ascertained, and Such persons identified, by one read-
ing passage as well as another. If reading comprehension
scores have any generality, good, average, and poor compre-
hension can be ascertained on reading selections quite inde-
pendent of those used to establish rate. Moreover, the rate
and comprehension tests could be thus administered weeks, or
months apart.

It is true that the rank and file- of reading comprehen-
sion tests are confounded by a rate factor. has seemed ex,
pedient in the marketing of tests to be able to,inform, school
officials precisely how long it takes to administer" a test. For,
this reason, and also perhaps to) enhance the reliability of
the tests, reading tests commonly are strictly timed. Thus
the comprehension score reflects not only 'power of compre-
hen9ion but also reading rate and_rate of work. An excellent

*S. P. Thalberg, Reading Rate and Comp4ehension in a collegelteading
Program, Master's Thesis i reparation} State University of Iowa.
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substitute for a comprehension test of unlimited time is the
"level of jcomprehensicie feature of the Cooperative tests.

. Here, even though there is a specified time for administra-'
tion, the level of comprehension score is reasonably uninflu-

.. enced by rate of reading. Suffice it to say that it is possible
for a slow reader to make as high a comprehension score as
a rapid reader. It is rather surprising that this procedure
has not been used more -extensively than has been the'case.

In my insistence that reading ratetnd comprehension be
measured by methods that yield- scoras that are independent'
of each other I am not assuming that rete and comprehension
never bear any genuina relationship to each other. I think
in the ordinary Course of events, aprin the case of most read-i
in' tests, rate and Comprehension vary independently; nufre
or less. Either this is true or I, And some of you, have had
no business teliching that slow reading is the consequence'Aof
bad habits. On the other hand I feel sure there are conditigns
under which rate and comprehension vary concomitantly. I
think the question that should be asked is Whatare the con;
ditions that influence the relationship between rdte and gom
prehension ? not, Is there a relationship? MyAnterest In the
talation between rate and comprehension at t1 moment cen-
ters not do much in the phenomenon itself as in its bearing
upon problems of measurement.

I shall use an illustration or tRo. On some of the items
in intelligence tests, such as "bloat design" and "object as:
sembly" on` the Wechsler Intelligence Scak for Children, or
the problems in Raven's Progressive Matrices, it may mean
one thing to solve or fail to solve the problems at all. It'may
mean another thing, to be able to solve them. quickly. In such
cases speed signifieft power. Power makes speed pOSsiblei In

- power situations speed may signify intelligqnce. In mine-run
situations it may not do this. Speed in mine-run situations
may not correlate positively at all with speed in power situ-
ations. In certain test situations power of intelligence may
make for rapid reading and for high comprehension. Another
kind.r>of power may come, from training. We would expect an
instructor in chemistry to read a chapter in a- chemistry text
more quickly than an instpctor in psychology kind to show
better comprehension.

Thus in reading situations in which there is a premium
upon power we would expect both reading rate and compre-

.' hension to vary with the power of the readers. Even here,.$8
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prior h abits-n work find thoughtought may operate to upset the
relationship. In order to demonstrate a positive re'rafionship

ibbOveen rate of reading and comprehension even in aopower

sitnittion it probably would be necessary to arrange for some

kind of work;typ reading, in which all readers could be held

to sonte kind of uniform reading requirements.

As already sidd, pupil appraisal in our work requires

the use of measures Of capacity. Heid also We are concerned

4 _about the, independence of the measures, es ecially' when cer-

tain group intelligence tests are used ,for purposes of assessing
Capacity. Since the inception of group testing, users of. tests

hae-been concerned about the effects of reading proficiency

upon the scored, since these- tests commonly involve reading
and stricelor the most part the tests are administered unter
rigid time limits. Apparently we face here to-somewhat com-
plex set of relationships. Art before, we are not so Much ,

concerned with knowing what the relationships are as what.

they mean in our work. a

If reading rate is determined in pow er situations, as

ti .
'Mentioned above, and if thegroup intelligence tests are power

tests there is not' much doubt that the reading rate scores

thus dedy would correlate positively -witilife. intelligence
r4r under,such circumstances probe no one would

thi unfortunate thafthe .fastest readers-tended to make

the highest scores. Twenty-five or thirty years ago psy-
,chologists were concerning themselves with the speed:power -

, issue'in group intelligence tests. One of the procedures used

. in investigations of the problem was to administer a test under

. standard time limits, then, after changing ,topencils of dif-
ferent colored lead, to allow additional time equal to the sten-

dard limits or in some cases more. The workers did not quite

-agree upon, what the results signified regarding the, speed-
power issue, but they were agreed in showing that pupils who '
made the lowest scores in standard timi improved their scores

least when allowed additional time. At least. we may conclude

that their low scores wenn& a consequence of slow reading,

. We' have reason to believe that the typical reading rate
test its not a power test, at lent not so to any considerable

extent, even when it employs the work-type procedure: We
know, I think, that--slow, poor readers, slow readers with poor
compreheniiiu, do not improve their scores very much when
allowedtpractically unlimited time on group intelligence tests.
The?' do not seem to be penalized by their' slowness. Their
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low scores are not attributable to slowness of reading. Typi
ally such pupils do not do well on Intelligence tests that do
not require reading at all. Nor does a rapid, poor reader, as'
determined by the typigal reading test, a rapid reader with
poor comprehension, fare appreciably better u on a group

. intelligence test than a slow, poor One. On the other hand,
.there is some evidence that puPils who read rapid y and well,
read tut with good comprehension, do somewhat better on

, group Ili igence testa than slow readers who enjoy good
comprehensio The differences are not great. We should not
expect them to great. The number of words totbe read
in a typical group i lligence test is not great:One who reads
at a rate of 100 words minute could,cover an equal number
of words of ordinary pro within the time allotted to the
intelligence test. r

group
.,

nclusion that
° .

Perhaps one would be inclined' the ci intelligence testa, which we use to m ure capacity, are not
o

,

seriously contaminated with*the thing w= i re trying to pre-
dict, reading eLf. Naturally there is a re onship, rather
a high one, b ween intelligehce and reading. Th ,of course,
is the reuse -for our administering intelligence tes read-
ing work in the first place. But so'that we may work wit
relationships we want our methods of determining to
genre to be relatively free, operationally, of reading profi-
ciency itself. . .

Obviously 6 clinical work we would insist upon individual,
psychological examinations. The reasons for this are numerous
and obvious. In the ordinary course of school work this is, to
say the least, impractical.

, .

I should like to close with the ,general observation that
the best intelligence tests to use for -purpo'ses of pupil ap-
praisal in reading is flip best tests of intelligende available.
This would seem pretty obvious, but Ithiak the statement
deserves a little further development. The best intelligence
test to use -for the prediction of reading achievement is also
the best test to use for the prediction of achievement in arith-

Ai metic, spelling, lankuage, or in other subjectmatter fields. In
our work over the years we hav studied the relationships
mow various achievement tests and subtests and the follow-
ng ilitelligerfee tests ustArimaryiMental,44.bilities, the. Stanford-,
Binet, Wechsler .Intelligence Scale for Children, verbal and
nonverbal, Davis-Eells Games, Progressive,. Matrices, and --
Large-Tharndike Intelligence Tests, (verbal And_nonverbal).
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We have found little evidence of differential, predictive power
among these tests or among any of their subtests. In general
those tests and subtests which yield the highest correlations
with reading also yield the highest errelations with arith-
metic, language, spelling, and so on. For example, in our
work, the two subtests out of the eleven subtests on the WISC
which yielded the highest correlation with reading were
"block design" and "object assembly." It is significant that
these same two subtests yielded the' highest correlations, of
any of the eleven, with the Otherachievement measures used.

4
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Reading Deficiencies and kefrsonality Factors:

A Comprehensive Treatment

- ARTHUR S. MCDONALD, EDWIN'S. 201,1K and-JAMES A. BYRNE
.

N Marquette,University

In the last few years there haebeen a irowIng ecogni.;
toil of the significance of personality factors in reading &ff.:
culties. Spache has pointed out Vint success inreadint may,,
be markedly affected by the attitudes, -feelings, ;prejudices,.
and general adjustment of the reader. Hetoncluded, `Thus,
remedial efforts 'may include or consist entirely ltd variogs
types of psychological or psychiatric therapies.""

C huently, the relationship between reading diffi-
cul and.personatity maladjustment is presently receiving
consi erablo attention from a number of investigators. Var_-____ -----

iotil studies strongly indicate that in many cases reading
. difficulties and personal maladjustment are interrelated.

There seenis to be, however, no`elear-cut evidence as to which
factor i cause, and which is effect. Zolkos20 states, "In many
cases, ntense emotional strain and reading disability seem .

to i eract, each adding stress to the other." This point of
vie is supported in the interpretati of research studies
by Robinsontsand Russell''-, who called ttention to the Aced

r the research on the relationship betl, en reading acbieVe-

ment and personality adjustment.

In a study of the psychological, social, and environmental
di iferences` between 300 advanced redders and SOO retarded

.

.
readep, Jackson' found that fears, wellies, and the like
existed among retarded readers to a. degree that merited spe-
cial attention in connection with reading ifficulty. Raines
and Tait° in a review of nine research atudi a concluded that,
in many cases, reading retardation is a sym r tom of ernotional------
illness in the individual. Witty's provjd furtherxevidence
for the relationship betwee personality ficultiei and read- ',.

,ing disabilities. Using a no -directive p ay them* approach'
to the problems of reading isability, Ellie reported that kile

severity of emotional distu ilaae is significantly 'related to'
improvement in reading dis bility.:. AlthOug the causal re:-
lationship between reading failure and einoti xitlAlliturbanee
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Is supported by viewpoints on ach aide of the question, per-
s the most appropriate Cone ion at present is that of-

re by Gates5:

All these symptoms or forms of 'nervousness, with-
drawal, gression, defeatism, chronic worry appear among
cases in w h the maladjustment is the cause, the result,
or 'the coneom tont. of reading difficulty. It is therefore not
possible to tell whether they were causes or effects or an
accompaniment. of trouble with reading.

Spacheo has classified reading programs historically and
methodologically into the followinttategories: (a) programs
depending mainly on mechanical *vices, (b) sicills-drills
programs, and (c) the psychologically-oriented program in
which the reading difficulty conceiVs'a symptom of a
gteater personality problem. In the third (and presently
growing in acceptance) type of program, readinnis viewed
as simply another aspect of the total behavior of the indi-
vidual for which the clinical method will be the method of
choice.

Adherence to the extreme view represented by the third
\ category is not warranted at present for a number of reasons.
First, such eleipproach requires the ailailabirty of a
large number of highly trained professiortkl personnel for
the extensive treatment of large numbers of individ als. These

-Vaned individua s -are presently not available. ecohd, the
adoption of this Jew assumes that the most fective type
of therapy for rea ing problems has already b en determined.

fact, hOwever, t e literatute contains relatiVely few studies
e application f various .types of therapy to reading

There is rtainly no definitive evidence favoring
erapy over another. The non-directive approach

are the only methods 'which have received
rsory attention. Third, most of the en-

ely concerned with the application of
ally play therapy, in conjunction

elementary level, so that there
at the higher levels. Fourth,

on ofythe three

on
proble
one type o
and play the
much more than
deavors have been
some type of therapy,
with remedial reading at
has been very little inVestigati
it seems more--plausibl tht0 m combing
types of programs w, d be most, benefic* for the client and
most'economical with regard tcilliemihne and energy of the
professional personnel available. .

A review of the literature on group therapy indicatel that
(various individuals have been concerned with the application
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of group psychotherapy to the classroom program and as Part
of the treatment program of educational problems. Beri2 de-
scribed the use of psychotherapy with children who have
emotional difficulties. Hinckley and Hermann,' have utilized
group psychotherapy at the college level and have presented
a discussion of the transcribed sessions. Shedlin", Baruch*
and Faw4 have applied nondirective group psychotherapy in
the classroom. Landsman and Sheldon'4 utilizing nondirective
group therapy with college students in academic difficulty,
have reported that, although the control and experimental
groups did not differ significantly in the Iowa Silent Reading
Test scores and the California Test of Personality scores,
the groups. did differ significantly with respect to grade point
averages at the conclusion of the semester in favor of the
nondirective group. These. researchers reported that a follow-
up study one year later. revealed that, whereas 47 per cent of
the control group had left school, only 25 per cent of the
nondirective group had left school. In his review of the re-
search, Spitche" mentioned workers in the field of reading
who utilized varying combinations of remedial work, play
therapy,. and group or individual psychotherapy according
to the type of- personality problem. presented. In a forthcom-
ing study, 'Woolfl° discusses the relationship of personality
factors to reading deficiencies, These studies, although few I
in. number, suggest that grouP psychotherapy ddes contribute
to the amelioration of educational (and, in particular, read- .

prohlems of college students.

In view of the indication that group psychotherapy, aa,a
treatment method, offered advantages as part of the arms-
Inentarium of reading programs, a research study was ini-
tiated to assess contributions of such pSychotherapy to a
college reading improvement program. This report gives the
results of a pilot study which prededed the main research.

The purpose of this pilot study was io

1. investigate the personality constellations in a random
group of students who enrolled -In a college rending im-
provement program. Particular attention was given to
the self-concept, the ideal-self concept, concept of others,
and the interrelationihips of these concepts.

2. investigate any chinges which may occur in such per-
. sonality configurations, Old the relationahip of any

such change,* to readibg ability as measured by scores
on standardized reading tests after exposure to group
psychotherapy in conjunction with the regular college
reading improvement program.
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The subjects employed were students who were randomly
selected from all the students who had voluntarily enrolled
in sections of the rending improvement program. Evalua-
tion of their pre'=ccillege admission test battery scores indi-
cate.d that all the subjects had percentile scores on the
American College Entrance Examination, 1949 Form (A.C.E.)
that were in the average or better than average range. The
group was composed of low Q-scores, equal L- and Q-scores,
and high L-scores on the A.C.E. On the basis of their A.G.E.
scores in conjunction with their high school achievement, it
would not be predicted that these students would expeiience
any difficulties in doing college work of at least an average
caliber. Examination of their grade-point averages for the
preceding semester revealed that, as a group, their perform-
mance was below 2.0 (C=2.0), and they were experiencing
academic difficulty.

The pre-treatment test battery administered to these stu-
dents consisted of the following tests:

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scala
Diagnostic Reading 'Pest Battery (entire) (Form A)
McDonald-Byrne Reading Versatility Inventory (Form,A) (8)
Michigan Vocabulary Test
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale
Zolik Anxiety Scale
`bank Q-sorts
Diagnostic interview (semitstructured)

At Marquette University, the reading improvement pro-
gram extends over an eight week period. During this time,
the students spend two hours per week in small group sessions
and three hoprs per week in individual work and counseling
sessions. This conventional procedurs was followed by the
students of this investigation with the addition of one 11/2
hour session per week of psychoanalytically oriented group
psychotherapy. During the first two-weeks of the program two
additional group therapy sessinns were held in lieu of one; of
tho reading improvement sessions. As a result, ten group
therapy sessions were held during the eight weeks program.
One therapist only, a clinical psychologist, extensively trained
in both individual and group psychotherapy, conducted the
group therapy.

A second group, similarly randomly selected, was given
an ,additionai hour of individual reading work per week in
lieu of the group psychotherapy sessions. Work during this,
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extra period was conducted,' along the lines suggested by
Spache'5.

At the end of the eight weeks the subjects were adminis-
tered the following tests:

Diagnostic Reading Teat Battery (entire) Form B
McDonald-Byrne Reading Versatility Test (Form B) (8)
Taylor Manifest An*ty Scale
Zolik Q-sorts
Assessment intervieJ

A followup-on grade-point averages was done at-the end
of the current semester and also one year later.

The obtained Full Scale IQ's on the Wechsler Adult In-
telligence Scale indicated that the subjects were all in the
upper half of the normal range of intelligence. In terms of
Verbal IQ the group was in the superior range of intelligence.
The results of the-teats of-the Diagnostic Reading Test Bat-
tery revealed that-the members of this group were not *I
markedly weak in fundamental reading skills. Their -funda-
mental vocabulary, word, analysis skills, comprehension of
material on timed and untimed, oral and silent material, while
below average for college freshmen, Were not extremely de-
fective. The subjects as a .group also scored below average
'on the Michigan Vocabulary Test.

Comparison of pre-therapy and post - therapy results* in-
dicate that imprevement in reading speed, as measured by
differences on the rate sections of the DRT Battery, was be-
yond the .001 level of signifipnce. The pre-therapy and post-
therapy difference in comprehension scores on' the tests of
the DRT Battery showed marked improvement although such
differences were not statistically- significant.

Th=6 pre-treatment'scores on the Reading Versatility In-
ventory indicated that the subjects were extremely rigid in
their.reading,approach. They lacked abitty to shift their read-
ing speed and method of approach to suit different types of
material presented with sharply differentiated purposes. The
post-treatment scores on this Inventory showed a marked
In, reaae in flexibility of reading (which is one of the marks
of good reader). The difference between the scores was star..
tisti ally significant beyond the .001 level. Therein was also
marked improvement in comprehension.

This group made better progress on the basis of scores
on. the DRT battery and Reading.Ver atility Inventories, than
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did the group given an extra hour's reading work in lieu of
therapy (the control group). The therapy group also made
better progress, on the basis of DRT survey scores and Read-
ing Versatility Inventory scores, than did the average of the
Reading Improvement Program sections.

The Zolik Anxiety Scale, which provides a measure of
the amount of situational anxiety experienced in situations
such as school examinations, indicated that the group was
markedly more anxious than the average college group in
examination situations.

Clinical evaluation of the results of the Minnesota Multi-
phasic Personality Inventory (MOD indicated that none of
the subjects could be described as being emotionally adjusted.
On the basis of the MMPI, the group could be considered as
being comprised of neurotic individuals who were introverted,
easily discouraged (and thereby experiencing depressive feel-
ings), anxious irr social situations, anxious with regard to
themselves and their abilities, and experiencing concomitant
marked feelings of inferiority.

The Zak Q-sorts were deviied to provide...an external cri-
terion of adjustment level. In this procedure, the subject is
asked to sort 100 statements into 9 piles, putting the cards
most descriptive of him at one end; those least descriptive at
the opposite/ end. Based on factor analytic studies by,,Cattell,
these statements sample as wide a range of behavioral and
personality traits as practicable. Sample items are:

6. I am a cheerful and happy person most of the time.

9. I have a lot of interests and a wide knowledge.

16. tena to blame others and not myself whenever there
-is conflict or things go wrong.

19. I usually tend to be cautious.
26. I am not shy.
46. I have a lot of push.

The Q-sorts were intercorrelated. Pre- and post-treatment
Pearson correlations were obtained between ideal- self - concept
and self-concept, the ideal self and concept of others, and be-
tween the self-conCept and concept of others. Additionally,
Pearson correlations were computed between the pre- and

post-treatment ideal-self concepts, the self concepts, and con-
cepts of others.

The pre-treatmerit correlations indicated very. 'marked
discrepancies ynong.the ideal Self concept, the self concept,
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and concept of. others. Post-treatment correlations indicated
continuing discrepancies among all of the concepts. -These
discrepancies, however, were not as extreme as the pre-treat-
ment discrepancies, and there was more variation in the
size of the obtained Correlations. An x to z transformation of
the Pearson correlation coefficients was done for the purpose,
of statistical analysis. Analysis of the pre-? and postetreatinent
correlations- indicated that the post-treatment increase in all
three correlations with statistically significant at the .05 level
of confidence at the least. The analysis of the correlations be-
tween and pre.- and post-treatment ideal self concepts, self
concepts, and concepts of others indicated that the least
amount of change occurred in the ideal self, concept. The
changes in the self concept and. concept of others Were very
marked on the whole. The non-parametric Mann-Whitney test
showS a change significant at, the .01 level, indicating a true
change over andabove the control group.. The relationship be-
tween the ideal Self concept and self concept .was such that
tkw ideal self concept experienced some change,-but the far
gnater amount of change occurred in the self concept. The
change in the correlation between self concept and concept of
others indicated that the change in the concept of others was
greeter than the change in the self concept. The post-treatment
results suggest that the subjects'perceived their peers as being
much. re similar to themselves tha previously ,as well as
percei 'mere integration betweerk themselves and their
ideal se r concepts.

The diagnostic interviews, conducted by the clinical psy-
chologist, indicated that the group members manifested strong
needs for abasement and deference. These students showed
weak needs for achievement, autonomy, and aggression. These
needs are essentially the same as Murray's trait descriptions.
(These findings are congruent with Woolf's study although
this investigation was conducted from the point of view of
a different rationale.)

The` post-treatment assessment interviews showed that
the subjects manifested more need achievement, autonomy,
aggression/and dominance than was the case in pre-treatment
interviews. there was also less need for abasement and def-
erence.

An analysis of grade point averages revealed that the
improvement in grades at the -end' of that semester was Big-
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nificant at the .05 level. The follow-up one year later showed
that the improvement in grades was maintained.

The initial psychoanalytically-oriented group therapy sea-
sions were exploratory and minimally interpretive. The aim
was to promote a feeling of security in the groUp and to help
the subjects establish that there tan be a .relationship among
poor reading, pobr academic perforniance, and personality
factors. Lengthy silences were avoided in order to forestall , ,

any disruption of the integration of the group.. In the initial
taps the group tended, ta.:baguarded in its approach to the ,._
le played by personality factors. Two members of the group,

/ hfiwever, were: able to bring out emotional difficulties easily. .

Their broaching of neurotic symptoms enabled the other mem-'.
hers of the group to proceed more easilY into their feelings1
and personal lives. Considerable affect was expressed in the
discussion of parent and peer grOup relationships. The amount
of insight gained by the students as a result of the therapy
sessions varied from minimal to a considerable amount. One
topic front which the members obtained insights that were
considered to be significant centered around their reactions
to their instructors and the relationthip between this reaction ,'
and their reactions to their parents,

The post-therapy interviews revealed that several subjects
felt 'that they now found it easier to make friends, andothat
they had overcome to a significant degree the fear of express-
ing themselves. One individual stated that he now sought out
friends and felt that his increase in self expression had re-
sulted in an increasing acceptance of him by his peers.' '

All subjects, except one, reported that they were much '

more self-motivated toward achievement in college rather
than being other-direCted (essentially parent -directed),- and
that they were much less fearful and anxious regarding exam-

.
inatons. Most were able, as revealed by post-treatment assess-
ment, to distinguish between normal and neurotic anxiety ire
relationship to academic achieVement. All the subjects re-
ported that they had gained something from the group
therapy experience, although there was a wide latitude Of
opinion regarding the value of the group experience. VO:

These results in terms f changes in personality ar,'.Con-s
sistent with the resul o fined in nondirectiverl 0 tlikhera a-
reported by Rogers and mond". Although conducted 'from
a different point of view, this research, was congiverit with

,.,
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ours in showing that clients retained their positive gains over

a considerable period of time. These 'researchers also found
that .clients motivated for' counling didnot show alteration
in the relationship between self and ideal self concepts simply

its a result of the passage of time.

On the basis of the gains indicated by the test results,
academic records of the group as a whole, and marked be-
havioral changes, ,further' research has been planned. The

ongoing research design employs the random assignment of
matched subjects ton control group, a reading group, a group
psychOtherapy group; and a combined reading improvement-
group psychotherapY group.

Conclusions:
The results of the objective tests and the behavioral ob-

servation of the subjects indicate that group psychotherapy
contributes significantly to a college reading improvement
program. Serious consideration should accordingly be given

to the utilization of, group psychotherapy as part of the various
services offered in connection with reading improvement
progtams.
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Some Unanswered Questions in, the
Psychology of Reading

* EMERALS DECHANT

'Uni;orsity of Wichita

Reading has been subjected to numerous investigations,
but quantity in itself does not assure us that we are .making'

the ueeded investigations. Perhaps, the major, contribution
of this paper will be to suggest the direction that future
research might take. We have organized our discussion about
certain basic psychological concerns with the hope that these
may outline our own endeavors while at the same time suggest

a number of hypotheses that must be tested.

Reading, a Perceptual Process

Perh s the tdost characteristic'. statement, that we can
make about reading is that it is a perceptual process. We

define reading as the process of giving significance to' graphic
,symbols by relating these' to our own fund of experience.
Reading is essentially a process of interpretation. In reading
we go beyond what the senses provide ; in short, we react not
to the symbol, but to what the symbol signifies.

This makes reading a complex process and creates num-
-erous difficulties. It makes it almost impossible to commu-

nicate perfectly. Too -frequently we assume that communica-

tion between writer and reader is tatting place. We act as
though there were a direct connection between symbol and

referend, between the.symbol and the datum, object, or event.

Children are even more prone td identify the symbol with

the referend and frequently suffer from the illusion that by

manipulating dm symbols they also are manipulating the
referends. They tend to exclude the referend and fall into

the practice of verbalism. Bright children especially have great
facility in manipulating symbols, but because of their lack of
experience they have not filled these with meaning. -

Perception or interpretation in reading may be concrete or
.abstract. However, communication generally depends on the

ability to think abstractly, to think of the individual object

as a member of a class. Unfortunately not all persons can do
this. Aphasics, for example, are incapable of making interpre-
tations on an abstract level. Research indicated also that very
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Young children and some poor readers characteristically tend
to react to the individual as individual 'and not as a member
of a class. This we call interpretation on a concrete level.

Certainly, this question is important. A writer canrrot
communicate a generic sense to a reader who cannot group
according to categories. Adequacy of perception and. comm97
nication is a necessity in reading. Children not only mast
identify and recognize symbols; they must attain meaning.
The good 'reader is characterized by this skill. Even- though -
in his reading he makes ubstitutions, these commonly keep
the meaning intended y the IvAiter. his perception tends to
be vertical.

The problems presented by concepts aid meaning are not
so apparent in'grades I and II; they are more pressing in the
intermediate grades, in high school, and in college. There, the
student needs the ability to comprehend units of increasing
size. He must relate one concept to another concept. We must
'determine the ages and grade levels when various types of
concepts might be developed and indeed how reading might
aid in this process. We *ant tooknow when and how best to

-teach concepts of size, space, nurnipr, and time. At present,
research indicates that the concept of chronological time or
time in sequence generally is not acquired before the sixth
grade. Spatial concepts such as latitude, sphericity, date line,
zone, altitude, and longitude seem to be acquired about, the
same time. Social concepts are equally difficult. We 'want to
know how we might promote readiness for these-concepts.*.

We must know why certain children, especially boys, have
less adequate perceptual development. We want to know how
early differences in perception can be observed and how soon
they can be taught. We must devise better measurements of
a child's' ability to reason with verbal concepts, to generalize,
and to remember word meanings. We must identify those
youngsters who cannot assimilate the materials after they
get to the brain.

The entire problem of- meaning is far from solved. We
have difficulty in defining rea'ding-comprehension and have
.not dithe an especially good.job of teaching children to asso-
ciate meanings with word symbols. Too many children have
not learned to evaluate meaning, to select 'the correct mean-
ing,"and to organize meaning. Our Methods for teaching chi},
dren to follow directions, to draw inferences, to recognize
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literary devices, and to apply meaning; are frequently hit-
and-miss affairs. The great variety in Ooints of view as fto
how best to teach comprehension skills points up another basic
deficiency. Some writers suggest that the student survey the
main hehdings, check the key words 'and phrases, and relate
them ö Ole another. Some speak of thought-unit reading.
Some stress that reading. should, be done to answer specific
ques ions. Some emphasize outlining and others recommend
the Q3R or similar methods. Indeed, some suggest that.the
b comprehension skills cannot be. taught.

Words are important to the development and use of con -

epts. It is 'remarkable that with all our methods reading
vocabularies develop so slowly. Somehow, children learn to
react to a far greater number of words orally than visually.
Why? Are we perhaps restricting vocabulary growth by rob-
bing ehildren of their interest in words through< the meager-

, ness of our offerings? Or is it distinctly easier to discriminate
orally than visually? Wemant to know more about promoting
vocabulary growth. We want to know how best to use the
context, real and vicarious experience, visual aids, diction-
tales, word listS, index cards, synonyms and antonyms, and
structural analysis in teaching. vocabulary. And, we want to
laiow for which age groups these are bestlitted.

° Rate of Comprehension
Our difficulties, however, ark` not entirely with the mean-

ing of words. Reading programs are placing increasingly
more emphasis on rate of comprehension. Rate improvement
programs have become' so commonplace that we must know
the values they offer. Almost all studies' indicate that rate
can be imProvefl. Why this occurs is not so immediately ob-
vious.

The" goals for reading improvement pro rams are
many: theseeinclude increased accuracy of pert tion, more
accurate and more rapid visual discrimination, etter visual .
memory, orderly left to right, progression, vd r span of ap-
prehension, better attention, organization,lan concentration,
bettdr work habits, better visual focus, shorter, reaction time,
greater self-confidence, fewer regressions, fewer and shorter
fixations, more rhythmiCal reading, and better comprehension.

These are worthy goAls, but we do nqt yet know how best
to attain them. We havelittle conclusive evidence for choosing

9 9
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between\ n3achhie- and book-centered programs. We do not
know the transfer effects of machine programs, nor how
.these might be increased., We do not know whethe.r it is de-
sirable to change the eye characteristics of the reader' or not.
We don't know what effect machines, that require the eye to
move al an even speed yvkateverj he. nature of the material,
have upon the flexibpittof the reader. We have little norma-
tive- data to help'ub to decide whether to use digits only, words
or phrtises only, or a combination bf these in tachistoscopic
training.. We havefew data to help ud to choose the optimal
length bf the exposure time in beginning exercises.

The mind, not vision, seems to be the limitingfactor in
perception. The recognition span of the average reader is much'
smaller than his tachistoseoPic span. We must consequently
ask ourselves; are machines merely motivating devices that
force the mind to work closer to its capacity and to think at a
fster,rate? The evidence indeed seems to indicate that me-

- . chanical devices.improve not the optic, retinal, and Conductive
processes, but rather the perceptual. Rate seems to ibe ihi
proved by hastening the mind rather than by stretching the

' pye span. Mechanical devices train the subject in making
rapid assulittions.with rapidly changing visual stirduli.

S.

. Reading Is Learned Responding

A psychology of reading suggests also that reading is
responding an that it is learned responding. It is not difficult
to see that we re not exactly doing an excellent job in teach-
ing our youn ters to read. There Are too many glaring eX-
amples of reading inadequacy. But, it is far more difficult tb
find specific . easons 'for this inadequacy. Nevertheless, we
know that some reading 'disabilities can be attributed to in-
effective instruction..0thers can, be attributed to performance
variables. ...--- ,*

mo-

tivated

-, 0,

Children .respond more readily, when die response is o-

titiated ; they respond more: readily when the response is re-
warded iu they tend to find it easier tb respond when they
have perfornied the act pr6iously. But, we also know fhatre-
sponses may be inhibited. In reading, numerous factors may
inhibit the response. .

.,
. .

, .

Injury to the brain, bad health, lack of physical energy,
emotional maladjustment,' defective vision and hearing, And
the content and appearance Hof the text, for example, may
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inhibit the child from making the responses needed to learn
to read. Achievement in reading is dependent on many facitors,
and when we ask children to learn to read, we also ask them
to make certain responses. If they cannot make' these, -they
cannot be expected to learn to read.

Learning to tEld however requires more thaw the ability,
to respond. It evolvesyes the association of the spoken with the
written word. Unfortunately, too many youngsters foil our
efforts completely by making either wraQ. or inadequate as-
sociations. They do not see the printed word or have not 'heard
the spoken word correctly. Children of abOve average intelli-
gence frequently memorize .rather than identify and read
words. They lutve not really made the associations necessary
for learning.

Numerous questions related to the learning of reading
need answers. What is adequate practice? IIA'Ican we best
motivate the child in reading? Is massed pradite more effec-
'tive than distributed practice with the slow kernel.? How can
we increase transfer in learning to read? What' is the role
of perception in the associative process? HOW is tkansmission
at the synapse related to association and do the endocrine
glands have any bearing on this process? May glandular
therapy lead to better reading? How many reading problems
are caused by inadequate 'instruction, by change of teachers,
by interruption of the reading program, and btunsystema-
tized instruction? What are the benefits of presenting :words
in context as opposed to presenting them on word wheels,
cards, or tachistoscopes? Is it sound to use 1)11pH-helpers to
teach word-recognition skills?

The Teachable Moment In Reading
_

Numerous questions in reading' concern the ,child's readi-
ness for reading. Whon is the teachable moment for.beginning
reading and .indeed; tior each Of the specific reading skills?

Studies have suggested that reading readiness a func-
tion of the child's mental age, his experiences, his language'
and perceptual development, his sensory and maturational ade-
quacy,' his social and personal development, his auditory and
visual discrimination, his memory and attention span, Ilia in-
terests in< reading, his health and freedom from neurological
disturbances, and his opportunities for ,instruction. The, same

4 grOup of correlates naturally apply with equal fora to achieve-
!tent generally.
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Mental Age ' /
Of these factors mental age generally has been considered

most significant, and yet eXperience has shOwnlat most poor
readers have IQ's between 90 and 110 and tha the most se-

t
verely retarded have been those with high IQ's. We also find
that some learners have a MA of 6.5 and do not learn to read;
some have a MA of leis than 6.5 and learn to read.

Visual Readiness
Mental age certainly is not an adequate criterion.. Reading

It3adineg and achfeVOment are a function of multiple.factors,
ititluding the sensory development of the reader. A major
question facing us today is: when do, children become
ually ready for 'reading? This 'may net be until the age. of
eight. At six the eyes seem to be too farsighted to see clearly
symbols as small as a word.- The tissues of the eye are too
plastic. One writer suggests that the sweep in reading from
the end of one line to .the beginning of the next causes pres-.
sores- affecting the posterior pole of the eye. We know that
an increasingly greater p6rcentage of children manifest
myopia-as they progress through school. The reasons for this
re not entirely clear. Nevertheless,vwe ask : Would training

in basic perceptional and sensory skills during the first year
in school be better than conventional reading instructimi?
Would it be advisable to introduce tasks demanding close
vision much later in the educational sequence?

Auditory Readiness e

Auditory factors also are significant in reading. To be
a good reader the phild must discriminate the sounds in words.
Lick of .hearing makes it impossible for, the child to distin-
guish the elements of speech he hears. And, children de not
learn to pronounce distinctions they do not hear. As a result,
the reader, cannot make, the correct associations. He ass iates
the wrong sounds with graphic symbols. ,

The research indicates that the auditory aollity of six-year
old children is lower than that of eight-year old children. Six-
year old children also have more difficulty hearing high fret
quencies than older children. The incidence of high frequency
loss is greater among poor readers than among good readers,
and among boys than among girls. The poor reader especially
is weak in analyzing and synthesizing the visual and auditory
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into their parts or he cannot unite the parts into a whole. Iii
the former instance he sees an undifferentiated whole. Gen-

. orally, however, he sees words as a meaningless jumble- of
structures of words. He either finds it difficult to break words
detail. Furthermore, he has difficulty remembering auditory

'' and visual form even after, he does see it. How can we help
these - students acquire these skills? .What methods are appro-
priate to the poor reader with above average intelligence and
to the poor reader with below average intelligence?

ti , .
Sex of thq Reader

Many other considerations are of interest here. For ex-
arttple, girls generalth thieve better in reading and at an
earlier age than boys: wer of them become reading disa-
bility cases. They dlitrti". ore interest in reading, but read
fewer comics. Fewer of t m become stutterers and lispers.
And, fewer are left-hande Do girls b_oine visually, ready
Wore boys, are they more uccessful with high frequency
tones, or do 'they excel in aui tory or visual discrimination?
Do personality factors predispo e girls more favorably toward
readitig? Are our schools desi ed especially fqr girls? Do
girls learn to develop visual and a ditory discriminatory skills
as a result of their play/activitie t h intelligence more var-
iable. among boys and consequentlk is reading achievement
also more variable? Are our materia 4 written primarily for
girls? If so, 'hat effect does this hay on achievement.? .

Physical, Physiological, and Neurolog cal Developn ent.

The child's phygical, physiological, o. 4 neurologi al de-
velopment also arej important determinanti of his re diness
and achievement. Children With glandular and vitami defi-
ciencies, hemoglobin variations, heart disorders, nut itional
and circulatory disorders,in short, with almost any ysical
liability may be handicapped in their ability td,. make certain

responses. And sometimes these deficiencies hindic them
in reading. In general, we believe that physical fac 'ors are
ontribUtory factors in reading disability rather ,tha casual
*tors. This makes them ho less imbortant. The ma be more
important than we have believe.

;We 'must also study further the' relation i bettveen
spdeeh' defects, motor incoordination, left-han e pss, And
ambidexterity and reading disabili . For exa d, speech

%.
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detects frequently are associated ve h reading difficulties,.
Children with cleft palate tend to ave difficulty with the
letters p, b, t, d, k, and g. Stuttering leads to confusion of the
initial sounds of b, p w, t, k, and n. Faulty artioula0on results
in a general confusion of word sounds. A child that hears a
word one way when he says it and another way '*hen some-
one else says it tends to become confused. We want to know
how these speech defects influence word recognition and com-
prehension and what might be done to help these youngsters.

But more than that, we want to know the etiology of the
above group of interrelated disabilities. The common cause,
if there is any, must be identified. At present we can only
surmise ,that certain children inherit a predisposition_ to them
or that others have suffered minor brain injuries that give
rise to them.

Language development' in general and reading achieve-
ment in particular depend on the proper functioning of the
brain. Injury to the parastriate cortex, for example, majtes it
impossible for the person to recognize or identity what he
sees. Injury to the peristriate cortex m9kes it impossible to
recall what one has seen. Such a perscg cannot associate the :*
printed word with meaning. We refer to this as word-blind-
ness, and find it especially among our poor readers.

The brain is subject to two debilitating conditions. It 'Ay
develop inadequately or it may suffer a specific inhry. The
full significance of minor cerebral lesions has not been es-
tablished in reading cases. Lesions in the left h misphere
language hemisphere, seem especially significant.

Numerous related questions confront us. We want to know
what causes reversals and mirror writing; That these con-
ditions frequently are ,associated with left-handedness and
ambidexterity is not very informing. What causes left- hand-.
edness and ambidexterity? Correlational studies are not
what we need. We must identify causes. Are reversals due

to difficulties in differentiating among symbols, to inadequate
rain maturation, to brain injuries, or to a combination of

causes? Why do certain children find it impossible to note

differences between symbols and between symbols and their

backgrOunds?

We know that children do in fact reproduce forms without
any apparent heed to the position they occupy in' space. Shapes
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that point in opposite digestions appear alike to young chil-
dren. A whole word may look the same even though thd letters
are completely reversed. The question remains: Why do chil-
dren reverse even after they have been informed that they
must progress in reading from left to right? Why do they say
"hots' when they mean cold, "up" when they mean down, and
North Carolina when they mean Scutt Carolina? How can we
teach them to note differences between symbols? And, how
early should such teaching begin?

Auditory and Visual Discrimination

These questions are not so theoretical allithey might seem.
Recent research tends to indicate that proficiency in visual , -
and auditory-discrimination may be more closely related to
reading achievement, especially in the early grade's, than in
mental age. Since children generally possess the meanings
they need, reading in the first and second grades consists
primarily of word identification and recognition.

We know that children who can give the names of the let-
ters of the alphabitt generally learn to read. We can only sur-
mise what the relationship might be, but a child tvho has
learned to associate a name with a letter has already, learned,
certain basic reading skills. He has learned to discriminate be-
tween graphic symbols and has associated sounds with these
symbols.

Perhaps we must develop more skill in teaching differ-
ences. Our emphasis should be on word discrimination rather
than on matching. In actual reading we do not ask children
to match words in'a sentence; we ask them to note differences'
among graphic symbols so they can learn to associate these
visual differences with the auditory differencs that they have
already learned.

We suggest th4t .the best way of doing this may be to
introduce the child to reading by familarizing him with the
phonetic consistencies of our language, by giving him a diet
of words in which each letter has only one phonetic value.
This still gives him an opportunity to learn the functional
meanings of letters. II) is difficult for youngsters to detect
differences in words, especially phonetic and structural differ-
ences, and to learn, these effectively, if they are given a diet
of phonetic and structural 'inconsistencies. The Committee
on Diagnostic Reading Tests is testing the hypothesis that
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auditory discrimination Akins are- more . closely related to.
learning words that Are spelled according to word attack
ptinciples and that visual' discriminatiOh skills are more sig-
nificant in learning words that do net 'follow such principles.

Neveitheless, auditory and visual discrimination are of
sufficient criteria of ,readiness and abhieVement,, The s

.of, multiple causation in reading disability are clear. S me
children are proficient in auditory and visual perception and ,

still make slow progress in r ding..We must determine the
be criterion or mbina i9 of criteria for predicting rea&
ing readinesS and ac ent. If, I.iowever,. the major activ-
ities in the early des ire visual and auditory discrimina-
tion, we need te that measure proficiency- in each.

Motivation and'Interest-

Motivation' and interetre additional actors in reading
readiness and achievement. We know tha children learn to
read when they are motivated by basi personal needs.
Gradually, as they 'become more skilled i reading, reading
be Ines a motivating force in its own righ . The reading skill

s into an interest that is self-propelli g.

There are many elements in this sequ nce about which
we- have very little data. For example, we ave much better
techniques for identifying children's interests than for de-
veloping them. We have emphasized the "teaching" of inter-
ests rather than the "leOrning" of interests.

/We must examine the role of television in p omoting inter-
est in reading. And, .we, must explore the h pothesis that
"interests develop through the acquisition of /saes by in-
dividuals whose initial attitude is favorable ward 'every-
thing." We must determine how the "self-conce a t" is related
to interest in reading. We want to know how to get young,
sters to chooge literature of quality.

. We also must know how to give recognition to the stu-
dent's 'peeking" behavior while at the same time lead him
beyond his immediate interest. Individualized 1te ding Pro-
grams must be carefully evaluated. Can reading -be totally
individual or is systematic' instruction a necessity? Can, the
reader choose 'wisely his, ,own materials? Is individualized
eading more adaptable to the slow, average, or gifte learner?
Do individualized programs give adeqUate trainii in read-
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ing skills? Do they make provision for readiness? *Do indi-
vidualized reading programs minimize interference in Tear-
ing. or do they tend to increase it?

Readability of Materials

Closely related to interest is the readability of the mate-
#als. Certainly a child canna retail an interest in materials
that he does not understand; in short, he cannot give pro-
longed attention to ,material that for him is unreadable. We
must make many practical decisions about the book's read-
ability. We must decide- what is adequate 'understanding.
And, we must be concerned lest, our books, especialVour basal

o

..
readers become too simple.

Readability formulas help uo to. make many of these deci-
sions. Unfortunately, we are not certain that the factors that
make materials hard or easy to read can be identified or
measured. We must discover the importance of tie density
and strangeness of the facts, pictorial illustrations, the
abstractness of the words, and the organization of the mate -
'rial the readability of materials. At present it is difficult
to say that the grade-placement arrived at through a given
formula is an adequate criterion of theNspecific level of read.:
ing_ ability required for the materials. The grade placeme*
is even less usable to assign a book to a specific grade lever
It is'almost certain that many children in any given grade will
be unable to read it. We want-I:tyre uniformity in grade-place-
ment estimates between the various formulas. And, we want
formulas designed for all levels of material..

Emotional Development

The emotional development of the reader is another factor
that greatly in uences a child's 'readiness and achievement in
reading. The inc nce maladjustment _among poor readers
issignificently gre, r than among good readers. Why is this
,sa? Does proficiency in reading tend to promote good adjust:-
ment? Does reading deficiency cause a personal maladjudt-
ment? Doespersonal'inaladjustment cause reading failure or
does reeding failure cause personal maladjustment?

Reading failure certainly makes 'it more difficult for a<

. child, to develop emotionally :in a normal manner.. Failure
make% it difficult to achieve self-esteem ,and to gain the
esteem of peers and adults.
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Neverthelsss, personal maladjustment may cause reading
failure. Painful emotiona) events ;during his earlrifforts at
reading may turn the learner against reading. The child may
displace his resistance from the mother to the teacher or from
another activity to reading. Frequently, a vicious circle' is
set up. Emotional maladjustment causes reading failure, and
reading leads to a more serious, maladjustment.

Apart, from the fact that we have not learned to deal ade-
quatelywit many emotional problems, we must discover when
we should AI therapy and whether the reading teacher should
engage in h activity. The role of .bibliotherapy must be
clarified. We want to know whether teachers have thel. skill to
guide the child in the therapeutic use of books. The benefits
of bibliotherapy are rather obvious; the dangers areAso t'
concealed. .

Reading as Learning

Finally, reading is not only a skill that must be learned ;
it is also a means to learning. We will pass over any considera-
tion of the study process itself, and.raise a few questions about
reading in the content meas. We know that reading in each of
the content areas requires special skills. How to develop thes6
skills has not been clearly determined..

We want to know how best to survey materials; to formu-
late the purposes for reading, lo.develop flexibility, to handle
graphic and illustrative materials, to skim and scan, and to
read critically. We want to know how to teach children to
follow directions and to think through a seqpnce of ideas.
The tendency to confuse the symbol with the referend
cially prevalent in content-area reading. The readibility of the
materials presents additional difficulties.

The Developmental Program

Thispitper would not be complete without some comment
on the resting program. Whereas we were accustomed to speak
of basal and remedial programs, we now speak of develop-
mental programs. The principles of such a program inaude the
following: development is a function. of both.nature and nur-
ture; 'the child is a product of the interaction of these two
forces; and these are act table for the vast differences
amon%children. SucE a proppiam extends"through the elemen-
tary 4nd secondary grades and college. It seeks to meet the;
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needs of every child by differentiated Instruction. It lets the
student progress at his own success rate to his maximum capa-
city.

Unfortunately, practice, is far different from Neory, and .

we are groping for a way of providing for individual differ-
ences. We have progressed'-to the point where we no longer
make adjustment for individual students-bt failing them, but
individualization of instruction is still the major problem fac-
ing schools today. Homogeneous grouping does'not seem to be
the answer, Heterogeneous grouping with flexible subgroups
presentamumerolls practical problems.

Many other facets of the developmental prograemat be
evaluated. Reading tests fhll into this category. What is the
value of readiness and comprehension tests ? Do they make a
distinct contribution? We know that too frequently compre-
hension tests measure what is in reality partly speed. They
test memory rather than understanding.

Our tests generally suffer from numerous basic deficien-
cies. Tests supposedly measuring the same thing frequently
disagree on the level. of pupil achievement. Children score high-
er ontests than their actual reading level appears to justify.
Unfortunately, tests. alit do not require complete understand
ingto got a correct aii*er. Reading tests, in other words, fre-
quently permit the child to get correct answers even though
the child cannot use the correct process. The diagnostic teach-

, especially, is more interested' in how the pupil attacks a
reading task than in his total score.

Reading teats also are not testing an accepted variety of
outcomes. No one test seems to be measuring all the desired
outcomes of readthg instruction. Traikler, for example, found,
that only one of'28 tests measure the ability to perceive -rela-
tionehips. We certai ye-have, not construEted tests in Which

"thek weight of eac, i in t e kte will be proportion-.
ate to the weight of that particular skill in the total reeling-

f' process."
/We Also want to- know the relative effectivenesl, of the

various method's of teaching reading. Is the kinesthetic meth-
od valid only for remedial purposes or should it, be given more
emphasis on the kindergarten and first grade level? Children
learn kinesthetic 'skills first and might their kinesthetic shill-

Then.,bp more suitable in early reading,instruction than is
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the emphasis on a child's auditory and visual skills? What is
the place of the non-oral method, of filmstrips, of lantern
slides, of workbook instruction; nd of individual library read-

' ing? What are the values of reading readiness materials such
as the experience charts? What, if any, Are. the benefits of
teaching children to discriminate geometric forms, pictures,
or objects? What are the initial steps in learning to read -and

. what sequence in teaching the basic skills ought we to follow?
What is the appropriate seqUence in the teachirig of the iihonic
skills ?..And, wha§ore the relative merits of different methods
of teaching sounding?

We have-asked mane questions. As-we pondefthe direction
1/4,-that reailing-programs might take, we foresee a greater cm-

Oasis on reading as a mental process. needing will be taught
as on demo* of total developmental proce9s. Wo will
speak of the language arts program rather than of the reading
program. Our beginning instruction will emphasize the analyt-
ical and the synthetic methods ap correlatiVe aspects of one
process. We will emphasize phonetic consistencies and will

. spend conaiderably more time on the development of visual and
auditory discrimination shills. We will put more emphasis on
reading as a tool for learning and living,and will put greater
emphasis on the suitable conditions for learning to read. Fin-
ally, we will attempt to individualize learning without lOsing
the benefits of group instruction.
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Motivation and Specific Instructional Materials
In the Reading Program

PAUL CONRAD BERG

Unlv.orsity, of- South Carolina

The teacher of reading, like, other educatois, is engaged in
the process of providing -a meeting place for the student and
the world of learning. Like the story of the proverbial unmoti-
vated horse, howeveri sometimes the water and the trough are
present, yet nb drinking takes place. The horse isn't thirsty,
and the educator's student just doesn't see any real need for
learning. As teachers; we may worry oVer the materials which
make up our instructional bill of faro and look fruitlessly for
the perfect package deal to meet all ills, as if the ideal panacea
could create a thirst where indeed there is none.' It is to this
problem of motivation that our first remsylcs are directed.

Motivations are internal springs to action, promoted by
needs, Omotiafis and organic states which lend to goal-sad-dim,
behaviorony a' person chooses a particular incentive to help
him attain his` !goal is, of course, based on many reasons
cultural, social, omotlonal,,and peer group aspirations, to name
only a few. With a consfInt incentive or stimulus, the re-
sponse or choice will vary according tp.the motivation or state
of the student. We know that stuck/its do note respond in the
same way to a given situation each time it is encountered:
Thus the unvarying program; offering always the same meth-
ods and materials, cannot keep up with the dytithnics of the
learner. Thus our first problem: what factots 'cause a person
to choose reading as one avenue to need-satisfaction and goal
attainment? ti

Be ore' an individual will engage in activity of any kind, he
must be stimulated for that activity in some manner. Felt
needs, as we have said, form-the basis of this motivation; and
the action" is relative to the individual's awareness and accept-
ance of the fact that a particular behavior pattern is the best
possible one open to- him. .

.
Many of the factors which motivate are related to the

cant' uum of tasks of our maturational and social develop-
me . Love and affection, for example, are primary emotionAl
ne El. Yet the mother-love relationship of early childhood is
not totally adequate for the teenager who seeks the acceptance
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and respect of peers, nor yet are either of these totally satis-
factory to the young man contemplating marriage: He selects
from his environment those experiences which help him inter-
pret and organize his feelings and needs Hilo an understand-
able completeness.

There is, probably, a central core of interests which may be
common for a particular instructional group, as well as a cen-
tral core of interests specific to each individual within the
grow NVe give lip serviceto the need of selecting reading ma-
terials with reference to these interests and goals, yet perhaps
,it is honored more in the breach than in its fulfillment. Books
and materials dealing with the prime motivators of love and
affection, belonging, approval, independence, adequacy, pros- ,..

lige, the love of adventure, curiosity, and the thrill of discov-
ery often are a part of theequfpment of the reading teacher.
But not all stories of adventure are appealing to all readers
interested in adventure, nor are'all bits of curious information
intorditing. to most people. Materials selected op the basis of
a group's interests may still be inadequate for individuals
within the group. A few evenings ago I was .using a reading
about sea snakes with a community adult' group. After the
session one of the ladies said to me, "If you want me to read
your stuff, don't ire any more stories about snakes. I hate
them." In a study by Bernstein,' two reading selections
equivalent in difficulty were chosen, one content emphasiting
teenage problems and doings, while the other dealt with adult
situations. Given to It teenage group, it was, found that they
read with greater rate of comprehension thOse materials deal-
ing with their own problems. It was also noted that he lower a'
particular person's reading ability, the greater N as the rela-
tionship ,between his. interest and comprehension level. Prob-
lems of physical development, sex roles, personal agpearance,
peer acceptance, self-confidence, identification, vf6rious es-
cape, developing a set of values, and a faith for living would

- verylikely hold the attention of many of these young people,
while materials selec ,ted for an adult group would probably
best deal witirtuch topics as job satisfaction, professional sue-.
cess, or how-to-do-if books for the man repairing his lake cot,
tage.

If behavior springs from motivation, and motivation from
need, it may further be stated that the individual must be able ,
to identify his need and be aware that reading will meet it..
Vague need identification with little or no guidance in select-
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ing materials does not result in. goal satisfaction: A study by
Bertha Handlan2 indicates that simply encouraging stu-
dents to read without guidance in need identification or book
selection results in reading of a rather purposeless, random
sort with little regard to the needs that reading could have
helped them meet. A stndy by Leavell and. Wilson12 in Dallas
is probably 'familiar to most of you. 'Fyn) hundred andnlnety'
tenth grade students were divided'intosix instructional groups
tor reading, with a different .instructional method ueed 'for
each group. Of the variety of methods used, results indicated
that, the guided free reading 'program, including an interest
inventory and individual and group conferences on book selee,.
tion, not only. met the need for growth in skills but also added
individual initiative 'and interest. .

Well-meaning attempts at guidance in' need identifidation
and book selection are not enough. A. recent study at the Uni-
trersity of South Carolina'', indicates how unsuccessful these
attempts' are when they are not coupled with sound methods
of procedure and direction. In a large urban junior high
school,' the eighth grade had been divided into thirteen
groups according to, scores-on a battery of achievement tests.
Methods and materials differed for each group relatite to
levels of homogeneity obtained. Theoretically, this situation
might appear ideal to some, bu,t the research data collected
indicated that in almost no instance were the difficulty and
interest levels of materials matched with the kroupi for which

. they had been selected. -
Ideally, selection of materials for reading improvement

should be based on the needs of the individual, but for the in-
structor with large college groups, or for the person giving a
short program in an industrial or business establishment,
there are practical considerations which limit a total individ,
ual approach. Even here, however, there must bent least a fade
validity to the materials selected, with a meeting of purposes
and :needs with greater preciseness than was done in the
prqceding illustration. Matching reading materials to a group
suggests, at least in part, that the materials have a level
of difficulty and content familiar to the group's common
needs or understandings, through which are .channeled the,
skill-building' concept we wish to: include for 'our program.
It is generally recognized that instruction must start from
the known and the familiar and move outward toward the
lesser known: The.. military, for example, has recognized
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this fact in their basic reading instructional materials, such as
Private Pete. To illustrate further, if a group were made up of
businessmen, instructional experiences in reading improVement.

uld deal with business experiences, not academically
oriente Is which make up a larg&part of reading im-
provement literatui . re businessman perhaps should be en-
couraged to read more wi than just within his particular
field ; however, if a part .of th materials Selected for skill-
building alsd answer some of his fa 'liar problems, reading is

'then seen as a part of a successful solution, d success leads to
a repetition of tha-aetivity that created it. Th s, with the_busi
nessman, success with the familiar motivate him, and wit
proper continuing' guidance, he will likely a tempt greater'
diversity in his reading.

The same stoolt materials for every group, mattedlow
different their backgrounds and needs, are as p *eriss as
the king who either stretched or sawed each of his house
guests to ,make them fit'his bed.

.

One purpose of the. reacting improvement program. is to
present a series of reading skills in a moro or less coordinated
fashith: I4-our prior remarks, wathave stressed the selection
of materials Which act as a vehicle for the skills we wish. to
teach. If the,,skillspa4 of our program is to be effective, the
activity must be seclif as meaningful and purposeful, *ith
understand* as to how a particular.exercise or reading helps
to produce iestain desired results. Understanding is a basis
for transfer-practico alone does not make perfect, nor does
it me fvate: Thus, far a person to undertake an activity, he
must see how,it is to meet his need, whether it be that of build-
ing a-better. vocabulary, improving rate, or gaining new skills
in comprehension.. Not only should. the transfer value of a
particular exercise be understood, but exercises should be pre-
sented in such a manner that the movement from each to the
next is seen as cumulative toward the purpose of the activity.
Fer, example, a, sequence of events within a session on rapid
'reading m_ ight psychologically move from 'an exercise on phras-
ing, to,,a speed film presentation, to a final reading in which
the tat is presented in book fashion. Unless the movement
of events 11 seenby the student as leading toward a completed
goal or closure, the of the session as an incentive to
bearing will appreciably be decreased. Further, practice of any
complex process results in learning only if the learner varies
his kertormance on successive trials. This suggests that the
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a
reading program should include many types of materials and .
exercises that illustrate and give practice in a particular skill

If the I
will help hi
making his
thinly be.- p
and meanin,
ing toward
place for
individualit;
in this wa
from him,

artier recognizes his need, believes that reading
in satisfying it, and if guidance is given him,in

selection, real motivation for reading should eer-
esent. If skill-building activities are understood
ul, and if they are seen as a configuration. build-
functional activity, then motivation shohld take
ese activities. Gauvey6 points up the ultinuite
of learning when he calls instructional MO used

learning aids rather than teaching aids. To quote
Net sound films, nor educational comic books nor

all the audit- visual aids in the world can lure a student from
his sweet repose, unless these devices are used as learning aids
rather than teaching aids. Teachers can plead, beg, and tempt,
but real learning springs from the student."

The integrity of the student's right to learn or not to learn
cannot be violated ; thus, the question may be. raised as to
whether reading improvement programeshould not always be
voluntary. If the student does not recognize his need and is not e
convinced that reading or a reading improvement' course will
help him, there is evity reason to believe that it will not.

It may be presumed that some instructors do teach captive
audiences created by administrative fiat. If these students. do
not believe that their needs can be met through the reading
program, then to begin at once with a skills-drill program
would seem to be a questionable starting point. Perhaps a
beginning utilizing a fairly unstructured interchange of ideas
through group discussiqmilloWing the student time to search
out his own feelings and needs through the support of the
group, would have merit.

Because learning most spring from the student does not
mean that the instructor himself is not an important factor
in the choice of what students desire to 'learn. Indeed, the
dynamic quality`of the instructor, his ability to organize and
present material in a meaningful fashion, and his skill in pro-.
ducing a climate of interest and expectancy is of great impor-
tance. The Law of Effect,i or the fact that we are motivated
to 'barn that which is pleasant, certainly holds true in this
instance. That teachers do influence the behavior and attitudes
of students is attested' to by the study of Krollio in which t



. ,

pupils' attitudes are shown to Shift toward the teacher's atti-
: tudes after the influence of only a semester's work.
1 .

Many studies have been made and much has been written
about the effect of emotional conflict upon the student's choice
f inceniives to action, For example, Kunst r,, taking a ..
sychoanalytic approach, feels that "many poor readers have
come so by having had unfortuntM experiences with the

\ tural curiosity motive. The person may either fear sever '"e
nishment or danger to hiinself if he gives free reign to his

\ cu iosity, 0 curiosity., may become !distasteful because it has
\ be verddne or come to bd satisfied too early. Thus, as read-

ing s seen by the person as a. means satisfying curiosity, he
has -a, conditioned Latitude agains it. Adjustment disorders,

. inhi iting the of the 1.1sua motivators, should be con--
ider d.by the readingimprovement instructor, especially since

i:he cidence- of . emotional disorders is high among poor
ead s. A survey of the literature dealing with adjustment

probl ms and reading improvement points out the following
)3ugg stions.

. .
T e instructor, maintaining a casual and confident attitude

with the group, keeps optimism alive so that the poor reader
will of consider his condition critical and thus hopeless. The
redu tion of the sense of personal inadequacyand the decrease
of fr strations willin most cases increase motivation and" the
gbili y to read. The structure of the program allows for con-
aiste t appraisal of the. student'Ll progress, and this informa-
tion hould be available to MM. The tonic effect of progress
in de eloping basic reading-skills and study habits helps also
in bu lding self-confidence in the student with the result a
bette ing of reading skills. For some, the spedittlist must direct
his at ention to the reorientation of the emotional turmoil of
the pupil and only secondarily to the techniques of reading. '..
For all, there should be a placement of emphasis, not on path-
ology, but on the opportunity to raexperience, again and againc,
in a safe setting, the situation they have been avoiding.,

. 1 .

A second major problem'a the reading specialist is to have
instructional materials available which are Suitable for the t
student motivated to use them. We have already discussed
the incentive values of materials chosen on the basis' of thee
student's felt need. if this were the answer to,the whole prob. , 1.

. lern, our task would be far simpler than it is. The motivated

\,,

student still has specific skill problems for which specific
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treatment is needed. Unfortunately,' motivation does not
form the student of thektechnical nature of his weakness; 'diag-
nostic evaluation. is still necessary with prescribed remediation
or development relative to the findings.

Perhaps one of the most common 'questionable practices
in the selection otinaterials is one based on the tacit asstnnp,
tion that reading is a. simple activity, made up of a minimum
of arbitrarily selected skills. A school system or 'business
establishment may purchase an instrument. for reading int'.
provement and assume that the minimal skills exercises in-
chided are all that are needed to successfully improVe the read-.
ing habits of its. students: Occasionally our clinic is. asked, for
example, to Nerdy the use of 'advertised Mindy pocket flash
devices, guaranteed to double the client's reading speed, what-
ever his present rate. Or again we are asked, usually by, par-
ents; to recommend phonics record for their teenage son, who
may be having difficulty reading in social science. It may be
that work on perceptual span or rate of recognition on the one
hand, and phonics instruction on the other, is what is needed,
but neither of these is a cure'all for everyone with reading
difficulties. It is of course true that a motivated student with
an incentive to read rapidly will feel that his 'needs are being
met only if instruction begins with on rate. Certainly
the-instructor has a responsibility to reorient this .person, if
objeCtive test results indicate that'the student's problem is
one of comprehension or vocabulary weakness rather than
rate per se.

In selecting specific instructional materials, the instruc-
tor should recognize the range and complexity 'of skills that
go, into the act of reading and have materials available Which
offer guidance and practice for them. Not all manuals or
workbooks at the college and adult levels offer a complete
rationale of reading. Perhaps the instructor of developmental
reading might cheek these factors occasionally so that he may
continue to offer a balanced program.

. Factorial studies . on reading by Davis2.84 the Arty,.
Seventh Yecvrbook Committee of the National Society for, the
Study of Education8 and others indicatelhat reading skills

include the ability to determine a writer's pnrpose, intent, or
point of view and the ability to identify literary devices 'used
in a passage, and its tone or mood. Further, the reader must

:have sufficient vy6rd knowledge and be able to select the
appropriate meaning for a word or phrase in the light of its
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...contextual setting. The reader must also be able to select the
iain thought of a passage, answer questions that are an-
swered explicitly or implicitly in the passage, and be able to
follow the organization of a writing. Rate, applied to this
setting, refers to the ability to'use these skills according to
purpose and need with an optimum of time and energy ex-/
penditure. The two-or-three-skills approach or the mechanical
program leaves much to be desired when viewed in relation
to all the skill9 which make up. reading.

An early study by Traxler'4 on the opinion and research of
controlled reading programs obviously points attention away
from sheer mechanics to thought processes themselves in an
attempt to facilitate speed of reading. comprehension. Gray°
also scores against the over-simplified program when he says
that: "The central factor in the speed of reading is not the
control of eye-movements, as is often assumed, but rather the
rapidity with which meanings4Stp grasped. Definite steps
ihoulaThe taken, therefore, to arouse interest in the content
of what is read, and to develop an appropriate background
of related experience, and to stimulate mental alertness on
the part of the reader." A recent review of research by Karlin°
on reading improvement materials continues to indicate that
stress on reading as a total process is more effective than a
program which makes practice aysiyable in only a few of the
skills of reading.

Summary
In this discussion of the values of motivation and specific

,:instructional. materials, it has been pointed out that neither
is sufficient unto itself, but that each must be supported by
the other. Reading must be seen as contributing to a person's
basic felt needs or he will not select it as meaningful to goal
attainment. Various causes for lack of motivation were men-
tioned, and suggestions were attempted as possible answers
to some of the many problems the instructor faces in his
attempts to hold a group for reading improvement work. Some
suggestions were also made relative to the selection of specific
instructional mater.ials, including comments on readability,
adequate cottage of skills, variety of practice materials for
each skill, and proper identification of a person's need for
instruction.
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International Students As Readers.
RICHARD Wi CORTRIGHT

Baylor 'University
.1

More tlitut forty thousand\ foreign stuAnts (or, prefer-
ably, international students---: S) are now studying in the
United States. Alt oug ost o these students may feel that
they are well qualified to spe k, read and write English,
teiclers of these students ave sometimes found otherwise:

It is often dishearteni fr for the international student (IS)
to be asked to -study m re English when he comes to the
United States, especially if he is a science student, 'or has
studied English for a number o_ f years at home. Nevertheless,
he may need help in English.

In the beginning course for the IS the emphasis is put on
spoken English. The general aural-oral technique is followed
in the classroom. Supplementary help from drflt instructors
and tape'recorders are used in laboratory meetings. HoWeifer,
even at this elementary level there is emphasis on spelling.
Of all components of the English-learning process, nothing
seems more like success, to the IS than his ability- to spell,
English correctlyAglis equation: To spell English equals to
know English.

Concomznitant with the desire to learn to spell correctly
is the sometimes, mistake notion that grammar breeds sue-
cess, Particularly grammatical terminology. Notwithstanding
the erstwhile effort of some, descriptive linguists to the Con-
trary, there is a need'for tliIS to learn grammatical termi-
nology. Otherwise, an IS who knows aural-oral but does not
know the terminology will not be able to pass/English 101.

Therefore, English 100A for the IS hicluftes terminology."
The IS learns froM linguistically orientated 'texts which use
a modicum of,terminology,and a maximum ci; aural -oral drill.

Beyond this level of learning English comdp an opportunity
for, the instructor to introduce some systeMatic efforts at
reading in English. HoWever, this'reading Is usually post-
poned until the second semester English course for the IS:
English 100B:

in-English 100B the IS has been readied for reading by
listening tchnuchfeading in English 100A. In fact he is care-
fully tested on his ability-to LISTEN and take notes. The instruc-
tor reads passages of different lengths: first, of a sentence
length; then of two or three; and finally a whole paragraph.
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. In the first ttempts at this prbcedure 7dtifing9English
,1.00B, th'e instruct uses easy materials. But later he switches
'to such materials a passages from currently used textbboks,
manuals and college evel reading on the Atlantic-plus level.
After these exercises die dictated, the IS has a short time to
take -notes in English of what he hasp heard. Sometimes he
is 'asked (during a len er`timeY to write everything he re-
members. This is v fficult.

The notes are corre ted by the instructor according to
spelling, accurateness, a d :;decency.. of English. They are re-

!turned and the students a e asked to reconstruct in writing
the original passage from t Or notes. This in turn gives,them
opportunity to use their lid English with. their written
English;

N
Finally, the IS is ready a.reatl...s.So far, we Nixie been.

speaking about a kind of "I reading readiness." Our at-
tempts at helping the IS etude t ,at this level assume that he
can read some English. In an ndeavor to find appropriate
material, the following two pie ',es of fiction were chosen:
My Antonia by Willie Cather and r,, Red Badge of Courage,
by Stephen Crane. Both are we Written navels, We want

--novels with sufficient motivation 041:Mt the IS will want to
read them. We believe that underlying a great proportion of
the IS 's readlingproblems s a simple lack of common Ameri-
can knowledge about thin merican.lhese two novelS deal,
with'19th and 20tI centu y ba grounds common to a well-
read American, but probably k rally foreign to the IS.

'We begin with a well edited edition of My Antonia. The
instructor helps to fill in for the students things American at
the time of, the immigrant settlement of the Midwest. The

' IS is interested in this development of America;from abroad.
He is sympathetic to the desires of the immigrant Bohemian
family which Willa Cather has carefully drawn.

The IS has heard much about the Civil War,' but has not
actually read about it. The Red Badge of Courage is a psycho.'

, logical story of a man and a war. Since it does not have to be
an Ainerican war, the IS can transfer hiS reading of it to
situations from his own country. Re learns about American
thinking at the time..The job of English 100B is to help bridge
the "cultural gap". The instructor gives many 'Americanisms
in both novels which the IS does not knOw. It'would be un- '
fair to "int the IS (in a regular English class with an average
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group of -4/rierica.h. studenta who by' "osmosis': knew these
. .

words and not-need to-jump the "cultural gaps'.
It was decided to find out what the' IS read "on his own.. ".. ,

There is a need for a ceinprchetisivestudy of the amount of
.reading done 'by the IS. 4: .

Each IS was- waked to list the -books and magazijjege e
,5 sides texts, which he-had-read.:in.An3Manguatel-Since. the

, summer holidays, These questions--were distributed anesol-
c lected bythe Baylor International Community. The membors,,

international _and- ArneriCan, took this on as the.Isind Of ,

.' project ,which they felt could benefit the entire International ,

ComMunity. The assumption was that it would show that'''.
the IS was often more serious and better read than the Aineri,;,
can student. Only a more cotnprehepsive survey can verify
this. . , . 1 . .

'A summary of materials read ti'y d, representative umber
of the students indicateS the extent of reading dort Cher
than textbooks. One graduate stUderit in,: English reported
haVing read Ave.:Weekly magaZ X.

ines, one -monthly _magazine 16

and five books. An Argentinian gvaduate student in-English
read ten 'books. An Italian upbtrclassivan- in mathematics
reported that, he, had read st weekly magazines, three schol-
arly journals And five novel . A graduate 'Japanese student
i. English reportecl, two weekly magaiines, two English novels
and five Japanese novels. A Lebanese graduate studen) in .

Chemistry reported four weekly magazines, three monthly .
magazines, one -quarterly, two scholarly journals and .four
books. One Cuban upi),erclassman in business had read three
of Mark Twain's beliks and one book relating to ',business
management: One. Chinese freshman reported /having read
one .Chinese -magazine and three hooka. izling How to
Repair Your Automobile' (in. Chinese). On Chinese upper-
classman in ,pOlitical science reported the readingif thirty

' books, nineteen magazines in English and fvr Magazines in
Chinese.

Reading in s urces, other thren textbooks reported on the
-basis of averag s per student was as follows: Weekly maga-

zines; 3.6, mont ly -magazines. and journals 2.2t books 7.5.
A,Jvide range of reading was noted. There is an indicatiOn

of thevopularity of American novels. A much more coMpre-
hensiye study will be necessary to properly assess thb trend
bf IS reading and todiscover the onmparison)behvan the IS
and4his American counterpart;_ -
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Reading Improvement As a
Counseling Procedure

GEORGE D.OACHE

University of Florida

In a paper read at the fourth meeting of the Southwest
Rea4ing Conference in 1954, I pointed out three types of
.college reading 'programs. First, there is the machine or
skills-oriented program with primary emphasis upon- increas-
ing' rate of reading or improving specific 'skills such as com,
prehension or vocabulary. Secondly, there is the broader pro-
gram that stremeti insights,_ skills and counseling in equal
proportions. Tiad, there is a clinical program using psycho-
therapeutic approaches almost exclusively.il Iri that paper,
we suggested that college reading programs of the future
would probably employ all these various approaches to read-
ing training in varying degrees according to the goals the
courrie. We also suggested that there would come a decreas-
ing use of mechanistic and drill procedures accompanied by
an increasing dependence upon counseling and psychothera-
peutic techniques.

These predictions of the manner in which college reading
training courses would develop reflect, of course, certain
beliefs. They .imply that we believe the primary purpose of
such courses is to improve the adjustment of the student 'to
the demands of college life. This is really the ultimate goad)
of reading training. The final aims are not actually improve-
ment in rate or other reading skills, or the improvement of
grade .point averages.

Reviews of th.e literature such as those by Bliesmer23,4 and
Sommerfeldo in the yearbooks of this conference show that
many programs report increases in rate and some'show im-
provements in other skills. However, these skill developments
bear little reiationshto improved grade poirrt averages
except in specific tolls e courses or majors. Most reading
training courses Jail to show increased overall academic suc-
cess for their trainees. In other words, if they goal of reading
training courses is to improve reading skills in the hope of
increasing academic, grades, then most programs arwthot
accomplishing their goals and are not justifiable: Yet, in 'bite
of this apparent failure to prove their-values, we see increas-
ing enrollment, and wider establishment of reading ,training
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courses each year. There must be some justification in the
minds of college administrators and in the personnel teaching
thesecourses.

We suggest that the real reason reading courses continue
to be offered is that administrators and instructors believe'
that the courses will help the college student to adjust to col-
lege life. This is implicit belief, and, as I Suggelited earlier,
is actually the primary purpose of reading training. Most
reading instructors would agree; I believe, that .what they
are trying to do is to improve the personal organization, and
the efficiency of 'the college student in dealing with the
demands of college life. Stated then Xi its broadest terms,
college reading 'training is intended to improve the personal
adjustment of the Student while, in college. Improvement in
rate or other reading skillg," better grades in some courses,
prevotion of drop-outs, .improved study habits, and reduc-
tion of academic failures are only minor manifestatibns of
the better adjustment of the student to the demands of
college. '

Thus far, we have tried to justify the stand that the most
significant goal of reading training in the college is a psycho-
logical goal---4he better overall adjustment of the student.
-This goal is synonymous with the aim of practically all coun-
seling offered to the student. If you will grant this similarity,
then it is apparent that reading training may be considered
part of the total program of counseling services offered to
college atudents. The fact that the reading course may be
mechanized or stereotyped does not deny this relationship
with counseling. Even the most prominent proponents of
training machines emphasize that their primary values., lie in
such psychological phenomena .as motivation, attention, and
ego-support°. &-

Because of the belief that reading training is actually part
of the broader counseling program expressed the predic-
tion in the 1954 paper that reading courses would make in-
creasing use of counseling and psychological techniques. A
review of recent reports on college reading programs has not
fulfilled this prediction, however. It is true that 'there has
been an increasing volume of literature stressing the impor-
tance of achieving better personality adjustment among poor
readers but most of this relates to programs at the elemen-
tary and secondary levels rather than to college programs. In
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Bliesmer's review of the research on college and adult reading
programs, there re only a few articles in which the person-
ality element is s eased. Most college programs appear to be
pursuing the seco dary goals of skill improvement, as- though
unconscious of their real, primary function.

Qnly a few college reading programs are growing in the
use of psychological or counseling techniques; and very few
emphasize outcomes of the training other than gains in meas-
ured reading skills. Yet there are observations in the reports
of these programs that reemphasize the significance of a
psychological or counseling approach. For example, some ex-
Perimenters are recognizing that the motivation of students
applying for remedial training may differ significantly from
those ,who do not apply°. Reading training may well be a form
of psychological therapy for anxious or disturbed college stu-
dents, and their impreved general adjustment may \be mani-
festing itself in spontaneous increase in readipg skills. This
may mean that the gains from reading training may really
reflect, recovery from feelings of inadequacy, reduction of
anxieties and the release of students from some of toe prob-
lems which led them to seek reading training in the first place.
BMW' pioneer studies of play therapy with children confirm
the fact that reduction of tensions and anxieties' among dis-
turbed children results in spontaneous improvement in read-
ing, Undoubtedly, many of the college students who apply fdr
reading training are unconsciously seeking more help than
increased reading skills. Yet, as we have said before, most
courses measure only gains in reading skills and consider
these the most significant outcomes of the instruction.

In a small-scali study of delinquent adolescents who were
also retarded readers, Roman' explored the values of three
types of approach for gains in reading and .social adjustment.
He found "tutorial group therapy," a group process- empha-
sizing both remedial work and non-directive therapy, suPerior
to group -remedial work or interview group therapy iin pro-
ducing both reading and adjustment improvement. Smith,
et. al.° also varied theclassroom climate for groups of students
according to their personajities. A directive approach induced
maximum progress for anxious, disorganized students while
anxious but rigid students were apparently not influenced by
the choice of approach. Moore° fopnd that the ability to learn

n. skimming was related to personality patterns in that certain
types found it very difficult to feel free enough to do this
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rapid reading. The relationship of reading performances to
temperament and personality is shown also in' the norms of
the Diagnostic Reading Test for various populations. Students
majoring in enghieering or science, for example, differ in
many reading skills from those majoring in liberal arts or

. education: Reading perfOrmances may be as much a reflection
of the interests and personality of an Ndividual as his choice
of a college major is.

These few research studies ot the peisonality and psycho-.
logical Itspects of reading training are c6rtainly not conclu-
sive. We will have to depend upon reading. research. at other
levels for definite suggestions. If we can generalize from the
studies of the personalities of younger retarded readers, cer-
tain' common patterns of resistance to authority figures, de-
fensiveness, and feelings of being different are present in
marked degree.E1

Let us look at some of the. common gala from college
reading programs and interpret them in terms of their possible

'personality correlates. Gains in reading rate May well reflect.
increases in self-confidence in dealing with college - level ma-
terials. Rate gains may imply that students are able to aban4
don the cautious, perfectionistic reading dictated by anxiety
and fear of failure. Increases in comprehension are often More
difficult to achieve because of their dependence upon reason- .

lag and other intellectual capacities. Howevdrovhen compre-
hension does rise, it'probably indicates that through release
of tensions the individual is achieving freer use of his thinking
potentials. Rapid vocabulary growth is commonly most diffi-
cult to achieve because of its dependence, upon skill in ivdrd-
analysis, intelligence and cultural backgrounds. Yet we often
see attitudinal changes such as aroused interest in words and
an analytic attitude toward their meaning and structure
which reflect in improved reading.

On the other hand, most reading clinics have experienced
failure with the rigidly, cautious student, or the timicl, Born&
what, disorganized pupil. Still other failures are met with
those who block up on meeting, a difficult word, or ding to' dhildish techniques such as spelling or pronunciation to. reveal
meaning. In both our successes anti our failures with students,
the personality of the student is a most significabt factor.,

Perhaps wehave been overemphasizing tht; importance
of personality for certainly there is more to counseling than
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understanding the personality of the client What then must
treading training programs do to achievotheir primary purpose
of helping the student to ad ust to thk'demands of college

FIrlit, acceptance of studez for reading work must be
based on interviews and personal y analysis. This diagnosis
should attempt to Identify any other problems present in the
students' lives which may be related to their reading perform-
ances.Vhe instructor must try to determine whether the read-
ing performances of the students are the reflection of the
other adjustment problems'. At this point, the reading instruc-
tor will refer students to other clinics and specialists such
as psychiatristi, psychologists, speech' therapists, marriage
counselors, etc. for the type of counseling or treatment the
rtudent appears to need.

With ,the advice of these other specialists, decisions will be
made regarding admission to reading training. The questions
which will have to answered are: Can this individual really

'learn to read tter Will reading training help his personal

organization a 'college Ojustment Or will the training be
inadvisable in v ew of his other problems?

Following the . selection of students who might benefit
from reading training, there will be detailed planning of the
nature of this program:- First, the personality patterns of
students will be balanced with the social climate to be created
by the instructor. Some students*111 be assigned to directive,
textbook-oriented courses, others to supportive machine train-
ing courses, 'others will be offered a laboratory course with
a minimum of direction and still others will be given an in-
diVidualized but closely supervised program. In these various
groupings, emphasis upon particular reading skills. will also
vary according to personality needs of the students. Such

elements as the amount of self-planning by students, the ease'

with which success is achieved in various-tasks; and the se-
lection of practice materials to pkovide insights or drill will
also be manipulated by the instructor in various groups.

These are only eleratary indications of the ways in
which reading training programs should grow toward a broad
counseling approach to the 'problem of improving reading
skills. We have stressed only one facet of the- student's ad-

justment, tha of personality or social adjustment. Reading
training is al o interwoven with the vocational and academic

justment o the student. As reading pitgrams broaden to
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'meet theilltIrimary goal of aiding the student to make a adds-
factory. klaptation to college life in all aspects.the training
will inevitably attempt to relate to many of the counseling
needs of the student,

I
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The Cloze Proeedure.Its Validity and Utility

EARL. F. RANKIN, JR.

University of Kansas City

The doze procedure is a recently "developed technique ',for
the construction of tests to measure the effectiveness of cbm=
munication. This technique was introduced in 1963 by Wilson
Taylor, who was at that time a graduate student at the Uni-
versity of Illinois. Although a few articles and papers on the

doze procedure have been published during the past five years,
it is still relatively unknown among specialists in the field
of reading. Indeed, it is little known in the general areas of

psychology and education. The, little use which has this far
been made of the doze procedure in these 'professional areas
is due, in part, to the inevitable "social lag" existing between

publication of a new idea and the diffusion of this informa-
tion among members of a given, social group. Communication
about the doze procedure to specialists in reading has, not
-been facliitated by the fact that written accounts of the tech-
nique have, for .the. most part, been limited to three unpub-

lished dodoral dissertations, an armed forces technical Merrill!
randum, and several ptiblications in the field of journalism.
This is unfortunate, for the doze procedure has tremendous
potentialities for practical use in the' field of reading. It pan
be adapted to the study of any communication component ".

(i.e., writers, messages, or readers), and doze tests can easily

be constructed and scored by personnel who are neither ex-

perts on the subject matter -of the test nor in the intricacies .

of test construction. (This last statement should not be con-

strued as a reflection upon the degree of "expertness" of pro-

fessionals in the field of reading.) Thus far, the potentialities
of the doze procedure as a research tool or as a technique for

Use in reading clinics or classrooms have scarcely begun to be

realized.

In presenting this paper, it is not my intention to proVide

answers to many specific methodological questions which
would enable one to make effective use of the technique in test
construction. Instead, I shall present a summary of evidence

concerning the empirical validity of the procedure as a tech-

nique for measuring readability, intelli6nce, pre-reading
knowledge, and several components of reading comprehensiOn.

In addition, 'I shall offer several suggestions concerning the
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usefulness of the 'technique. Theoretical prablerns.lfyill Ese con-
sidered only in so far atif,theSt affect validity or utility. But
before attending to these matfers, let me present a brief de-
scription of this technique which, I assume, is new to most of
you.

Rationale of the Cloze Procedur
The word "doze" was coined by Taylor fr the Gestalt

concept of "closure", a tendency for an organ: to him a
complete whole by filling in gaps in a structure. In nstruct-
ing ecloze test, a message is mutilated by deleting ertain
words and substituting underlined blank spaces\ of co stunt
length. A person taking the test is instructed to guess the re-
cise word which was deleted from each space. If, for example,
a person 'taking the test finds the statement, "The professor
assigned a` of readings to his students," he may form
a complete structure by writing the word "book" ."in the blank
space. Provided that the original message contained the word
"book'', the subject will receive credit for the correct answer
only if 3.he exact word "book" is filled in. At this point you
are no (doubt thi' Icing, "A structured whole could be formed
by filling in the \ rd,'selection' or 'group', etc. Why does the
respondent have to ill in the precise word that was deleted?"
Before answering th's question we must first consider the
rationale underlying t use-of the doze procedure.

A "doze unit," as de ed by Taylors is "any single occur-
rence of a successful atte t to reproduce accurately a part
deleted from a 'iness"age' (an language product) by deciding,
from the context that remains,\what the missing part should
be." kgthe extent that the reader and the writer have similer,
backkpunds of experience, interests, language habit's, etc.,
the reader should be able to make accurate predictions of
words which have been deleted. In the words of Wilson and
Carrells, "The underlying logic of the method is as follows:
. . . If the encoder- producing a message and the decoder re-
ceiving it happen to have highly siinflar semantic and gram-
matical habit systems,,the decoder ought to be abje to predict
or anticipate what the encoder will produce at-each moment
with considerable accuracy. In other words, if both Terab*

. of the communication act share commassociationi'and com-
mon constructive tendencies, they s oul be able to anticipate
each others' verbalizations." Thus, the doze procedure is an,

- objective measure of .14p.guage correspondence between reader
and writer.



It may be inferred, however, that the ability to make cor-
rect word predictions Of 'the precise words deleted in a doze
test isindicative of.pl&respondent's grasp of "meaning" con-
tained in the ivessiike. The ability to predict the precise word
used by tte Writer is more indicative of the reader's under-

. standing of the writer total meaning (with all its semantic .
"`and stylistic connotati ns) than the prediction of a synonym
with stainer, but neve quite the same, connotations or he
prediction of another w rid which merely produces a plausible'
sentence.' Empirical evidence related IA) this point will bepre-
sented In a later section of this papein.

qe,

Since it is possible to study the correspondence in the lan-
guage habits of the reader and the 'writer as a function of
writer, message, or reader experimental variables, the doze
procedure can be used to study the communication process
from several viewpoints. Thus far, ithas been used to studyki
readability 7.8.1132 and informationo (or lack of redundancy)
of messages,, knowledge,30 comprehension,-o and intelli-
gence2.e of readers. It has not, thus.far, been used to study
writers as such.

Comparison with Similar Techniques

In constructing a cl6ze test, the words to be deleted are
selected by a mechanical procedure such as leaving out every
5th or 10th word 'or by selecting words through use of a table
of random numbers. Words may be deleted throughout the
length of the entire article or delettons"maY be restricted to
samples of lines from the total-passage, provided that the line
samples are chosen by some random or "every nth" procedure.
According to the purgoses of the test constructor, word dele-
tions may be made without reference to the type of word

-selected or may be restricted to certain grammatical forms
such as -nouns and verbs. The only restriction is that the
method used be mechanical and objective. The test is scored
simply hy counting the number of blanks correctly filled in.

In several respects, this technique is, not :unlike other tech-
niques which \have been In use for some time. One -Of the
earliest attempts to .Construct an intelligence test was
"Ebbinghaus Completion Test" devised 'in 1897, in which 'a `,

person's, ability to fill in blanks in sentences was used as the
criterion of intelligence. Teachers have long used incomplete
sentences (for- example,. "France is on the continent of
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") to measure classroom achievdment. Vocabulary
context tests4re commonly used o measure the ability to
predict the meaning of an unknow word from a grasp of its
contextual clues. The doze proced re, however, should not be
confused with these or similar tec niques.

.

sentence cpmpletion tests t e words omitted are4apt to
be restricted to the ends of sente ces and unrelated tQ other
sentences. Furthermore, the wor s to be omitted are deter-
rnineeby 'the test constructor in nns,fif their' specific mean-
ings anti `the ,phe urpose of the test In contrast, doze units may
occur at any point in a continu us message, are chosen me-
chanically, a-nd are interrelated so that success, or failure in
predicting one word may influe ce subsequent success .or fail-.
ure irl, predicting other words.

Unlike vocabular context to
the person's ability to guess t
in a sentence by using contextu
ing the word, the contextual .c
removed from .a.,particular .c1
test presents no word structur
context.

,:1

is in which the focus is upon
e meaning of a' word located

cluesimmediately surround-
es in a doze test may be, far

ze unit. In addition, the doze
clues, as does the vocabulary

VAL DITY

The Measureme t of Readability

The measurement of the str ctural difficulty of a message
is of considerable importance b th to the practitioner and the
researcher in the field of readi g. Several fokmulae have been
devised to measure. readibility: Perhaps the most commonly
used techniques are the Flesch m nd Dale-Chat! formulas. Both
techniques are characterized b the counting of elements in
a message. The Flesch tedmique counts-syllables per word
and the number of words In /a sentence, and the Dale-Chall .
device counts the words per sentence and the number of words
not found on a list of commonly used words. Both approaches;
are based upon the simple, notion that messages with poly':'
"syllabic or unusual word's and long sentences are more diffi-
cult to read than 'articles with short or common wordS ar-
ranged in short sentences Both readability formulae can be
fooled if a .rUessage conta ns short words__.which are 'highly'
abstract or unusual and/or hort sentences written in a higlat
atypical style.- In addition, n ither formula, is able to measure
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the. reading difficulty of a message relative to a particular
group of readers with particular backgrounds of experience-
or interests. ,

N.
,

. .AlthOugh only alew studies haVe utilized the doze pro-
, cedure as a pleasure' of 'readability it appears to be a valid
'Ineaiture whIch is not Subject ta the previously mentioned limi-

tations of,the FlesCh and Dale-Chall formulae. It is based 'upon
the assumption that theinteractiOn. of all semantical, gram-
matical, and stylistic characterist of a message will effect
the degree of redundancy (that is, the -predictability) of a
message. A highly redundant It ICle should *be easy to. read
because it contains many common words arranged ih Com-

monly *used patterns or cliches ao that the reader is, in, large
degree, awarraf "whatis coming next"' at finyspoint in the
article. A doze,test may be considered as a sample of message
redundancy, beeause it samples the reitder's abilit7.to predict.
"what word cornlia next" at randomlr chosen points In the
article. That, it is a goad measure of, message redundaney is
indicated by the_correlation.of -..87 which TaylQr1° obiained
between doze scores and a measure of "information" in a
'Sample of continuous prose.

When both the Flesch and Dale-Ghall readability formulae,
and -the--cloze procedure were applied to Samples from: the
writings of James Boswell, Julian Huxley,' and Henry James,
Taylors found the readability of the three pessages to be rank
ordered similarly by each' technique.4rowever, the superiority
of the doze procedure was demonstrated when articles were

4-. -selected which could be reasonably evaluated by the. doze
procedure.and not by the readability formUlae. Such materials
consisted of an obviously diffichlt passage by Gertrude Stein
with short common words and short sentences (rated easy by
both formulae) and a difficult passage by Janies Joyce with
short words -and 'sentences but containing'. words not found
in dictionaries (rated easy by the ,Flesch fOrmula). Both of
these passages were ranked as the 'Most °difficult by tke-cloze

ocedure. Within the limitations 'of stucly based upon
sma 1 samples of both 'materials and subjects, the doze pro.
cedu appears to be a highly valid measure of readability.
Other s dies have indicated that it Can also be applied to' t:
measurem rat of readability of the Korean and Japanese fa
guages.731 ,.
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The Measurement of Intelligence

When doze tests are constructed by deleting words wi fl-
out consideration Of the type of word being deleted. (hereafter
to be referred to as the "any word ":. eletion,system),- a defi-
nite relatienship "is found between loze test results and in-
telligence tests. Taylor obtained corr lations of approximately
.73 between a cloze test based upon a technical article on the
Air ,Foree supply system and the Air Forces Qualification

= Test. Sub-test correlations ranged from .82 to .85 for Word--
knowledge and from .70 to .76 for.Arithmetical reasoning. In
a study using high school students 'and literary type materials,

. Ienkinson2 obtained a correlation. 0 .69 between doze scores
and intelligence .quOtients. These o tained correlatiOns corn-

` pare favorably with the cOrrelati n between standardized
reading tests and intelligence test results.

"-------)4t should be noted that these results were obtained only
when all types of words were deleted; Taylor° obtained lower
correlations ,(46-.59) with intelligenCe when he deleted only
nouns, verbs, and. adverbs, all. of which were found to be the
most difficult words to gueSs. The guessing of these difficult
words, however; proved to be more closely related to knowl-
edge of the content of the article than did the prediction of
words without restriction as. to ;type. This is important for
it suggests the possibility of reducing the influence q intelli-
gence upon .the measurement of comprehension through the
selection of types of words to be deleted. .

The Measurement of Pre-reading Knowledge

To measure pre-reading knowledge of the content of an
article, doze tests may be administered prior to subjects read-
ing the article upon which the doze test is based. The validity
'criterion in such studies is a second test based upon the -con-
tent of the same article as the doze test. Using an "any word"
deletion system, Taylor9_ obtained a correlation' of .7 between
a doze test, based (*the Air Force technical material and an
objective test of the 'materiarHowever, when he 'constructed
a test deleting!; only nouns," verbs and adverbs, his correlation
was increased io .92. Rankin,' using a noun-verb deletion sys-
tellaotlnd a correlation of .59 between a doze test based upon
"s0ence" material and an objective test covering the same
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article as the doze test. Due to low test readability, this .69
correlation is an underestimation of he test's validity. When

rrelation was .86.1corrected for attenuation the "real"

It is quite possible for a teat to be for a total group
even though its yalidity.may vary as a func s I of ub-group
characteristics. .A number of studies carried out .smith and
his colleagues at the University of Igichigan5,6 h. pointed
to a relationship between persOnality factors and reading corn-
prehension. Smith et. al. found the personality dimension'.
"permeability"., -as measured ,by the SA-S Senior Scales, to be
related both to degree of comprehension .and to improvement
in comprehension. Permeable individuals tend to be relatively
flexible, disorganized, and extroverted, whereas impermeable
perponalities are relatively rigid, organized, and introverted. :
Rankiiim hypothesized that individuals with ablve average
level of permeability would display Jess consistency of test
responses than impermeable individuals, both within a given
test and between different tests. Thus, both test reliability
and validity would vary as a function of pertheability. "These
hypotheses were confitmed for the pre -reading cloie test. As
a measure of pre-reading knowledge,' the test proved to be

,relatively unreliable. (split-half reliabilfty coefficient
for permeable subjects and more reliable (split-half reliability
coefficient =V) for impermeable subjects. 'PAlso, the validity
Coefficient (alcorx4ted for attenuation) was only .38 for
permeable subjectsM compared to".71- for impermeable sub-
jects (p«.002 for the difference between coefficients)..

It' is interesting to note that when the cloze test was ad-
ministered after reading the article upon which it was based,
no differences in reliability and validity were found between
permeable and impermeable personalities. This finding may
be -interpreted in terms of the need of permeable. readers
for structure in predicting the missing words in ,a cloze :test.
Permeable people are characterized by a relative lack of ability
to organize ideas as compared to the less imaginative but more
organized impermeable individuals. Befote reading an article
upon which a cloze test is based, the structure of the remaining
context of a pre-reading clo test is much less' clear to the

1Due to the low test reliability of the "noun-verb" ilelition , test forms
used in itankin's study, all obtained correlations are serious under-

,- estimations of relationships, Therefore; all subsequent references
to these results will to given as attentuated correlations unless ,
otherwise indicated.
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reader than it is after reading\the article. Thus, the relatively
disorganized person is at a disadvantage on the pre-reading
doze test and tho.highly organized person is4able to capitalize
on his major asset. After readin, thearticle,- the structure of
the remaining context' is net so -tiebulous, and the difference
between validity coefficients for the two types of personality

/disappears.
Validity coefficienti for total groups, on pre-reading doze

tests are, reasonably high. However, the pre'-'reading doze test
is not recommended for the study.of individuals unless their
level of permeability has been ascertained.

The Measurement of Reading Comprehension

The validity of doze teats to melisure reading cofnprehen-
sion will be considered from the standpoint, of .general and
specific comprehension, the comprehension of facts versus re-,
iationships, and compreherision as process versus product.

GENERAL VERSUS SPECIFIC CONEHENSION.The doze
procedure can be .used to construct tests for the purpose of
measuring either general reading comprehension- measured
by standardized reading tests or the specific con prehension
of a particular article.

Two studies have been tarried Lout on the measurement of
general reiiding comprehension. Jenkinson2 correlated doze.:
scores with results of the "vocabulary" and "level of compre-
hension" sub-tests of the CO-operative English Test, C-2, and
obtained correlations of .78 and -.73, respectively. Rankin",
using the Diagnostic Redding Test, Surveil Section as ,a cri-
terion' of general reading skill; obtained the following', coin-
lationcorrected for attenuation) with Ooze scores: .5tory
Comp nsion .20, Vocabulary '.68, and Paragraph Compre-
lension .60, All of the previously mentioned results, based
upon the "any word" deletion system, show a substantial re-
lationship between doze test scores and results of standard-
ized reading tests.

Even so, the doze procedure produces tests which-tend to
measure specific comprehension of an article better than gen-
eral comprehensiong The highest correlation in Jenkinson'A
study was .82 between doze test results and objective questions
based upon the Same material as were the eloze tests. Rankin ,2

using a noun -verb deletion systein obtained correlations rang-
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ing from .45 to .65 between the doze test and the Diagnostic
=Reading Test, Survey Section sub-tests, but found a signifi-
cantly stronger -relationship (r =.78) between the doze test
and an objective test. covering the same articles

'COMPREHENSION OF FACTS VERSUS REDATIONSHIPS.The
type of "comprehension measured by a doze test, is Ift function
of the type of words 'selected for deletion. For example, if a
statement reads, "The was given the boblc," the
structure of the sentence is quite clear even in the absence
of the noun "professor." This being the case, filling in the
correct word should reflect, primayily, the respondent's knowl;
edge of the -name of the agent re.etiving the book. On the ether
hand, if the statement read, "The professOr
given the book," the absence of the word "was" would remove
the necessary clue for the respondent's knowledge of the
structural relation between "professor" and "book' (since
the insertion of "has" would change the relationship, In this
latter case, guessing the correct word Should reveal, primarily,
the respondent's grasp of. relations between words or ideas
in the sentence. These examples illustrate two aspects of Mean-
ing which may be "tapped" by a doze test. The first type of
meaning refers to the meaning of individtial words as they
might be defined in a dictionary. pries calls this "lexical mean-
ing" and differentiates it from "structural meaning" which is

signaled by a system of morphological and syntactical clues
apart from words as vocabulary units. Although time does not
permit a thorough consideration of this point, it can be shown
that if one deletes nouns and verbs from a sentence, he will
reduce the total amount of lexical meaning in the sentence
more than the total amount of structural meaning. Therefore,
a doze test from which only noun's aild verbs have been deleted
should measure, primarily, "lexical comprehension" .(that is,
the comprehension of substantive content or relatively inde-
pendent ideas). Structural meaning, according to Fries, is
signaled .by (1) individual "function words" which include
such words as verb auxiliaries, articles, prepositions, conjunc-

. tions, possessive and relative pronouns, etc.; (2) syntactical or
word order clues; and (8) morphological' clues such as verbal
inflections. Since a random 'Or "every nth" word deletion)
should sample all of these clues to structural eaning
leave mew nouns and verbs) which occur in at abundance,
in the remaining context to signal lexical meay ing, an "any
word" deletion form should reduce the total am unt of Strue-

.
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tural meaning more than the total amount of lexical meaning.
Therepre,9a doze .test so constructed should measure, primar- .

ily, structural comprehension (that is, the comprehension of
interrelationships between ideas). .

To. test the hypotheses, -that a "noun-verb" form of the
doze test will measure lexical better than structural compre-
hensions and that an "any wOrd ". test will measure "struc-
tural" better than "lexical" comptehensiono Rankin° used the
Story Coniprabension sub-test of the Diagnostic Reading Test,
Survey Section as the criterion of "lexical comprehension"
bedause the test questions are primarily factual. He used the
Vocabulary and Paragraph Coinprehension sub-tests as cri-
teria of "structural comprehension" because the Vocabulary
test measures ability to grasp abstract symbolA embedded
within a verbal context and the Paragraph Comprehensiori
questions consist of such itetns as identifying the main idea,
drawing inferences, etc. Results confirmed' the hypotheses.
The noun -verb test correlated .57 with Story Comprehension
as contrasted with .42 and .39 with the Vocabulary and Para- .

graph Comprehension sub-tests (p..05 for both comparisons) .
The "any word" test correlated .38 with Story Comprehension
as compared with .80 and .73 for the other two sub-tests
(p..05 for both comparisons). It should be remembered, that .

the "any word" form also correlated highly with intelligence.
It may be inferred that intelligence ifs more closely related.
to structural comprehension. than it is to lexical comprehen-
sion. Both of these two components of. meaning are closely
interrelated, .and yet the doze procedure may be used to em-
hasize the measurement of one ou.the other aspect of total

m ning,- depending upon the purposes of the. test constructor.

Com
method e
the end pro
concerning the,

EHENSION AS PRODUCT VERSUS PRocEss.:The usual
ensuring reading comprehensimkis-to measure
et of the reading process by risking questions

material after the reader has,completed tad-
a passage. A -Ooze test may be used to measure compree
sion as product administering the doze test based on a

total passage (or SOM orti on thereof) immediately .aftei
the reader has completed he passage. Taylor° rgports a cor-
relation of . erween clort test results and an immediate
recall test, an , as previottilyri ortecl, Rankin° found
a correlation of .78 ir),a sim omPart n. Apparently doze-
tests are valid measures of compre defined as post-
reading comuphension..
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Perhaps the greatest potential of4this technique lie; in its
use for measuring reading comprehension as an on-going pro-

cess. If two people make the same score on a test administered
after reading an article, and one person knew more about the
subject to begin with ; the amount of learning is quite unequal

between a two readers. If one wants to measure the amount
learned through reading a passage, it is relatiVely easy to
construct two doze tests based upon samples of an article and
to administer one test before and the other after reading the
passage. Both Taylor° and Ranking have obtained "gain"
scores between pre- and post-reading doze tests significant at
the .001 level. Such measures do not confuse "post-reading
knowledge" with reading as a learning process. Learning-gain
scores serveto reduce the advantage held by individuals with
an initially high level of information.but who may or may not

))e superior readers. Unfortunately, the influence of pdrsonal-

ity upon the pre-cloze test performance limits the usefulness
of this comparison. Also it is important to , remember that
unless the effects of regression upon gain scores is measured,
the gain score may be the largest for those individualsopith the

lowest initial scores.
Another use of the doze procedure to study reading as a

process was made by Jenkinson° who selected high school stu-

dents for individual interviews who had previously made very
high and very low doze test scores. During the interview, each
subject took another doze test and, while taking the test,
verbalized his reasons for, he insertion of words. The intro-
spective and retrospective verbalization of these two groups
were analyzed. The high scoring students demonstrated sig-
nificantly greater superiority in such chaiiicteristics as recog-

nizing syntactical clues, sensitivity to style, fusion of separate
meanings into Ideas, recognition of Implied meanings, verbal

flexibility, knowledge of word meanings and language Struc-
ture. It is doubtful that the "catichistic method" (to use Jen-
kin's apt phrase) which . equates "comprehension" with the
ability to answer questions after reading could yield such in-

sightful findings ofthe underlying factors involved in the
process of reading.

UTILITY

The striking utility of the doze procedure lies in the ease
with which it can be used in test construction. This fact can
best be appreciated if one compares the time and effort ex-
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pended in writing a set of objective questions which have suit-
able reliability with µthe corresponding time and efforts in-
volved in siMply deleting, say every 6th word in an article or
some portion of the article. The need for careful selection of
'questions for an objective test tod the problems involved in
writing these questions demand considerable skill and train-
ing, whereas, different doze tests can be easily constructed in
quantity, by clerical personnel.

Even though responses to doze tests are written-in by per-
sons taking them, they can be easily scored with a hand. scor-
ing key. Such scoring is very simple because ft is strictly objec-
tive. The exact word that was deleted must be filled in. Taylors
has shown that the more laborious procedure of giving credit
for synonyms does not yield a more discriminating measure of
readability, and Ranking found that test reliability and validity
was not improved by synonym scoring.

Another feature of this technique which contributes to Fits
general utility is that it can be used to construct equivalent
test forms drawn from the same or similar materials. It is
possible to Construct multiple test forms with similar means
and variances and high intercorrelationsa.

An apparent limitation upon the usefulness of this deviee
is the influence of personality factors upon test performance.
As was previously mentioned, reliability and validity of doze
tests administered before reading an article are low for indi-
viduals with above average permeability. Also, the writer
found that subjects with above average anxiety performed
more poorly, than other subjects on one out of four equivalent
test forms% If it turns out that doze test results are peculiarly
susceptible to influence by extraneous personality footers, this
would certainly limit the usefulness of the technique, How-
ever, not a great deal is known abOut the interrelatioiisbips
between 'personagty factors and test performance on other
types of tests, Subsequent research may indicate that test
reliability and validity vary, in general, as a function of cer-
tain personality dimensions.

From the standpoint of the classroom teacher, the .doze
procedure has, many potential uses. The teacher could readily
determine the readability of textbook material relative to the
type of students in a given class. Both general comprehension
skills and specific comprehension relative to particular subject
matter material could be determined. Discrepancies between
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theie two types of comprehension might provide suggestions
for individualizing teaching techniques. The use of the pre-
reading' test as a test of information about a given subject
could be used to assess readiness for the class as a whole, but
not individual differences in readiness.

,
.

The remedial reading specialistwill find many uses far this
teehnique. The use of introspective reports combined with the

/ doze test (as used by .Tenkinson2) appears to have consider-
, able diagnostic value. By varying the type of words to be de-

leted, the reduction of the influence of intelligence upbn read-
ing test results might permit the evaluation of improvement
over time which is masked by the relative constancy of Intel!.
genre. The use of several test 'forms from the same article
should permit a more continuous assessment of progress for
the class BB a whole than can be attained' through the usual
before-after comparison-. It seems -quite likely that.. "doze ex-
ercises" might be of value in improving the uf of context'

clues or vocabulary.

For the researcher, this technique will permit the study of
some of the underlying procesS involved in reading. The use of
"pre-post reading" gain scores may permit the study of read-
ing as a learning process rather than a final prpduet. The
study of the interrelationships between "lexical"' and "struc-
tural" comprehension might prove to be of practical as well as

theoretical value.

Although the doze procedure appears to be a valid and
useful measure of readibility, intelligence,, knowledge, and
reading comprehension, only a few studies imve been carried
out to assess the validity and usefulness of the technique under
varying conditions. Many problems need to be investigated

such as its applicability to different types of materials and at
various age levels and the size of the word deletion sample

necessary to measure the readability or comprehension of a
total article. It is only through a Combination of theory build-

ing, research, and practical usage that the potentalities of
the doze procedure can be fully realized.
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The 'Value of Discussion in the Reading

ALBERT J. KINGSfON, JR.
IA 4,

University or Georgia es1;\:1

Group\
to:

The atmosphere generated in certain reading programs is

tense and fraught with pressure: In such prograins the tense -
ness and anXiety of students usually isintensified by the meth -

ods eniploy'acl by the instructor. An excess number of speed

exerchits, attention-demanding machines, acing devides

. which force the student to follow prescribed standards, and
numerous tests often serve to increase anxieties and .some-

'tmei even frustrate stUdents. Often such pressure is deliber-
ately generated by the reading instructor in the belief that
greater motivation and 'learning is attained. It is likely, how-

ever, that many of the failures which result in the conventional',
reading program result from this situation.

Many writers have pointed out that reading disabilities are
often accompanied by more or less severe personality difficnl-

tied. Considerable space has been devoted to discussion of the
relationship of reading to personality. Although a complete

discussion of the relationship is outside the realm of this paper,
it should be pointed out that many college students who enter

reading programs do have social-emotional problems. Many
students see themselves as inadequate, others have difficulty

in communication, and some will have hostilities and anxieties

, which prevent optimal self-other relationships. Counseling and

individual conferences have been urged as concomitants to

., reading instruction in order to assist such students. Group
discussion also can assist by, providing an atmosphere which

. promotes a feelingof security and belonging.

At the beginning of the reading program, discussion serves
several purposes. First it serves to orient the student to the

program and to familiarize him with the tasks .4 faces and
their purposes, The objective is.to have him express his own

feelings shout his needs in the hope that he will set his own

goals. A second purpose of discussion at.this wad is to help
the -student recognize that his problems are not unique but

are shared by other members of the group. As' many students
lack security it is likely that they receive consolation from this

realization. It also is likely 'that identification with the group

will be facilitated. Identification with the group, and recogni-

Von that one is free to express one's feelings in a permissive
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atmosphere, probably will result in an alleviation of tensions.
sArtl anxieties. Throughout the reading program discussion is
continually employed for This purpose.

Although the time spent on discussion can be justified from
the psychological viewpoint described above, it also can be-- .

justified 'frome_a_ pure learning viewpoint as well. Many stu-
dents enrolled in the twitting program hove,difficulty in verb-
alizing their feelings and ideas. in many cases, failure to com-
prehend abstract passages stems from difficulty in associating
ideas and' verbalizing, them. Whether the difficulty is due to
intellectual factors, personality, or faulty habits; disctission
techniques may facilitate the development pf this skill.

H time and facilities for counseling are limited, group dis-
cussion techniques are of even greater importance. Time-spent
in discussion actually will help the reading specialist to achieve
the desired outcomes.
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Helping the Able Reader Is Not
"Teaching Reading"

ESTHER J. McCONIHE

Western' Reserve University

The Reason for Reading Training c

4,1

A current trend in industrial psychology plus the ever=
increasing flood of printed material has had a: marked influ-
ence on the teaching of reading. The trend in question is the
emphasis on the development of executive talent and It has
resulted in a rash of courses, institutes, seminars, andconfer-
ences all designed to increase the effectiveness of management
personnel in industry. It is inevitable that this emphasis should
turn to the improvement of a skill which is basic to much of a
supervisor's success on the jobreading. Reporting at this
conference last year, Dale Bryantl affirmed this. He found
that of 165 replies to a questionnaire, 40% either had or
planned some kind of reading training for their personnel;
and that 32% of the total were interested. This indicatel) that
72% of his sample either had a program, planned one, or were
interested in offering one.

-The marriage of executive development and 'reading train-
ing 4 inevitable frcim proximity alone,. if not from natural
affinity. At present the union is 4 fairly happy one. It is to
be hoped that the offspring :id the union will be reading skill

, for business and professional men and.women which is more
nearly in line with their Atpabilities than appears to be the
case now.oAnd another reduit ofihis happy unio cauld very
well be, for us who work in reading, a better unde tapding of
hoVit the able thinker really! reads: I for one would ety much
like to know why he has to be trained to read with\dispatch
and why ,he doesn't do this as naturally as he breathes. Also
how he derives meaning? What techniques are most Uskul to
him here ?, And how good his judgments really are When there 4!''
Is evidence that all too often the fabric of his general vocalift,, )

,.. /
lary has glaring holes in it? ;,e.

But suffice it to say that business, industry and even the .

professions are at present hot in pursuit of improved reading
and it is the process of improvement that is our immediate ,.

concern. How should we conduct this training? And whyj
should we do it that. way? I make bold to offer the following
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as one "trainer's" answer to these questions and invite you
other "trainers" to contribute your answers so that we may,
by pooling our ideas, better fulfill the need. In our program
we have developed a four-to-six, session course based on em-
phasis and have not found much difference in the results, be-
tween that short a period and our previous 10 to 14 seseion
courses. In -each case the improvement lit, rate varies from
about -90 to 130 per cent with-out loss in comprehension. A
report of one of these -programs is available*.

The Method and the Rationale
The hypothesis from which I believe reading. training foe

industry should operate is that greater eflectiveness in read-
ing is primarily the result of a change of a titu o ward read
ing. A corrollary of this hypothesis is that although attitude
may be a ,function of the psychology of the reader, it is also a _

learned response, Now learning, as We, know, can be achieved
by extinguishing undesirable responses by rewarding new,
more effective ones. The method by which we would improve
the executive's reading- is to convince him that reading is a
thinking process mediated by the use of words. To read he
must think. To read well he must think clearly. In order to
read well he needs the same tools he uses whenever he thinks,
namely, words, language skills, reasoning. (Though I am
aware we have reason to believe that thinking may occur with-
out the use of words, for practical purposes and in a majority
of instances, we think in words.)

Now most of the readers' in this group, i.e., the industrial,
business and professional, have the, use of all these skills to a
high. degree. Adults who have achieved a more or less high
level of professional or business success have had to use judg-'
ment, intelligence, and good reasoning ability. They have usu-
ally demonstrated more rather than less efficiency on the job
from which fact we may reasonably infer the preceding three
characteristics.

The' next step, therefore, seems obvious.- Since the reader
has the skills necessary, all he needs, is to,be shown how to put,
these skills to use in a process that he has been misunderstand-
ing for most of his years. He does not really need to be shown
how to read. He needs only tobe convinced that he has not been
treating reading as the reasoning which it is. When he under-
kends what he's really doing, he will, ergo, convert his efforts
into more appropriate channels. It's as simple ( ?) as that!
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And so we center our attention on changing his attitude.
But this alone will not make him al effective reader. The new
attitude must be set to work. To implement an effective change
he must extinguish the undesirable responses and replace them
with newo desirable Ones. This is the second phaseid the train-
ing, reinforcing the changed attitude by introducing him to
techniques which will be rewarding. Now may I be somewhat
detailed and specific.

Characteristics of the Ineffective, Though Able, Adult. Reader

When one of this group of readers comes in for training,
we find he usually has three characteristics which set him
apart from his more effective peers. One, he bas often a
meticulous, word-by-word approach to reading; two, he is
overly cautious and, threg he has undue reverence for the
printed word.

The first of these, word-by-word approach, that most prim-
itive form of reading since it often, amounts to ,mere name-
calling in its most virulent \form, keeps him from reading any
faster than he Would if, he were reading aloud. He doesntt
seem to realize this and his usual answer when faced with
the inefficiency is, "But I can't see more than one word at a
time!" Of course, we know how we handle that one! The same
war you do! /

The overly cautious attitude acts to keep him tiedIo mere
plodding through the endless desert of words which is his let.
He fears to slight any one particle of print lest he "miss some-
thing." "feels guilty if he doesn't heed each word in turn."
He "thinks it's unfair to the author" not to 'hang on every
word. And so he net only reads every word but he also re-
gresses to be doubly sure he hasn't made any mistakes in
Comprehension. If he's as honest as one of my former students,

eventualy admits, "I read so slow I bore myself !" Usually,
by that time he is ready to do something about his probleth.

His third charateristic, undue reverence, must be another
of those hang -ovens from some authoritarian influence in his.
past. Professionals working,with the problem of how to de-

rive' meaning from the printed page know that just beCause
a man is in print doesn't mean he has something to say. But
engineers, doctors, lawyers, business executives seem to be

unaware of this. At least they read as though they ,are, They
hang on each word, each sentence, each paragraph of all they
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ad as though it were filled with a profundity which can be
clerstood only by the most careful and laborious thinking.

he reason for this is not hard to find. Many of such readers
have spent much of their college study and, almost all of their
dult working life in pursuit of detail. Their reading has been

in science, math, law books, medical texts and its purpose has
Veen to gain more and more specific and detailed information.

Parenthetically, allow me to assert at this point, that this
approach even in the learning days was probably unduly me-
ticulous. Actually many medical and law. students are in-
efficient in their emphasis on verbose, some articles are writ-
ten for so wide a public that authors use repitition and
example ad nauseum. In failing to be aware of these conditions
the reader approaches all reading with reverent attention.

. The method is so discouraging in its results that they can in
self-defense read only what is barely essential for success on
the job.

As a Matter of fact I am convinced from my experience
with these readers, that only when they have advanced in
their fields of work to point where their need for general
reading is, forced upon theM, when, that is, it is no longer a
X latter of choice, only then do they at last become aware of

*`the ineffectiveness of the' atomistic approach. Promoted to
More advanced supervisory positions where peripheral .read-
.ing is mandatory, they can no longer avoid it But ,all.,theira,
previous learning defeats them. The word -by -word
the overly cautious attitude of "let's not miss a- thing;" the
undue reverence for all printed matter just because it is
printedall of these spell defeat to the man 01. the advanced
management group. And so he calls for

The Techniques That Aid Change of Attitude
The first step toward improving reading for this group is,

as I have'taia, a change of attitude. This presents no problem
in 49 out of 50 cases. A single two-hour demonstration is
usually sufficient. Often no convincing is necessary. Some
readers have realized it before t they come for training but
have been unable to effect the change on their own. The one
in 50 who is too insecure, or fearful, or compulsive to permit
himself this break with habit requires more intensive instruc-
tions and often a revised 'approach because he must be re-
Oriented in more than just his approach to reading.
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It is,jn substituting the new responses for old that train-
ing is necessary. 'The. method as we use it consists of Ogee
parts. These are not, necessarily independent nor can they be
taught in isolation, but as I surveyed the sum total of the
techniques, it seemed to me they cluster around three main
areas, the first of which is purpose. Look at any good reading
improvement workbook, Gilbert's Pnior and Speed in Read-
ings; Glock's Improvement of 'College Readings, Spache's The
Art of Efficient Readine, to name only three, and you will
find this approach always up near the front in the improve-
ment 'prqgram. It is not new (In fact nothing about this
training is now except the emphasis.) To this type of reader,
hoWever, .ikis new. He has too often not given his purpose a
thought, with the result that he arrives at the end of, his
reading toWlito with too little.Xe hasn't known, consciously,
why he is reading, hence what he is reading registers only
through his own interests an4 prejudices or through the
writer's' ingenuity and cleverness of presentation. He must
be taught to orient to his reading whether it's a poliey letter,
a trade journal like Printer's Ink or a text in human relations
like one of Peter Drucker's.

He then .bas a target to shoot at, a goal to reach and hey
is far more apt to use the necessarnanguage and reading
skills_ and come up with good corn rehension. Any variations
of theSQ3R method will serve. H re again almOst any sound
manual of study habits will offer suggestions, 1VOrgan's How
To Study, for example°. Ilike to say "Orient, Siirvey, Ques-
tion " To do this, the readerls forced to attend, hence he be-
gins)to be aware that it was often inattention that caused his
poor comprehensiokayteawlexity of thought in the material.
He 'attends, he then surveys. At Ads point he may need to be
shown several things. He may not knoW how to skim, which,
of course, he must do to survey. Hp may have ,ignored the ,
organizational Ottern of the writing. He may not, be aware
of the helpfulness of transitional Wards. .

Frequently he has done considerable writing himself, some-
times fdr publication, and needs only to have it demonstrated

' to hiin that the language skills of paragraphing, punctuation,
coherence, et cetera are all signposts for, deriving' meaning.
Adequate skimming Skill, the use of typographical aids Pliis .

. the language skills are the important tools used by purpose-
readers.

s
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The second area of emphasis is to develop Positive ap-
proach to reading. Too many of these Alow,,abie readers are
too passive, even negative in reading. Sane are not very
verbal thernselvei and mistrust verbosity in others. The need
here is to learn to read for ideas. A single sentence with all
the 'key words deleted easily demonstrates the point. Triggs')
used this devise years ago it Improve Your Reading. Follow
this with training in selecting key- wordsinsgentences, then. in
paragraphs. Then train for key ideas In the eomplete article.

, Het& again he needs the ability to skim, to" the
-au or's organization by letting the transitional words tip him
off q meaning. If the reader has' some of thee' devices, at his

wand --and he,usdally has whether he lige theta or not----
e very soon becomes more. positive and aggressive. Fortu-

nately for the reading coach, these readers are highly moti-
vated and they have ready at hand plenty of practice material.
One or two successful experiences with attention to pre-
selected ideas, pre-selected by themselVes"that is, and the race
is won.

They have demonstrated to themselves that it can be done;
they have long since,felt the teed for doing it; the combina-
tion is excellent reward for the new response. Learning results.

As you who work in reading are ,aware, the purposeful,
positive reader must also be 'a flexible reader and flexibility
is the third area- /of, emphasis. This is a somewhat skelked.
emphasis for industrial readers when the training is confined
to as short a period as six weeks., But if the-hypothesis under-
lying the approach is to be tested it is necessary that we em-
phasize only giyen required skills. In the case of flexibility
this means the reader must be Able to shift from meticulous,
slow, detailed readiri the moderate and rapid rates
to very rapid skimming. Usually he has some of thiS range.
Occasionally he has only the very slow. And again we get one
who has had to survey 'so much that he, has only the very
rapid.--T-he trainer's task is to help him develop all the rates
and to become adePt at shiffine4o quote 'McDonald') :

"One of the most important characteristics of he good.
reader is flexibility. He changes reading speed and ap-
proach to suit hii purpose for reading. He varies his-rate

4 and method'of reading to accomodate differences in style of
writing, level of difficulty in content, and amount and
quality of his background knoiledge of -the subject. This
ability to thangeope's reading ratei'to vary the thorough:
ness and fullness otsoinprchension achieved by reading, and
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to Alter the character of one's reading approach, is thirbasis

upon which depend the ability to road selectiyely and criti-

cally, to evaluate and judge what has been read."

It is fairly easy to 'teach when short selections are used

and the shift needed is from selection to selection but this is

a restricted use of the technique. These readers need to shift

within selections. The supervisor yeading an announcement

of procedural Changes needs to be able to read the introduc-

tOry paragraph rapidly, read moderately for over-all recom-

Mendations and perhaps sloW down to quite a slow rate when

the procedure impingis upon his own operation. This is

frequently a brand new idea to him. It is a difficult skill to

teach.
It is even a difficult one to measure. Fortunately. two

people hais concerned themselves with its measurement to

4 the extent of developing tests. 'McDonald's Inventory5 was

reported at this conference last year, and is, I believe, about

to be published. Dr. Spache has included .his in the new; work-

book for use in industry. These measures are a definite aid

in diagnosis and evaluation. Their use will help.to call atten-

tion to the development of-the'skill.

To develop this skill the reader does best' by reading long

selections under pressure. If he does this enough so that he

unconsciously uses a positive, purposeful approach, he must

of necessity develop flexibility, Analysis of material read

with a discussion of how it would best be done is helpfyl

in encouraging shifting of speed. This skill, like the improve-

ment in eyemovements, is probably only successfully achieved

by emphasizing the central processes in reading rather-than

the peripheral ones.
.

Summary

The approach I am suggesting for those who work with

industrial, business and professional readers is that of chang-

ing the attitude from a halting, insecure approach with ,ten-

dencies to 'treat isolated words as sources .of meaning to a

confident, aggressive attack on written material as a medium

through which the writer is presenting ideas to the reader.

To understand the ideas the reader must orient to the mate-

rial and fnust be aware of his purpose, of the organization,

the writer`fi thinking. He must use good mechanics, make the .

most of his language skills and shift speed to suit purpose.

In brief, he is helped to change from a cautious, passive in-

.
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flexible reader of w s to a purporieful,aggressive, flexible
ender ot ideas. It is the sk of the r S eh to aid him in this
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Effective Use of Textbooks hs, the
Reading Program

HOMER L J. CARTER

%stern Michigan University'

A study of the literature dealing with the improyernent

of reading at the college leyel shows two major approaches

to the problem. A few institutions of higher learning are

concerned with a clinical attack upon the problem. An attempt

is made to isolate, in individual cases, the casual factors and

then eliminate or alleviate the primary, secondary, or predis-

posing conditions held responsible for the difficulty. Such

disciplineelts psychology, physiology, medicine, and education

are drawn, upon to make their contribution. A second major

approach Which is employed by a greater number of colleges

and universities is developmental in nature. There are three

manifestations of this peint of view found in the literature.

In using this approach, some instructors set up certain reading

skills as theirmajor objectives and then provide opportunities

for drill. These skills, although having intrinsic values, are

frequently not appreciated by the student as being 'essential

to his immediate purpose. For example, he is given words to

add to his vocabulary and ,selections to be read, and in many

instances the importance of reading rate is stressed. The

resporqbility of the teacher is reduced and his work is fa-

xilitated. This may account for the popularity of this skill drill

type of program. Other instructors, in using a developmental

program, may resort almost entirely to the use ormechanized

equipment. Attempts are made to develop adequate visual

skills. An emphasis is placed upon shorter periods of fixation,

longer spans of recognition, and the reduction of the number

of regressive eye movements. This approach, like all others,

has its 'advantages and limitations. Still another form of the

developmental approach to the improvement of reading

achievement is the work-study technique. The student is

shown how to improve his reading skills as he does his regular

academic work. He is taught how to think and to use his text-

books effectively', how to read in various subject matter fields,

to read critically and for problem solving. These skills,

as tert has pointed out, are both contribtiting and con-

comitan t aspects of reading in the learning process. In using

this approach, the mature student can see for himself the re-

lationship between his ability to read and success in his
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academic field. Like all approaches to the problem of reading
. improvement, this technique also has its advantages and dis-

advantages.

..It. becomes obvious to the teacher of reading at the college
level that all these approaches and .points of view are merely
tools which should be selected to accomplish specific goals and
always in consideration of the immediate needs of the student.

Reading Needs of College Students

In a study now in progress at Western Michigan Univer-
sity, 61 per cent of 1,029 students .completing their freshman
year in college reported that their high school teachers had
provided no opportunity to improve their reading skills. 68
per cent reported that they had never been taught how to read
a chapter effectively, and 70 per cent indicated that they had
not been taught to concentrate upon a reading activity. 64 per
cent had not been shown how to develop an awareness of
problems, and 70 per cent had not been taught how to critically
evaluate a writer's bias and use of preconceived ideas. In
summarizing their reading needs, 82 per cent of these 1,029
'students pointed out that 'a high school course in the improve-
ment of reading would have been beneficial to them. The
teacher of developmental reading at the college level can deter-
mine more directly the reading needs of his students by means
of standardized tests, informal inventories, observations, and
by a study of the student's academic history. All of these
means are important and in some cases their use is essential
to an understanding of the individual. Their application, how-
ever, is time-consuming and many instructors become lost in
a mass of resulting.defail. In view of existing conditions, is it
not reasonable to ask what are the reading needs of college
students in generiil? What is the consensus of investigators
in the field?

After eight years of careful study of the reading skills
essential to successful college adjustment, the reading staff
of De. Paul, University and the University Testing Service*
have concluded that "reading skills required for academic
success in college should be 9perationally defined as thinking
skills rather. than as comprehension." These investigators
paint out that to read adequately in college the student must
share with the author in his experience of generalizing af-
firmatively, negatively, adversatively, hypothetically, and
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consequentially. Ha liter and Douglass point out thatil!the con-

. trolled and experimental reading improvement programs, over
an eight-year period, that have correlated significantly with
college semester, grade averages are not those with emphases

. on apeediAining, visual span incrase, phonics, or even vocab- '
ulary, but those with formats directed to acquaintance with

. the major discernible patterns of organiting and developing
thinking in each field of colecentration." Briefly summarized,
these investigators recommend that college students be taught
to think and to make effective use of the textbooks in the
various subject matter fields. Paukit of Cornell University in
sit Seent article substantiates this of view when he con-
chid Os his discussion of skills needed in college reading by
sayiniOtWe must teach basic reading skills in terms of the
atudeneettubjects."

Program at Western Michigan University

In the fall of 1944 the staff of the Psycho-Educational
Clinic established a reading laboratory fins- college students
who were failing to make satisfactory academic progress. In, .

the early stages of this work the emphasis was chiefly clinical
in nature. As the number of students increased, a develop-

. mental approach to the problem became mandatory. Students'
asked, "How can we improve -our reading as we do our regu-
larelass work?" "Can you show us how to read more effec,
tively our college textbooks and library references?" Many
of these students asking for help had percentiles in reading
on the Ohio State Psychological Examination ranging from
60-90. In attempting to Meet'this need of a thorough-going
instructional 'program in reading, consideration was given
to aims, materials, and procedures.

Aims

Inscianging from a clinical to ajevelopmental approach,
it was assumed that reading instruction should be related to
actual classroom situations so that the student would have an
opportunity to apply instructional suggestions as he does his
daily preparation. In brief, the student phould be taught to
identify ideas, 'to interpret ideas, and to evaluate ideas. Any
intelligent student can identify facts and concepts, for this

skill has been emphasized throughout his early training. In-
terpretation, the second higher skill, is more dependent upon
the reader's background and experience,' for in order to in-
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terprot and understand, mental content resulting from ex-
perience and background is essential. This level is difficult
to attain. The third level is even more difficult for it is not
only necessary 'for one to identify facts and to understand
facts but also to possess the judgment based upon mental
content which will permit the acceptance or rejection °fleets.
The student must not only possess a skill but he nluat 'know
when and how to apply it. Some specific objectives, .a.et iforth
by the staff of the Psycho-Educational Clinic, are: X

1. To improve the student's ability to use the dif-
erent parts of his books and to see the. mannerin
which materials are organized

2. To develop skill in reading a chapter effectively
and well, using both textbook and non-textbook
material

3. To develop skill in associating facts obtained from
a textbook with f cts already knowri

4. To learn how toy concentrate upon a reading ac-
tivity

5. Whievelop skills in the use of the dictionary
a

6. To increase reading vocabulary and to develop
skill in, word recognition by making use of con-
textual clues

7. To develc., skill in interpreting a short poem by
utilizing choice of words, diction, organization,
form, and to)e .

8. To develop'slytll in reading the newspaper effec-
tively so as tai 'Arnica use of "leads," "catch all," and
main body-of story

1

To avelop ability and skill in problem solving,
especially in such areas as mathematics, chemistry,
or physics

.

10. To develop skill in the use of the card catalogue and
the Reader's Guide so that source materials for
reference reading and term paper may be located

11. To develop skill in applying what is read to the so-
lution of one's personal problems
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12. To develop am in adjusting rate of reading to the
purpose and nature of, materials

18; To develop skill in speaking and writing, listening
and reading, all aspects of communication, and

14. To develop ability to do critical reading in several
content fields

Materials

The primary source of materials used in the Reading
Laboratory at Western Michigan University is the textbook
of the student Each individual makes use of one or more of

. his textbooks during a part of the class period or as he reads
and prepares for his classes in the different subject matter
fields. As a means of assisting him in this undertaking, he
titles Effective:Reading for College Studente.2 This book em-
phasizes the following basic principles of reading improve-
ment at the adult level: The student must understand that he
Can improve his reading skills and that the responsibility for
-doing so rests with him. He should learn by means of stand-
ardized tests or, if necessary, from informal inventories how
well he reacts and after an appraisal of this reading require-

ents he should select for himself the specific skills he needs

tl achieve. Eackindividual should be given an opportunity to
a fain these skills at his own rate and in Accordance with his

own plan while he does his regular academic work. Instruc-
ional materials should be simple, direct, and specific and
should be applied in meeting one's daily reading requirements.
The student should understand how physical, psychological,
and environmental factors may have lowered his reading
performance and how these injurious factors may be modi-
fied. The student should evaluate his reading skills both at
the beginning and at the end of the laboratory or' training
period. These criteria of a developmental reading program
suggest not only what materials are presented but indicate

how and in *hat order they are utilized. Furthermore, apart
of each class period is spent in using the dontrolled Reader
and 'taking the tests based upon the filmstrips. In addition to

these sources of materialst dictionaries and other references
are made -available to the student. Equivalent forms of the
IoWa Silent Reading Tests are administered at the. time. of
the initial' arid final evaluation of the student's reading per-
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Procedure
Students who enter the Reading Laboratory do so because

of their own initiative'or as the result of counseling. No one
is compelled, to enroll. Each section is limited to thirty-six
students and meets for one hour two times each week. No
credit is granted. A report, however, of each student's achieve-
ment is filed with the Director of the Counseling Bureau and
with the registrar. During. each class period time is spent
for lecture, demonstration, and laboratory activities. At the
first meeting, members of each group discuss why they should,
improve their reading, how successful others have been, and
what they will be expected to do during the eighteen weeks
of the semester. The use of Effective Reading for College
Students is discussed and chapter one, Value of. Effective
Reading, is assigned. Students are expected to complete the
Guided Activities at the end of the chapter. These activities
are functional in nature. Specific selections to be used as exer-
cises are rarely presented. Instead the student is given guid-
ance in applying a new skill to any material he wishes to read.
Thus, these Guided Activities are in keeping with the general
policy of providing functional practice. During the next two
meetings of the class, Form Am of the Iowa Silent Reading
Test is administered and .the activities centered around the

t' Controlled Reader are explained. During the fourth meeting
the results of the Iowa Silent Reading Test are summarized
and the student is shown how to interpret his profile sheet.
Class discussion is encouraged at this time. Chapter two in
Effective Reading for College. Students is introduced and the
students are expected to complete the Guided Activities and
to list the reading skills which they believe to be essential to
their academic success. Their inferences are to be based upon
their performance on the Iowa Silent Reading Test and the
Informal Inventory found in their reading text. At the fifth
meeting of the class the students are shown how to plan the
task ahead. By this time the student has discovered how well
he reads and the reading skills he does and does not possess.
From class lectureS and Effective Reading. for College Stu,.
dents he has discovered some physical, psychological, and
environmental factors which may have affected his reading
performance.. Logically, his first question is.: What can I do
about it? Ilis reading text provides practical answers which

. have been emphasized in class lectures. During these instruc-
tions each individual hail been treated as an adult and has
been given an opportunity to apply the content of the Course
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to his own work. Many utilize the various reading procedures

in their class preparation of history and English, while others

use their textbooks in biology and chemistry. In working with
college students, it is not unusual to find reading ability ra g-

ing from the sixth grade to the, thirteenth grade, inclus*
t

e.

Adjustment of materials to the reading levels of the stunts
is essential and frequently becolnea a real problem for the -.

instructor, No attempt, however,. has been made, similar to
that reported by Kruglak4 at Minnesota, to read aloud to

students and interpret their textbooks to them. Four to six
class periods are spent in the development of such topics as

chapter reading, vocabulary building, learning to concentrate,
finding and organizing information, reading to solve prob- \
lems, and critical reading. The student is given an opportunity ',"
to apply and practice what he learns both during the labora-
tory period and as he prepares for his college. classes. It is /
possible for him to learn to read as he reads to learn. Lork0 /

has given support to this point of view when he states, "Read-

ing in action for thinking and learning can be achieved by
striving for independent and extensive utilization of the
world's resources of print." In ,order to facilitate this applica-

tion to the use of textbooks, conferences are held with groups

of Students having similar problems. In some cases individual-

ized instruction is necessary and is provided by graduate,

students under the direction of the staff of the Psycho-Edu-

cational Clinic. At the end of the semester, Form Bm of the
Iowa Silent Reading Test is administered. Changes between

initial an d.final st scores are interpreted 'and discussed.

Evaluation of Program

Any attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of a reading

program must take into consideration not only changes on
initial and final test scores in reading but changes in academic

,achievement as -well. This is especially true of any reading

pegram attempting to teach students to use effectively their

textbooks- as a means of increasing scholars,hip as well as

reading proficiency. In evaluating the reading program at

Western Michigan University, McGinnis/ fOun_d_ that students

who enrolled in the Reading Laboratory not only made a
marked and statistically significant gain in reading as
measured by an objective test but also made statistically sig-

nificant higher point hour ratios than an equivalent group of

students who did not complete the work of the laboratory. In
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consideration of the facts presented in her 'study, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the materials and procedures employed
in the Reading Laboratory are of value in improving not only
the reading ability of college students but their point hour
ratios as well. This, in part, may be due to the nature of the
materials presented for the content has been directed pri-
marily to the accomplishment of academic attainment and not
merely to an increase in certain specific reading skills. It is
reasonable to assume that mechanical devices and techniqued
used to facilitate adequate e'e Movement are useful adjuncts
to the development of reading(and study skills but that they
cannot be regarded as sine qw. non. Motivation is a factor to
be considered in therl*erpretation of data presented in this
study for each student entered the laboratory voluntarily and
not as a Tequirement In interpreting data resulting from this
evaluation consideration should be given to the possibility
that some gain in achievement may he due to the fact that
students in the Reading Laboratory haVe been singled out
and given individual attention and that some students show
gain in reading skill without any instruction-or guidance.

Some Inferences ResultingAirom. An

Overview of the Problem

in this presentation, an attempt has been made to set
forth a developmental approach to the teaching of reading
at the college level which emphasizes \the use of the student%
textbooks as lie does his academic work.' This approach has
been used at Western Michigan University since 1944 and at
De Paul -University since 1950. After one has applied with
variations this attack upon the problem for fourteen years,
some inferences can be made with a degree of impunity. Five
postulates follow.

1.. It is reasonable to assume that those interested in
the improvement of reading skills at the college level
would be.primarily concerned with-the application
or transfer of these skills to successful academic
achievement

2. It is becoming apparent that if this transfer is to
take place, training in work-study or thinking skills
must be directly applied in the respective content
areas in which the student is working.
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8. If this is done successfully, there must be full co-
operation and understanding between the reading
staff and the various schools, departments, and sub-
ject matter areal:In other words, work'study skills
should not be taught in a vacuum.

4. The work-studY approach should be made available
to-those Students Vilehave been regarded as good
or even superior readera for many of these young
people are able only to identify ideas. They exper-
ience difficulty in interpretation, evaluation, and
application. They have not learned to think and use
effectively their college textbooks. ;

5. The work-study approach to reading needs careful
study, further development, and continued evalua-

,e tion. In accomplishing this end, groups of indivir
duals should cooperate.and pool their findings.
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Clay-Idols in the -Reading Business

DONALD E. M. SMITH.

University of Michigan

Depite what some psychologists say, man is by nature
afraid.of the dark. Motivated by his overactive adrenals, he
fills the night with enemies, with murderers, thieves, and
lit creatures from outer space. Even more frightening than
t e nig imme e void of his ignorance, the darkness
under his intellectual b d..

One's only defense ainst the terrifying powers of dark-
ness is a god, an all powerful being who can protect one from
the evil out there. And, what if it is made only of clay; that
is simply a representation of the true being, put together for
purposes of worship.

`Unfortunately, such idols are maintained long beyond
their useful lifemaintained to a pftint where they begin to
dominate their makers. Their dicta prevent an open-minded
investigation of the dark places. And when an occasional
iconoclast shines his feeble light ahead, discerning the vague
outlines of new knowledge, the high priests of the idol warn
the faithful against the lies and half-truths of. the sceptic.
After all, anyone who would question the wisdom of the
people's god must be an enemy of the people. As a result, the
people's appraisal of new knowledge is distorted by their own
half-closed minds.

The purpose of this paper Is to expose what cpppear to me
to be clay idols, the existence of which acts as a powerful
deterrent to the progress of our profession.

Diagnosis
The first of these concerns diagnosis of reading problems.

A diagnosis usually begins with the determination of symp-
toms. A reading diagnosis begins with an evaluation of the
present status of a client, that is, his symptoms: what is his
rate. of reading? his comprehension? his recognition vocabu-
lary'! his word attack skill? The next diagnostic step is to
account foi the symptoms. What causes his slow rate, inade-
quate comprehension, etc? Most "reading diagnoses" consist
only of the first stepan appraisal of status. Seldom does
the' clinician take the next step, determination of the cause.
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When he does, he most often thinks of causation in an
historical sense. E.g.-, "He probably received poor teaching,'-'
or "His parents are probably at fault: too much pressure."
Such a 'view ef Causation would be ac:cepthble if removal of
the cause cured, the symptoms. Neither removal of the teacher
nor the parent is likely to cure the symptoms. But to put the
Ain another way, diagnosis does not mean placing the blame.
Furthermore, even if it were salutary to fix blame, there is
seldom any clear evidence ;that /parents or teaches are at
fault. This kind of psuedo-diagnosis is pure_ supposition. Par-
ents of godd readers (as well as those of poor readers) place
-a good deal of pressure on their children to succeed and they
credit the ensuing success to such pressure. With reference
to tearing, a child may receive the selfsame instruction at
ago ni le and at age twelve. He did not profit from it at nine.
He profits' from it at twelve. Therefore, we assume that lie
did not receive instruction at age nine. And seldom do we
check on the truth of that assumption. f'.

' Then- what' are causes? How about low intelligence? How
about brain-damage ? The co forting thing about such
''causes" is that having invoked hen:, >our responsibility is at
an end. After all, what can be done about therh. We aren't
expected to raise intelligence arc we? And everybody knows
that damaged brain tissue 'cannoli be restored. '

But the very fact, that we are beginning to feel comfortable
.

-should make us wary. The propensity for. inducing eainfort- ''

able feelings is the hallmark of the clay idol. What does the"'
evidence really say about intelligence and reading skill?

"-viRead the evidence as Bliesmer did a few years back for
his report to 'this group.'The "classic" studies (19 'not bear ...

,

close scrutiny. I elligence becomes an important component
of reading ab' y only after independent reading has been
achieved, ro h,15; about the 5th grade leVel. But ottr reading
problems a those who fail to achieve that level. Furthermore,
the inference of causation is based upon evidence' showing that
some, perhaps even a sizeable proportion, of readers have

- low intelligence., If we follow that line of reasoning, we must
infer also that high intelligence causes reading disability ;
after all, some, even it sizeable proportion of poor readers
have unusually high intelligence.

,

The same kind of counter - argument, can be made for "brain
damage" as a cause of reading disability. "Damage" is in-
ferred from perceptual and motor behaviors, from a history,
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of encephalitis, cerebral palsy or epilepsy, or from electro-
encephalograms. The fact that readingAisability may be co-
incident with such symptoms proves nothing. As a matter of

!Mfact, evidence is accumulating that ai children, hyperactive,
- distractible, presenting serious problems of control; behave
normally and and read normally within 24 hours after being
treated as' though the 'cause were metabolic disorder. But
then, everybody knows that damaged brain issue'cannet be
restored.

The first clay idol is, then, the dead-end diagno is. When
it is applied, nothing more need be done for the clie t.

Skills *.e

Let's next look at reading skills. How many times have
you heard the salesman say, wrhavmachine will increase both
perceptual speed and,ipan of recognition." I quote from two
birculari which crossed my desk last weelc, both extolling the

merits of tachistoscopic devices:
"The render increases his reading rate by broadening his
eye-span [the distance between his eyesfl, by shortening -
his eye pauses and by developing gi rhythmic movement of
eyes along the reading. lines. Broadening his eye pauses
[or eye-span?] "

The other:
0

"Broadens the spent of perceptiOn and recognitioninstead
of olio or two words the student perceives four or five
words at a time."

Obviously, adVertisinematerials don't need t6 make sense in
order to sell the product. They need only inspire faith. Per-
ceptual speed .is a function of familiarity with the configura-
tion (usually a word) and Of electro-chernica processes over
whiCh we have only,'a little control. Consider the effects of
tachistoscopic practice on digit recogbition. At the 'beginning
of training,, the typical adult subject recognizes a series of
about five-digits with brief presentation. After sift months
of training, he reports seven digits. But at the beginning of
training he can already report whole phrases and sentences
such as

fl Tlr boy ran home.
Once upon a time

Both have sixteen letters and spaces.



Such practice with digits will influence his familiarity
with particular digits and configurations of digits. It prob-
ably has no effect on absolute perceptual speed. Practice with
digits- is, however, a useful activity for small boys and others.
Who watch license plates.

Absolute perceptual speed can probably be. influeflce4 to
a small extent in a reading situation. First, an increase, in
musculdr tension increases perceptual speed, probably by
raising metabolism temporarily. And, secondly, anticipation
of what is coming seems to reduce recognition time, probably
by pre-sensitizing or alerting the neural counterparts of par-
ticular idens.

Pacing devices, when toed properly, provide conditions
which force the reader to exert muscular tension and to an-
ticipate. Under time pressure, the organism, bo it a rat in a
maze or a student, will find the fastest way to the goal.

But the fastest way for one may not be the fastest for an-
other. The use of films which force the reader to follow a
fixed, rhythmical method probably does as much damage as
good. Superior readeis, by and large, do not read rhythmi-
cally. They skim, skip two or three lines, regrebs and check,
regress and pause, skip a paragraph, regress two paragraphs,
etc. We have found two outstanding effects of film training:
first, introverted subjects are quickly conditioned to a rhyth-1
mical method 'which then controls themtheir new eye move-
ments Are inimical to comprehension ; and the second outstand-
ing effect: headaches.

The second clay idol is, then, the machine or, Tether, un-
informed acceptance or rejection of machines as training aids.

Comprehension

Next, let's consider the ,false god of coinprehension. It
must be a false god_since we give it so much'lip- selvice even
while we do nothing about it. Let's face it. We know that,

en we report a 5% increase in comprehension, what we
really mean is that 5% of our trainees improved a little in
comprehension. Our efforts- ha'e been to increase speed of
reading and speed has increased. We have not tried to increase

com pr epension, at least, directly, because we know that i
will not increasLwith current methods for the majority f
our` subjects. 1. 165



But why are , we sc apologetic abotit speed? Our students
know it,1 value; we know its value; and we can do something
about it.

It seems to me that the reason for our worship of the false
god of comprehension is the pressure put upon,usAby critics.#
We don't know why comprehension does not increase and,
therefore, when charged for ignoring it and working only
on speed, we put up half'tiearted argumentsandloint to
the 5%

, . 'Consider the following facts:

1. xcessively slo'w reader fails to understand be- ,

cruse the words come too slOwly to integrate, i.e.,to
. form ideas. Increased speed results in increased

cornprehen§ion for him.

2. 4,The anxious and .disorganized reader, i.e., the anx-
'lout extravert, does not understand because his

Ind is seldom in touch with the page.' Each idea ,
as a spring board into his person.pel dream

im, increased speed xesults in decreased
and subsequent Improved compre-

he

3. For the a ture person, t " tOry comprehension"
test is.not a e lid measure of c ehension: Most
of our trainees *stand the story a wolves,
foxes, bees or WI% er. The twenty quedtions
!Owing such a story a gather, a. measure. of re-
tention.

,

4. Paragraph comprehension, cart arly the ability
to report the main idea of a passe is what we
mean by comprehension. it will not be i roved by
using the usual ipaterial,--a series, of pare aphs
each followed byteour choices for a main idea.
Presently prepared, one choice is uspally too broad,,
one is too narrow, one is irrelevant and one is cor-
red_ After a few of these, the student no longer
.needs to look at the paragraph; Be simply reads the
choices, identifies the.broad and narrow, elithinates
the. irrelevant since it has nothing in corqmon with'

, the other three, and chooses the remaining answer.
Rather, comprehension will be improvedt, if "at
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all, by instructing the trainee in a concept- forma-
. tion procedure. Preliminary results with slow learn-

ere taught such a procedure look promising.
The third idol is, then, comprehension, raised as the one

le timate god by the critic, and before which we burn incense
w le our important work, increased effiCiency, is carried on
clandestinely.

Referral '
Let's turn last to the altar upon which we sacrifice our

unsuccessful students, our failures. The altar is the ante-
room of the specialist, usually a psychiatrist, opthalmologist
or optometrist. Our client doeS,not improve despite our ef-

forts; the best we can do is to suspect anxiety, difficulty with
fusion, alternating, vision or spme such anomaly,,

Like Pontius Pilate, we :wish our hands with great cere-
mony and considerable relief. We haVe done our. duty. We have
referred. Our hands are clean.

But let's falkq the client. What haptens next. The pp.
chlatrist examines the patient .4.!Ahrlzes,-,A--tragedy.liiiiirety
neurosia.. Parental-fife (if the parent
or rejection with reaction
parents are concerned
with-oral sadi
to. 1

*St ; over-solicitousness (if
bites) a character disorder

. The parent is abjured
'returned to school

iety neurosis.
e, he learns

comes a

ertones tibt,
le hardei anctill'estude

vit a new entry in his cumtl'iitiVe'Focot-
may be given therapy so that, after a

not bite people. ne sublimates hisirive an
dentist, e can, t through den school W out r

And there the tragedy. These 13 le,are sh fro
ialist to sp c` ist until they leave school. They sia need

iea instruct' ter' the suspected bloekin'tondition° is
remove if it is. A never learn whether our ricion

s right. Correct his give him psychotherapy; elinik.
natehis parents, or what yo . But then give furtlier
"lug instruction. YOU will find we have found. In many
o most cases they still do not leari

One never finds that -out, however, so as he worships
before the altar of the specialist. Once agai a great
comfort to be able .-to refer, a'good sign that w' acted

aiother idol, Referral-is justified oi only when we eon
regard the client aa our resporisibilit unless we pref eta

colytes,

g.
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And that is my message. The doad.end diagnosis, the
worship of s cialists, and other sacred cows are blocking
our pro Let's first be. honest - ith ourselVes. Let us be
proud of our successes. But then let us mit our failures since
today's failures are tomorrow's successe if we will accept
the challenge of our ignorance, of the darkn

'Don't tixpeit to find the answers to your quest s in books.
Yesterday's facts /tire today's errors. As Bacon put i "Knowl-
edge keeps like fish." Don't expect the specialist to kn the
answers to your problems either. He doesn't. The answers Ire
in the behaviors of your clients, waiting there for you to diS.
cover them. /

And you will discover them. Simply observe and question .
then, speculate and test. If r speculations ca across
the boundaries of other discip 'w them. Knowledge
is public domain. Only in the ag of the specialist was cross
discipline research verboten. But t t ors is past.

o lis now entered the age of t o generalist. The 15th
ce (mu) universal°, the universal an of the Renais-
sance, le for a rebirth in the 20th cen ry.

1.6'8
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Review of Recent Research On
College and Adult Reading

EMERY P. BLIESMER

University of Virginia

The great majority of reports or articles referred to in
this year's review represent the results of a rather thorough
search in the issues of the past twelve to fifteen months of
approximately forty-five different periodicals. Several reports

amlitiThff -not utiItia Inlast year's reviews have
also been included. A number of references pertinent to the
purpoSes of-this paper were also found in the last Yearbook

of this Conference° and in the published proceedings of the
last meeting of the International Reading Association." In
addition to reports of. actual research, a number of reports
'which appeared to have direct or indirect relationships to,

or implications for, college and non-college adult reading and
study programs, procedures, skills, and habits have been
included in this review. Treatment of the various reports or
articles has been organized. in terms of a small number of
rather broad headings.

Reading Programs ,

A considerable number of reports found in the literature
related to specific programs for improvement of reading or
study skills. Several prograeas were with business; govern-
ment employee, or non-college adult groups; but the great
majority'dealt with college groups. As in the past, the reported
proems continue to represent considerable variations in
types -of programs, procedures employed, evaluation instru-
ments used, length, anti the like. Use of standardtzed reading

'tests and/or statisticl analyses of gains were indicated in,
roughly, only half the reports. Only two evaluations of xe-

port programs utilized control groups.5°55

Bryant and. Patterson54 reported results of surveys of

programs with industrial groups; and Fulker presented an
analysis, based largely on a survey of the literature of approx-
imately the lait ten years, of trends in college and adult read-

ing improvement programs" and an analysis of trends in
reading', programs in governmental, agencies," the latter
based on several recent surveys of government- sponored pro-
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grams and a recent extensive su
and adult reading programs. Ind'
ses of responses obtained by B
tors, or the equivalent, inclu
mately two-thirds of the co
that over one-half of those
h starting programs ; tha
programs varied consider
improvement of speed'a
were quite successful i
sion was relatively
questionnaire to the
of which were rep
ference). Analyst
prison with the
certain empha
reading train'
cifie finding
ment, but
gating an
departm
survey
used

ey of literature on college
ations resulting from analy-

ant8 from 165 training direc-
d the following: that approxi-
allies had programs available;

ithout programs were interested
road objectives and purposes of

ly but seemed centered around the
d comprehension; and that programs
improving rate but that comprehen-

affected. Patterson sent a follow-up
32 respondents in a 1956 survey (results

rted in the Sixth Yearbook of this Con-
of the 103 responses obtainbd, and com-

956 survey results, indicated that, although
s shifts had occurred, a strong interest in

g was still in evidence. Among the more ape -
were a decrease in proportion of top manage- .
increase in non-supervisory, employees partici-

an increase in companies' use of their own training
t personnel to conduct reading programs. In both

the tachistoscope was found to be the most frequently
ece of equipment.

AMong the several reports of specific programs with in-
dustrial groups was one by Jones." ,A, different method of
training was used with each of three groups of induitrial
executives. One group was trained with the aid of several
types of both group and individual type of traini g equip-
ment, a second group with only group type trainin equip-
ment, and a third group Without aid of any co ercial
equipment. Significant gains in rate, comprehension,, and
"reading index" scores were found. Significant differences
in gains 'between each experimental group and a control group
were found; but no significant differences were found among
the experimental groups, Thus, no one of the experimental
methods was shown to be most beneficial. Retesting results
obtained eight months after the end of the program indicated /
retention of benefits gained by each of the three methods. (
McConihe43.44 reported 4 rather novel and seemingly promis-
ing approach to training of industrial groups. During'a ten-
weeks program with an industrial management group of 56
people, only four group meetings were held (for a total of
approkimately 8 hours of group meeting time). At the end
of the program, man reading rate had increased 92 per cent
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and mean' coniprehension had increased from 62 per cent
to 73 per cent. McConihe interpreted recheck data obtained for
22 of the original 56.partitipanta one year after completion
of the initial program as indicating retention, on the average,
of training period gains. Weed" reported a. 69 per cent gain
in rate and a 10i* cent loss in comprehension for a group
of Temco Aircraft Corporation employees. (Before scores
were based on the. first "applied /ruling selection" read by
participants; after scores on the last three "applied reading
selections".) Six months after training was completed, the
mean rate score was found to be only 87 per cent greater than
at the start of,the program; bUt 14 per cent increase in mean
comprehension scores was found. (These latter scores were
based on three selections from SRA Better Reading Book 2.)

Among conclusions or observations made by Williams"
as a result of a summer of intensive study of reading habits,
needs, and skills of business men were the following: that
business men are primarily concerned with improving other
than their professional reading; that reading ability of the
therage executive is' underestimated because of tendencies to
view ability primarily in terms of speed and that courses need
to be more challenging to minds and abilities of students; that
when business men give inability to concentrate as a cause of
their slow reading, this should actually be tbe other way
round; that dissatisfaction with the course often .results
because of "false expectations or unfortunate misconceptions"
prompted largely by claims of great rate increase presented
in "ill-informed articles in the -press."80.8 Williams also found
that test scores of seven out of eight men retested six months
after completion of a reading course had improved over their
final test scores in the course.

A considerable number of reports dealing with college
reading and study skill programs was found in the literature.
The concern of a number of these, however, was not primarily
with presentation of gdins or increases in test scores ob-
tained. Increases in several programs were reported in terms
of general, or total, reading test scores ;11.40.0.02 but signifi-
cance of increases was not indicated in one report." Gains in
loth rate and comprehension were reported for two pro-

? ;22,45 significant rate, but not comprehension, gains
were indicated in five reports:10.2°48mm Measurement of vo-
cabulary skills was indicated for only three programs, re-
ported significant increases being obtained tW045'72 btit not
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in the third." Significant gains in rate and in "rate of com-
prehension," were also reported for one program." Subjective
.reactions of participants in the several programs in which
such were obtained tended to be favorable.u"" (Such
reactions obtained in industrial programs were treated pre-

, viously). Permanence of gains was indicated in three reports
ley recheck results obtained ten weeks after completion of one
program" and six months later in two others 10.4°

Other, or additional, methods of evaluating progress of
program participants were also employed in some programs.
When Dumler'° compared accelerator settings of subjects in
his study with their test results, he found "considerable dis-
crepancy" in favor of the accelerator settings. An increase
in class grade index, as compared with those of similar pre-
-Viola classes taught by the same instructor, and observations
made as a result of daily informal analyses were interpreted
as indications of comprehension gains by one pair of investi-
gators." . 6

Several attempts to provide some type of help to students
deficient in reading and study skills before they entered Col:)
lege were reported.H45 " Centi" and McConihe45 described
programs sponsored by Fordham University and Western
Reserve University, respectively. Only 18 of the 60 hours, in
the four-weeks program reported by Centi were devoted to
reading improvement and 6 hours to study skills improve-
ment. Both Centi and McConihe reported significant gain's
in test scores. In a plan described by Sinclair," all interested
high school students in the area of a small, state-supported,
liberal arts college were administered an English Placement
Test in December. English staff members then visited the
schools involved, discussed the nxure and extent of defi-
ciencies revealed by test results and remedial procedures, after
which the schools offered special classes to aid the students
in overcoming weaknesses. The fact that a number of students
scored sufficiently high on another administration of the
placement test, at the end of their special courses, to permit
them to go directly into regular freshmen English classes was
interpreted as evidencd of the effectiveness of the plan.

Materials used in a developnfental reading program car-
ried on in a European History class at St. Francis College"
were 24 selections, ranging from 950 .to 2250 words each,
chosen from the text for the course. Multipte choice tests were
prepared for each selection; and students read a selection and
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were tested at the beginning of each 24 class periods. Com-
prehension test items were later used "for training in critical
thinking." A gain of 194 per cent in rate and a 28 per cent
comprehension 'gain were reported. In a reading ,program
reported by Schwartz," 74 U. S. School of Medicine students
were tested with technical reading material, as well as with
reading tests, at the beginning and at the end, of the reading
course in which only non-technical material had been used. An
average of 104 per cent improvement in rate was found with
an apparently negligible decrement in comprehension accom-
panying the rate increase, Differentiated instruction at each
bf three levels (based on Cooperative Reading Comprehen-
Ilion Test scores) was offered in an all-freshmen, one-semester
piogram at Morgan State College." Studelts Who scored
below the-median for-grade-thirteen-on_a_pretestflolua Silent
Reading Testa) but who scored at or above the median on
another form of the test by mid-semester were allowed to dis-
continue the course with credit at mid-term. Only 15 of 443
enrollees scored above the median on the pretest; by mid-term,
104 had reached or exceeded the media* Data reported for
this program by Lee are somewhat confusing and difficult
to interpret because some of the participants entered the pro-
gram after pretests had been administered, a considerable
number of students who reached the fiftieth percentile on the
mid-term test dropped out' of the course, both mid-term and
end-of-course test data were apparently combined in the com-
parisons of the end results, and different tests were used for
initial assignment levels and for evaluations of results.
(Apparently, percentile ranks of students on the Cooperative
Test were higher than were those on the Iowa Test.) Gains

A

were reported for all groups, with median percentiles of stu-
dents in the "high" and "intermedinte" level groups approach-
ing or exceeding the fiftieth percentile (Iowa Tests) by the
end of the course. The "low" level group reached a median
percentile of only 24 by the end of the semester. In a special
study course at the University of Mississippi, four groups of
19 freshmen each, taught by three different instructors, had
the topic, of reading skills presented to them between the
sixth and eighth week. of the semester only." During the re-
mainder of the term three groups continued practicing fe a
part 'of each class period with "standard reading exercises";
the fourth :group received no additional instruction. The
groups were tested at the end of the semester but, apparently,
not at the end of the eighth week. All three groups which had
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supplementary exercises gained significantly in rate but not
in comprehension or vocabulary. The fourth group; which
did not have supplettentary practice, made no significant
gains in any of the three areas. One of the other groups .which
had been taught by the same instructor and had received sup-
plemptary practice made significantly greater gains in rate,
vocabulary, and comprehension than did the fourth group.
4aylese0 tested groups of students in a six-weeks reading course .

at the end of the fourth week as well as at the end of the
program. Initial score differeves between the experimental
group and the control group were not significant. Mean dif-
ferences for final comprehension scores of the two groups
were not significant; but final rate and "rate of comprehen-
sion" mean differences were in favor of the control grdup. .

Scott" has described the development of, and the modifi-
cations in, the Lynchburg College Reading Program.' Com-

. parlsons of potentiality for reading improvement (determined
with the California Tests of Mental Maturity) and actual
reading improvement (determined with California Reading
Tests) were made for several-Semesters; , and eligibility for
the reading course eventually became dependent upon poten-
tial for improving reading skills "above the average adult
level". During. the 1953-54 session, median reading grade-
equivalent scores of students in the one-semester courses ad-
vanced from 10.0 to 11.0, with a median potentiality of 11.3
obtaining. Comparisons of an experimental group of 20 stu-
dents, with differences between present and potential attain-
ment levels, with a control group of 18 4tudents for whom
estimates of high motivation were made (but to whom the
criterion of gap,between achievement and potential were not
applied) yielded significant differences favoring the experi-
mental group ; so it was decided to continue using the criterion
of present versus potential attainment for enrollment dtiring
the 1955-66 school year. (Apparently, Scott's potentiality cal-
culations were made relative to the beginning, rather than to
the ind, of the training period.) A vocabulary development
program devised at the University of Minnesota and used in
a ten-weeks "leading Efficiency" course was described by
Thompson." The method relied extensively upon work with
prefixes and root elements. Evaluation results obtained in-
dicated that the approach' offered "a promising .vocabulary
tool." 174
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Yudin82 compared results of an "experience-Centered core

method of instruction" with those of a "conventional content=

centered" method relative to improvement of critical thinking

ability (as measured 4)4 Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking

Ability Appraisal) of college fredhmen. He found neither

group'had made significant gains at the end of the freshman

year; but there were indications of slight superiority of the

control group over the experimental group and of the brighter

student's of the experimental group over the less bright ones.

Wooster," evaluating effectiveness, of teaching an "SQ3R"

method of study in an Ohio State Study Course, found that,

while students could readily tell what the method was and

had apparently learned to take high quality notes, none seemed

to learn the method as "the integrated technique' for which it

was being taught." Newman and Highland62 evaluated the,

effectiveneds of several mass communications media for.. re-

_placing some functions of an instructor. They compared re-

' sults obtained in a five-day principles of radio class in which

an instructor played the regular information giving role with

results obtained in classes in which various mass media (tape

recorder and workbook method, supervised reading method

in which material was presented by chapters within a note

book, and tape-recorder and slide method) were used. Post-

course examination results for the three mass media groups

did not differ significantly from those of the instructor group.

There wvi some indication that effectiveness of mass media

methods aight vary with course length.

Reading and Study Skills and Habits

Status Indications

Boykin2 presented an extensive summary of reading test

data collected during therperiod 1950-54 at three different

NCgro Colleges. Data r.A.,f' ted were obtained from 3,686 stu-

dents as a result of 13-different test administrations and use

of \6 different reading tests. Analysis and interpretation of

the various data indicated that the "average" reading level of

the Negro College students tested was between -tenth and

elev nth grade. Grade-equivalent scores ranged, from fifth

gra e to college senior level. One-fifth to one-fourth of the

stud nts scored at or-above a college freshman level; and ap-

prox mutely five per cent "scored above the expected level

of pe ormanc n terms of the norms of the tedt."It128 Bur-

rows, using q estionaire and interview techniques with a
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representative sample of elementary and secondary teachers
in a New York county, found that teachers appear to read
about as much as other college graduates and decidedly more
than the general, unselected population. She pointed out, how-
ever, that teachers are "not outstandingly active in the wider
reaches of literate pursuits";°:2" and concern was exptessed
over the find& that only abont one-third of the college-

-educated citizenry is likely to read from a book on any given
.day.

On the basis of years of teaching and supervisory- exper-
ience, counseling. and orientation work with university stu-
dents, and work with personality and adjustment measures
and data, Hadley" estimated, "conservatively", that.."95 per
cent of college entrants lack adequate study skills," that "a
relatively small percentage have reading speeds and compre-
hension skills adequate for handling all college, assignments,"
and that a great proportion are "unable to take good useable
notes."21:8" He attributed these lacks to students' previous
high school experiences, which he maintained were such that
exercise of better and more Adequate skills was not required.
Among the study problems Olsen" found mentioned most
frequently in his survey of 291 college students were inability,-
to concentrate completely upon the study task at hand and
inability to follow a study schedule. Lack on interest and
general lack of specific study skills and abilities (the only
category in which reading skills were included) were men-
tioned with much lest frequency.

Tillson" reported results of interviewing and rating 32
"superior readers," chosen from Purdue University develop-
mental reading classes, who were interviewed and rated on a.
five-point scale, in accordance with suggestions made iir.Grak
and Rogers' Maturity in Reading. The greatest numbers of
students were rated 3 or 4 on five of the six areas specifically
investigated. On "Amount of Time Spent in Voluntary Read-
ing," all but ten students ranked only 1 or2. Hoffminu found
only 1 out of 37 students in an introductory psychology course
able to define correctly' more than 39 of the 53 non-technical
words which had been selected from the first chapter of the
course text; one-half of the class was'unable to define 40 per
cent or more. Hoffman concluded that the difficulty was more
in the students than in the textbook; and he used the obtained
'results as an argument for more selectivity in admission pro-
cedures. The median reading test adores of a group of 60
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. "select" and "successful" business and professional men in

Jack's siudy38 Were found to be somewhat higher than those

of a group. of 91 eighth, grade students, when both groups were
compared on the basis of norms for eighth grade. Jack pointed

out, however, that if twelfth grade norms had been applied

to the men's scores, the children would have been slown to
excel by a greater margin than did the men when the lower
level norms were used.

Halfter and Douglass28 emphasized operational definition

of reading skills required for academie success as "thinking"
skills rather than as "comprehension". This,emphasis *tie the

result of a five -year investigation, by-the reading staff at De
Paul University, of texts, tests, and' instruction in courses in

the Cpllege of Commerce. A classification and explanation of,

five levels of thinking shine which seemed to be required was
presented by Halter and Douglass, ,SVerman," in an investi-

gation of relationship of delayed comprehension to other
aspects of reading, concluded that delayed comprehensioii was

a skill which could be taught as pne of the higher level study

skills.

Influence of Skills and Habits

A number of studies or reports had reference to, or impli.:

_cations for, the influence of reading and study skills, habits,

and improvement. Currie," studying differences between, a

group superior and a group deficient in- college freshman corn-

. position, found the superior group excelling significantly with

respect to reading ability and study habits, among other fac-

tors. Of twenty-nine factors studied, "verbal aptitude or read-

ing ability" was found to head the list of those having greatest

effect upon writing competence. The fifty Bethany College

students in Dumler's study'° were found to have made not

only significant reading rate gains after a twenty-weeks

training program with the tachistoscope and accelerator; but

they also made highly significant improvement on Minnesota

Clerical Test scores, which finding was "contrary to state-
ments made in the test manual".18:88 Students in Eppley's in-
vestigation28 also made significant rate gains in a "Methods

of Study" course; but it, was also found that skill in utilizing
various speeds did not necessarily accompany the higher read;

ing rates. However, reading proficiency was found to be

associated with academic standing of a majority of Eppley's

students. The gaini' in grade index which accompanied the
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-reading rate and comprehension gains Of students partici-
pating in a developmental reading program in a history class22
were treated earlier in this review/Among factors found by
Mumpower to be significantly more characteristic of educa-
tion majors who achieved "beyond expectancy" than of those
who did not were better study habits. In a study with approxi-
mately 500 basic airmen," the reading methods was found to-. be significantly superior to the' lecture (tape-recorded) meth-
od of presenting complex learning material. Further findings
indicated that preference of presentation had little influence.
The significant role of langu ge facility in p rsonality tests
of the pencil-and-paper type as demonstrate. ammves-
tigation reported by Levy. 42 A group of subj 111,'
vocabulary test scores (D gnostic Reading, ests)
scores on the Allport-Vernon tudy of Values whiCh were sig-
nificantly different from th it scores ory a modified form -
(simplified in language but supposedly congruent in all other
respects) of this instrument.

Several reports of prediction-type studies also contained
implications relative to influence of reading and study'skills.
'Results "obtained by Mose" in his investigation, involving
college entrance examination and other data, and ,social studies
test scores of approximately 4,000 freshmen; led him to con-
clude that objective test data (including reading comprehen-
sion test scores) were more useful in determining factors
influencing academic success in- social studies courses than
were high school social studies giades or numbers and kinds
of social studies courses taken in 'high school.' Results ob-
tained in Kim's prediction study" indicated that study habits
('concerning 'Which objective data were obtained), among
other non-intellectual' factors, as well"'as academic aptitude

. played' a significant role in determining college 'grades. Zero
order and multiple correlations (involving scores on various
parts of the Cooperative English Test, Lower Level, and .
grade-point averages of, about 3,000 freshrrien) obtained by
Jensen and Clark" caused themAo conclude that "effective-
ness of expression" and "reading ,,comprehension" scores did
not contribute ,substantially to predictivapower.. ),

4

'Factors Influencing Skills and Habits _

A number of reported studies had pertinence to the in
fluence of given psycliological or,personality factors on read-
ing or study habitsand skills.-Alpert2 'found empathypearhig
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little relationshig to ahility to -read either factual or literary
materials. Ability to maintain objectivity; or to keep from
projecting in reading, was found to be related significantly
to reading of factuakmaterials, especially among males, but
sizificantiyrelated to reading of literary materials only .for

Dundee° found ne significant relationships between
reading rate .vencreases attained, in his tachistoscope-and:
accelerator-oriented reading program and Miller Analogies.:
Test scores. Relationships- between certain personsliTy factors
(Minnesbta Multiphasio Personality 4,Inventory) and rate
increments were .inconclupiitoi, bdt negative_ ones were indi,*
cated: Results of analyses ,mittler44,EPillaY's study29 of inter,
setiortl)etween reading;skilla and various perbonal factors in
relatiott to academic ..,61fiefoment iNichted that acadeniic
success of students ,was dependent tit* A" "the way hslAindi-,
Viduil, utilized, applied, 'anctintegrated his learning Pothntial
with interacting perdenall'ty and etwiwunental facters":"sYsq

.

. In a study of 00.1tribationeot several variables to vtiriaZi
bility in 'iniprovement of reading performance (vocabulirry
and reading comprehension scores4,Chansky and Bergrnania'
found hysteria Moderately related?, and" psychostheniq. and i
verbal intelligence inverst related te'iMprovement i'n both'
vocabulary and comprehension, Study habits were found to:
predict improvement better than'any single variable. klayleso,
found that a medial testing procedure depressed the final read-,
fug test scores of anxious extraverts In a reading, program
but had no significant effect upon iichieimment of other per-
sonality types. In a study reported by Walter,IP motivation
for academic achievement of 'freshman enrolled in a how-to-
study purse' was interred from rdsponses Obtained with ,a
picture interpretations test: Groups classified in terms of
motivational levels did not differ significantly in learning
reading and'note-taking skills. Thayer and Pronkon found,
marked concurrence of opinion in the descriptions written,
by 112 college students, with regard to appearance and per-
sonality..of the central character in each of five fiction "ex-
cerpts. They interpreted obtained results to indicate that both
perceptiVe and projective processes are involved in the reading
of fiction and that the present wants, needs, and feelingir of
the realer, operate ih such reading. Snavely0,°6 in comparing a
group of college freshmen scoring high in speaking, writing,
and reading skills with a group scoring low, found, significant
differences favoring the high group relative to 4'number of.'
social, experiential, and educational backgrouna. factors.

1
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A Influences of anxiety or stress were investigated in two
studies"." and findings in these may have implications rela-
tive to college students who are failing tihd are taking reading

,-
t ourses to "save". them. In one study, no significant differ-
dices between high and low anxiety groups for number of
trials to reach the learning criterion or for number of errors
found when subjects were performing under non-stress con-
Ilitions. Under stress conditions (induced by telling subjects,
before practice, that performance on' a learning task was
highly dorretated with intelligence and, after practice, that
their practice performance was below average), the, high
anxiety group required significantly fewer trials to reach the
learning criterion and made fewer errors. In Chansky's,
study,1 relationships of anxiety of reading speed, reading
comprehension; and delayed recall were fon)* to be, in gen-
eral, negative and low. Results obtained with Partical_ corre-
lation procedures suggested that reading rate increased
under threat and that anxiety preserved recall when reading
under threat but- itapairole recall when reading .under no
threat.

Blue' found that most of the students in a social psychology
course Who had studied in an organized. group achieved higher'
grades than did the group which had studied alone. After,
finding that a group of airmen .had not,been given study .
suggestionsfor learning.names .(1111Eleetrical symbols did better

. than a. group which- had been given suggestions for study
techniques, Newmann concluded that the practise of allowing.
students to .decide upon their own study techniques for given
learning tasks was defensible. StrAnin classified he responses
of 536 students' in compositions on "What Makes StUdying
gasy or Difficult for Me." The three highest ranking factors
for the composite grOu of high school and college students
were privacy, quiet envir t (TV and radio notincluded),
and freedom from other conce ns and woiries and competing
interests.

.

Results obtained by Ausubel and others3 in an investigation
of retention suggested that interpolation of material substan-
tively similar, °but not identical, to the original learning nut-
Aerial promotes as much retroactive faCilitation of retention
as does identical repetition of learning material.. Crannell
and Pat;rish41 found immediate memory span for materials

N,,presen ed orally to be significantly, longer for digits than for
letters Or words and significantly longer for letters than for
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words. Th dluence of several varfables on rate of lapse o
meaning of s,4was studied by Wertheimer and Gillis."
Tyr results led m to conclude that meaning is retained
longer for words w are short rather than long, one-
syllable rather than two-s able, have objective rather than
abstract referents, and occur rly rather than late in a se-
quence-4 presentation. Kinn nen,00 comparing the reading
of four- Re is Digest article by a grasp of adults with the
reading of th riginal versions of the four articles by an

ivalent group, °and that original versions were read at a
fas ate than were'the condensed versions; that difficult

/article= e read more slowly in both versions than were the

e:aier one t that the, condensed versions were easier to
read, in the o of readers, although less enjoyable. She

concluded that th atest advantage of digest versions is

`increased comtrehens r unit of time. Analyses made J3y
Letsokit-in e study of re rate according to difficulty of

material and purpose for w ,eing read, indicated that
the-faste4V readers were not n asarily the best compre-

ders, that a reader tends to mai n a rate which is in
depe ent of difficulty aild purpose, I that the speed-
compreh sion relationship is high for ea material but
decreases as difficulty level increases. Poulton° tempted to
determine, Ina somewhat extensive s how silen .eading
comprehension was affected diff ett e ditions of p ng

and selecting, He concluded, on the basis of his arious resul
t the amount of material which can be co rehended in

egiven time is limited and that reading ,more rapidly than
this may enable onetorecall more words but not recognize
more on recognition tests. Subjects in a study reported by
Bendetti4 were given the task ht selecting words bearing an
abstr4c relationship to stimulus words (nouns) and deter-

mining "closeness of meaning". The study :and results ob-
tained have relevancy to meaning associations habitually
impoSed upon word-d-iiiid appear to have intlientions relative

At°. concept _formation, meaning bulzr9,unil, and comprehen-

sion,
Tests

The number of relevant reports found in the literature
may be an indication of an increasing interest in, or concern
with, testing instruments used in reading programs. Tests

relevant to reading er study programs were utilized in several
prediction-type studies. The, Brown - Holzman Survey Study
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Habits and Attitudes (SSHA) was involved in three such
studies."." Kim," in a study of the extent to which several
variables might increase accuracy of predicting academic
achievement, found the combination yielding the highest
multiple co,rtelation to be one which included SSHA scores.
Chansky anBregman" found a three-variable combination
which ineludedNSVA.scores predicting improvement in read-
ing vocabulary a ck comprehension (Cooperative Test)t
students in a voluntary' reading course better than any other
two-, three-, or four-variable combination. Study habits pre-
dicted reading improvenient .better than did any one of the
other single variables studied. Ahinann and Glocki on the
other hand, obtained little evidence to support inclusion of the
SSHA in a freshman testing battery used in connection with
a reading program; and SSHA scores made practically no
contribution to prediction of academic achievement when W-
inded in a battery of six variables. Halfter and Douglass"

fp point-biserial correlations between grade point averages
and nostia Reading Tests (Survey Section), Form D,
scores to .38 for Liberal Arts students but only .15 for
Cbllege of Co erce students, which findings were vi wed
as ipdications of n ssity for investigation skills required in
the various content are They further reported that a "stan-
dardized Commerce Readily Test" which was constructed

. was improving predictiveness of a test battery used in certdin
schools of business. Correlbtions of the Reading Comprehen-
sion, and of the Effectiveness of Expression scores of the
Cooperative English Test, Lower Level, Form Z, with grade
point averages were lower than-the ones obtained by Jensb
and Clark" for Mechanics of Expression and Total scores;
when Mechanics of Expression scores were combined wit
each of the other two as predictors, higher multiple R's were
obtained 'than when Mechanics of Expression and Reading
Comprehension were used as combination predictors.

Measurement' of comprehension was the concern in several
other studies; Cbok's" comparison of reading coinprehension
scores obtained afore and after a time announcement
jects being told when half of the total testing time of 90 min-
utes had elapsed) led him to conclude that use of a time an-
nouncement to 'obtain a rate soft is associated with more
lowered comprehension ,scores after such an announcement

an before for slaw readers, but not for fast readers. Hunt's
inv tigation82 was a re-examination of the six factors in-
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dicated in an earlier study to be significant to the reading
,comprehension process, "Results of analyses' made Indicated
that each group of items or skills, other than 'vocabulary, was

asuring-a common .ftraor of reading comprehension. Ran-
.kin57 reported the r4esults of ills evaluation of the Clore pro-'''
cedure (a word deletion teehaque in which remaining context
Is used to predict missing words) as a teckniqutt-for measur-
ing comprehension: .He concluded, in part, Oat the technique

used produced tests whith "are not very accurate measures of

general reading skill but are sufficiently accurate for measur-

ing pre- and post,-reading knowledge and 'specific reading
comprehension' 4.52:255, The Commerce Reading Comprehen-

sion Test develope# at De Paul University and treated in
Haifter and Dojglass' report's purportedly measures "the

level of tithe prospective Istudents' th I nk I ng tr o a d ipg

skills) ".28151 d$

, In addition to-the ones just mentioned, a number of the

other new tests which may offer various possibilities for

reading and study programs have been reported. Gulick and

Holmes" IriNe presented a discussion of the construction

of the Gulick Vocabulary Survey and some stiltistical data

concerning the test. Each form contains 200 wUllis selected

from the Lorge-Tithrndike list of 30,000 words. A word-in-

context test wail described by Heim and Watts." The test,

still in a pilot study stage, is, purportedly, a general intelli-

gence test "in that it demands a minimum of_lcndwiedge and

a- high degree of deductive reasons g".25:214 The test involves

determining meanings of crucial w ds by reading prose pas-

sages in which the words appear. nfamiliarity with the

crucial words, n essential condition, determined with a

,evpreliminary st, the Self-Judging Vocabulary Scale, which

has also be described," A two-part test was constructed

by Letson4 for the purpose of measuring reading rate ac-
cording to difficulty of material read and purpose for which

material iA read. Part I of the test measures rate in accordance

with ediff ulty of material, purpose being held constant.

McDonald" described an Inventory of Reading Versatility and ,

reported "results of some piellminary afortlication to various

samples. The inventory consists of three reading selections,

each of which requires a different reading approach. Gray25

briefly described the use of retrospective and introspeCtive-

techniques as recent approaches to the probfem of determin- ''

lug processes or factors .in understanding, or interpreting-
, - 4

what is read. I. 8 3
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Westover" compared liste ding as testing
means by giving 'one form of a test a test and the
other form by having the examiner read and having
the examinees check answer'', He found practice er-
once on the two types of tests and ,negligible relationshi
tween preference for listening or reading tests and test per-
formance..Smith05 found both rate and Comprehension scores
lower on Form B when both Form A and B of. the
Trailer Silent Reading Test- were administered -to_ 3 types

ofcollege reading improvement groups. Application'o the
Lome z ending Index also indicated ater difficulty
Form B.

Eye Mov eats and Controlled Reading

Dingman" recently rep ed results of a factor analysis
of 80 variables relative to read test data obtained with 219
college freshmen in 1939 and APariou hthalmographic data,"
He maintained that his data "completely ipported Tinker's
position (presented in a 1946 review of eye mo ent studies)
that eye-movements-are unrelated to reading con hension
factors for normal subjetta. An extensive review of tit
eye movement studies was again presented by Tinker.14
noted a diminishing number of studies in recent years; and
he pointed out that relatively few recent experiments dealt
`with fundamental problems,'that "some writers still adhere
to the motion that training eye movements as such is an effec-
tive way to improve reading,"74:r22° and that what is .needed is
"less activity by dilettantes who are inadequately prepared
to see the fundamental problems and unable to design suitable
experiments in the fietd.'"74:2" ,

Tabular data presented in an article by Taylor" suggested
that less than a single word' is seen at a fixationnby the per-
age reader in elementary grades and that college students
"see only 1.33 words of ten point type"1"2 at a fixations_
Taylor maintained that "the fundamental reading skill", which
he defined as the "acquired behavior pattern of the eyes which
always accompanies visual perception in reading",70:21 can
be developed best by a type of controlled reader training which
necessitates practice of a definite ocular pattern, but that an
inadequate amount of this is offered by pacers and tachistos-
copic devices. Among conclusions reached by Westover,'"
after a brief crictiCal review of some of the research on con-
trolled reading, were the following: that while 'reading may
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be improved by controlled reading devices, there. appears, in

general, to be no advantage favoring controlled reading over

motivational
practice; that reading gains achieved through

controlled reading methods are impfoved through improvement

of perception and organization habits rather than of eye

movements; and that controlled reading may be used to im-

prove perception and ,organization habits "if used by persons

who understand the psychology of reading and' the ltiliaittpoiv_,

of extrinsic devices' ."11" Spache,07," in his rationale for con-

trolled reading, also made some of the preceding points. He

also suggested what he considered the legitimate purpose of

controlled readingand the various types of readers who should

be permitted to enter a mechanical program. He further cau-

tioned against assuming that all persons can be taught to read

more rapidly.

'Thlt Plesch, the Dale-Chall, the Parr-Jenkins-Paterson

simpliffeation of the Flesch, and the Sunning Fog Index were

the four readabilitx formulas recalculated by Powers, Sumner,

and Kearloo with tlitAise of the 1950 revision .of the McCall-

Crabbs Standard Test Lifit8q8 in4Reading. (The 1926 edition

as used in the, derivation oath Flesch and Dale-Chall tor-

n' e.) - A number, of meastiremen
-swore made in the 883

pass s of the MeC - Crabbs materials ;Indegression equa-t

scions we computed th the measurements.
Results of the

revised fo, as and of he original Flesch and pitlecluili

formulas were c pared by pplying them to various samliles

of writings. Multi' e deter ation co-efficients and other

to obtained indicate hat the vised Dale-Chall was a more

ful tool for predic reads g difficulty, and was also

ore precise, than '11-s the revised Flesch. The re-

calculate ale-Cha consisten ga lower scores than the

original ; an. e recal lated Fie c nsistently gave loWer

scoresthai the o inal abOuttwo-t de of the time. All four

formulas w faun to agree nuhe ,clo ly with one another

than did the ch and Dale-Cha

Rubenstein and Ab rn5 ikd students in one group learn,

in eilods of study, as muc they could of thirty experi-

mental lis assages, ranging difficulty; another group

went throw tithe me passages, p dieting each successive

wore from a kn of all th? pr eding context. Dale-

Chal a ea w
fiend Flesh rdabili scores were alculated for each

f-of the *thirty passages. Inter rrelations computed among

Mean 'amounts learned, mean number of correct predictions

.
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per word, and Flesch and Dale-Chall scores showed that learn-
ing, prediction, and readepility were closely related, that pre-
diction and readability correlated about equally well with
learning, and that Dale-Chall scores correlated more closely
with learning 'and somewhat more closely with 'prediction
than did the Flesch. Despite' the observed differences, the
high obtained Correlation between the two formulas (.91) we's
viewed as further evidence that the two formulae measured
the same thing.

Crooks and Smith" applied a modification of the Flesch
formula to twenty college'biology, physics and chemistry texts.
All but two of the books were rated "difficult" All twenty
books were judged to be "dull" when analyzed with the Flesch
Human Interest Scale; In the opinion of subjects in Kinnu-
nens' comparison study, referred to earlier, of 'readability of
digest and original versions of articles," original versions were
more enjoyable but digest versions were easier to read. In
'Levy's study,42 also referred to earlier, the Flesch scores of
the original and modified Allport-Vernon Study of Values
were twelfth grade and seventh grade level, respectively. The
significantly different scores on the two forms made by a
group -with low test vocabulary scores indicated that the two
forfns were not equivalent for that group.
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. Critique

HENRY P. SMITH

Ttio Universitiot Kansas

It As my assignment to discuss this confereneewhere it

waslorn, *tat happened this year, and what its future may

be. Actually, I should not have this privilege. Oietit S. Causey

has been the key figure in fathering and guiding this organi-

, zatIOn. He, better' than any other, knows its history and his

ideas of the future of the conference are those that should

,be -most worthwhile: ,

However, I can'titiSmpt. at least a portion of the assign-

ment..Our reading conference certainly is young. But so is

the history of interest in improving adult reading. Twenty

to twenty-five years would take this interest back to its very

beginning. At that time Stroud at Iowa, Renshaw at Ohio

State, Wheeler at Miami, and Buswell at Chicago were just

beginning td be interested in the mature reader. Primarily,

they were experimenting with relationships between speed and

comprehension. Later they and others began to develop pro-

cedures for improving reading ability. It was only about ten

years dgo that the equipment manufheturers beganto dream

of profits in the field, and 'it was still later that the printed

workbooke started to appear.

NoW let us examine the National Reading Conference itself.

Its: history, although brief, began soon after the dawn Of the

general interest in adult reading. It began as the Southwest

Reading Conference. It lield its first meeting' (about a` six-

program) on April 25, 1952. As interest in adult` l-eadind

increased, the conferende outgrew its regional designation. It

has becoine a National Reading Conferencethe dominant

one in its field:

So much fori history. What were the high points of this

conference? Perhaps niost important was our attempt to make

some separation in$he program of the practical (how to -run

4a reading program). from the more theoretical (the research

oriented pdpera and didbussion). Thus in Thursday's program,

from eight to abOut fiVe o'clock, we dealt with the practical.

At 8 p.m. Thursday evening We began to emphasize- the whit'

, rather than specifically the how. 4
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We hoped that this plan might help to solVe a problem,
Reading improvement has become a great practical concern
to the high schools and junior colleges.--Although the active
participants. in the conference have generally been research
oriented directors of college anabuniversity reading programs,
over the past few years we have drawn increasingly large
numbers of teachers and administrators as observers of the
conference. Thug we have tended to have two groups.

The purpose of the active participants was to share ideas
concerning research and theory; the purpose of the observers

--- was to" earn ho'w to conduct a program. Certainly the ob-
servers were somewhat impatient with the theory and on. the

-- other hand the conferring "experts" becaphe concerned that
-the conference might cease to function as a place for sharing
new findings and proposing explanations. This years day of
emphasis on the practical followed by nearly two day's di§z
russion of more theoretical 'issues made, it possible for each
person to chdose his own fare. -

1,

To attempt to evaluate the contributions of various speak-
ers would he presumptuous. Certainly those of us who attend
regularly have come to look forward to Emery Bliesmer's, re-
view of the research. And for the many who had read Prof.
Stroud's books and ,articles, particularly those of us who were
his students, it was a high point to have him participate in
the conference. In addition, we were all pleased to see some
new names in major spots on the program: Many of us have
been on the program enough times that if others are not
tired ,of us, we are at least somewhat tired of ourselves.

And now for a look into the future. Where do we go from
here both as a conference and in our understanding of adult
reading and its improvement? °

The future of this conference and the future of adult read-
ing can be predicted only in very general terms. The interest
in adult reading should continue to grow, and with it our con-
ference should grow. e.

Iri looking toward the 'future,. We might profit from at-
temptingto identify the trends in the research in adult reading
that deem to appear. Near th,e beginning tachistoscopes and
accelerators in various forms tended to dominate our pro- .
grams, Our focus was upon the mechanics of reading, but



'-tour ent emphasis vrtainlyis upon the perceptual nature

of reading.

A' From certain papers at our recent meetings we can see

that reading programs in industry are beginning to receive

some serious study. Some industrial programs are showing

concern for the nature of reading and the evaluation of re-

sults rather than focusing merely on how to operate accelera-

.
tors and how to sell programs. The machines themselves are

, being seen as motivators rather than as magic wands. And in

all oT our adult programs we are emphasizing motivation

rather than eye training.

Therseems to be some change in the goals that we recog-

nize for reading improvement. In the past, improvement Was

evaluated through rate or at best by rate and comprehension

*scores. WOaW are talking of rate of comprehension and of

flexibilltf In reading., Our reading tests almost certainly will

develop in . tiu direction of providing indices of flexibility.

Our emphasis,
particularly In the college programs, is moving

from the 'reading of nevyspaper and story materials toward

the effective reading of work-type materials. Here again we

see the direction of develoriment toward power and flexibility

rather than speed.
.

When vie come to View reading as a thinking rather than

a mechanical process, we focus our attention on vocabulary

development. We are made increasingly aware of the numer-

ous dimensions of vocabulary. We become less concerned with

. the gross number of wordi tbakone knows and more concerned

with the breadth of experience beliind. each word. We -know

that words and their combinations are related to attitudes;

feelingsto the very culture of man. Although it has been

said that a picture can replace 1,000 words, in many 6ases our

meanings for a single word evoke 1,000. mental pictures.

All along the line cour definition for reading has been de-

veloping: Originally we thought of reading as pronouncing

words, later we emphasized the arousal of meaning, but now

we are concerned with the interactions between writer and

reader. We now focus more upon what the reader takes to the

printed page than upon what the writer placed there. We

are seeing.Teading as related to all areas of psychology. We see

that the principles of learning and forgetting apply both le

learning, to read and to the use of reading fot learning. Read-
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ing at once is an excellent example of a process to be learned
and ofa learning process.

Adult reading as a professional area ,certainly is still in
its adolescent periods But in human development it is during
the lusty, searching adoleadence that we find greatest grow,th
in attitudes and in physical size and strength. Perhaps this
adolescent professiontoo, will make its greatest growth while
it strives toward mature status.


